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PREFACE

eas,, inform2tion,
in f orm2tion.
BULLETIN NlJ}rBER
NU}ffiER 3 continues the lively exchange of id
ideas
h e relationship among a rt, social
socia l a nd c~
and vie
vie'Ns
.... s about tthe
c.~ ltural values
values.,
and ea
e ducation
.
The
assembled
author
authors
s
provide
us
with
yith
thoughtprcvoking
uC:3.t i on
a rtic les on modern
mode rn art,
educati onal ideology
ideology,. and curricu
cu rri c ulum;
articles
art . educational
lum; ,o/itn
,..ith
vigorous
vigoro us argumen
argut::.en ts
t s from differing sides of t he tlelitism
Uelitism vers us populism"
h socially- oriented r eviews
ar t education texts;
debate; wi
~1 tth
evieU5 of major art
t exts;
.... itn an anno
a nno t ated
a ted b
bibliography
and ·#ith
ibliography of relevant study r es o ur ces .
Pub li
cation suppor
sup portt f or tm.s issue has
h a s been provided by James
lication
Unive::s ity 's
Sc hool or Fine Arts and Communi
Communica
on,. Donald L .
Unive::sity
' 5 School
c a ti
t ion

~'!ad
is on
~'!adison

~fcConkey ,
~kConkey.

D~an .
Special thanks go to
t o Constance Lowe , Universi
ty of Illinois, for
Dean
University
editorial
edi t orial assis t ance .

A.. Brooks
Cathy A
Univers ity of Il
linois
University
I llinois
a t Ur
bana- Champaign
at
Urbana-
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If there were no budget constraints, art education would be nice .
Nost people agree it's fun to do, and students do enjoy it .
But
Bu t most

people also

thi~~

it's a frill and unnecessary.

As thinking art educators. we must address these issues and the
concerns of our
Ollr policy makers . We must definitively respond to the
questions of why we spend all that time, effort , and money teaching art .
His tarical

O~J'ervieT..J'
O~,ervie',.;

John Adams said,
I oust study politics and war
wa:::- so that my sons
have liberty-liberty- -liberty
liberty to study mathematics and
philosophy, geography,
ge ography, natural history,
histo ry, naval
architecture, navigation,
navigation. commerce and agriculture; in order to give their children a right
to study painting.
painting, poetry
poetry,. music, architecture ...
. ..
(1841, pp.. 68)
In the late nineteenth century, the need for skilled draftsmen
and designers prompted a group of industrialists to pressure tne
the Hassachusetts state legislature to make drawing a required subject in the
schools. They brought ~.,ralter
~.,ra1ter Smith to this country to
t o teach and to
create a series of drawing books which were based upon stereotypical
i;nages .
images
Around the turn of the century,
century. the virtues of ha!'d
hard work, piety,
piety.
and loyalty {,Teye
I,Tere introduced into the schools through art appreciation of
"famelis" paintings depicting those themes.
"famcus"
It was a form of culture
cult'.Jre and
and effort to properly refine the socially elite .
In the 1920's, John Dewey's philosophy of learning through experience gave birth to the concept of creative self-ex?ression .
This concept
was strongly emphasized by Viktor Lowenfeld in his landmark text, Creative
and Hental Growth,
Growth , first published in 1947 . For the past 35 yea!'s,
years, this
philosophy based on the "new" field of psychology has pervaded the art
education field .
Art education is really made up cf three distinct out
but often confused
categories:
self- expression, abservation, and appreciation
appreciation.. (Read, p. 208)

1

The art ed~catio
ed~cation
n field has
hzs ~~en he3vily
he~vily influenced
influencEd by the concepts
conce pts of
Art!1ur
Art::
ur t-l
t.: . Do;.<
Do.." , ....
\Ohose
hose book Composition (1899) placed g
great:
r eat e!!lph.:=.sis
e:TIpho=.sis on
observation
obse rvation of visual pher!Or:J.ena
phenol:lena and the application
appl ication of this observati
observation
on
to the construceion
cons tructi on of a design . Although design constLuc
t s have played
eo
constL'ucts
an iCuportant
i~portant role in the final product of art educati
education,
on, the prim~ry
thrust has bee
beenn on the oaking aspect or
o r process of art
art.,
It is now time to ree
ree\.-a!uate
...'a!ua te tthae
ha t basic question,
questior., I·lhy
I·IIly are r..:2
r..:e
teaching art
ert?? Is it
i t for
fo r skill development
devel opment,. cult:..Ir
cult~r a
al
l eli
eli::istll
tism , creati'le
creati·.re
self- expression.
expression, dev
develop~ental
e lop~ental g r owth.
owth, o r comounication and unde
understanding?
rst anding?

Contemoorary
Con temoorary Issues
Chapman, Feldman
Feldman,, Grigsby,
Grigsby , Lani
Lanier,
er, and McFee
Mc~ee agree that we :end
: end
t o look upon the arts
to
ar ts with the eye
e ye of an elitist group . Neithe
Neitherr the
History of Art (1962) by H. i,'
H.. Janson nor Educating Artis tic Vision
(1972)
refe
although
rt. is still
still
(19 72) by Eliot Eisner re
fe r to a fe:1ale
fe~al e anist
ar~ist ,. al
t hough a rt
someh ow considered a "femi.:line" t~ hing ttoo do.
include
somehow
do . ~or does
dces Eisner
Eisne r fnclede
a single
s ingle ~ork
work by a folk or craft
c=eft artist, filmmaker.
filmmaker, graphic
g r aphic oorr indust
ind ust r
~ ial
des
i
gner.
designer.
Engel (1981)
(1981 ) state that art is considered
consid ered "Sctlething
"Scoeth1ng Special" and
t he=E!ore
the
refore .!!.2..E.
~ for everyone .
He does not suggest that
tha:: the schools shoul
shouldd
create artists, for tt~at
ha t is an impOSS
impossibili
i bility
ty and ridiculous, bu
b~t
t that
the schools
scnools should
sho uld be charged to crea
create
te competent visual perceive::s
perceivers .
These visual perceivers should be able to respond to our total
t o tal visual
visual
environment: the traditional "fine ar ts", the creations of !:lass
cass medi.a
media,,
and the utilization of
o f urban spaces . Only the:l ~i
~ill
ll we be confirle~t
confide~t
that
that: 'He
.o1e ...
will
il l vie
vie<....... art
a r t as necess
necessary
ary for
f or CO::II:lUnication
cO::II:lunication beth ~ithi"
within and
a.'1d
be~~een gr
groups
oups . Only
Onl y then will we
~e c r eet
eatee a ffuture
uture of choice
chOice , ne
nett c~ance .
The problem has many cchalleng~s
halleng ~s .
WE mus
We
mustt reach a larger po
portion
rtion
o f the
t he school population whil
of
whilee simul
s i multaneously
tane ously convincing the
t he po
polic'l
licy
maker or
of the value of understandi
understanding
ng multicul
multicultural,
t ural, visual
visual forms
fo~s .
These
forms are not only
ide ntity, but
on ly the means to establishing individual identity,
also the ',;ay
l,;ay in ·which
. .,hich we understand much of ,. . hat we k:1.o"'
k:lo't.' about our own
culture and others'.
o t hers ' . America
oss ed salad
~~erica is not a melting pot, but a ttossed
with
wi
th a variety of cultures existing side by side. The political rami
ramififi cations are power
powerful.
fu l.
In his article
a rticle ""New
New Directions
Direct ions for Urban 3.esearch.
3.esearch,"" Antho:1Y
Antho:1Y
Dm,,-.;,s (1976) identifies education
eciucaeion and aesthet
ics in the ttop
Dow~s
aes thetics
OP ten priorit i es
Ris ideas act
bet~aen
for social research . His
ac t as a bridge be
t~ een those concerned
~.;:!.th urban pr
problems
ar t cl.irriculum
~.;ith
ob lems and those concerned ",""ith multicultural art
curriculum
development.
developme
ct. Downs identifies education
educatior. and aesthetics
rresthe t ics especially
es~ecial ly in
i:1
terms of th e effect
effec~ that mass media has on social
secial change.
ch an ge. He recorr.mends
po
licy- orient
ed,multidiscipinary research ~ith lar ge scale data collection
policyoriented,multidiscipinary
and analysis
analys is to illurr~nate thi
t hi s iinteraction
nt e r action ,_
Also
iopactt of mass meaia,
mann (1980)
,~so concerned with the iopac
me dia, She rr~a
( 1980)
that a reassessment of our
our concep t ualiza
ualization
tion of a rt
r t and e~otions
is essential. The pervasive influence
i nf lu e ~c e of il:lages
i;:Jages from
t r om i:he
t he mass media
medie

obse~.res
ons e~les
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demands a thorough analysis .
which the revision
Hans Gifforn questions the criteria upon wnich
curriculum
based
that . "we oust not forget
of curricu
lum ought to be bas
ed . He notes that.
that school instruction has also been influenced by social groups
primarily intere sted
ing their personal power or economic
s ted in increas
increasing
advantage.. " (1978,
advantage
(1978. p. 51) Gifforn
Gifforo concludes
conc l udes that art education is
political education as well, strengthening or weakening an individual 's
's
inclination and abili
ability
t y to con
control
trol or change social structur~s
structures .
The most popula
app r oach to
is through
thro~gh
popularr approach
tv inquiry in art
ar t education 1s
the theoretical
on notes (1980),
(1980) ,
theoreti cal frame~ork of psychology . As Johns
Johnson
this approach does not
~ot consider tthe
he social context
con text.. According to her
her,,
what is significant is how
ho~ people describe life in ~ he world
~orld..
She
recommends three alternative approaches:
1. Symbol
Symbolic
ic interactioni
interactionism-sm-- the "self" changes th
through
rough
life based on social interactions
interactions..

2 . Phenomenological Sociology-- an in~uiry into
in:o the life
of consciousness to illuminate the things that
tnat a r e taken for
granted
gran
t ed . This approach depends upon the context of lived
experience
e:{.perience..
33.. Ethnomethodology ( also called "Garfinkeling" for its
author)--focuses on the methods by which people accomplish
the affair s of ever:tday
ever:rday life based on practical r easoning in
life situations.
situations .

J ohnson states that any of the above approaches are
than the traditional psychological fracework
frame·. . .ork .

~ore

appropriate
app r opriate

Compounding
Ccm?ounding the complexityof inqui r y are the
t he concerns of Chalmers
(l98l)
(l98 l ) , who states that visual symbols express and convey ideas, emotions,
qualities and feelings , but that membe
members
r s of diffe rent cultures do not
react in the same way to the same sti~uli . He states
s tates that all art should
be consider
considered
ed as cultural artifact,
ar t ifact, rrelated
elated to the social order
o r der in a
causal- functional manner .
in his book, Way.:;
Ways of Se
Seeing
ein g ., Eerge
Berge r states
scates that "seeing
" seeing comes
before "Norcis
. " It is
i s seeing which establishes
words."
estab l ishes our place in the world,
although
..-e explai
e :<p lainn our •world
...orid with words.
no t been
a lt hough '~e
words . The relationship
rela~ionship has not
settled , O'.lt clearly the social
soc ial context
context: impinges on our ';o:ay
o;.:ay of seeing .

Members of preindust
preindustrial
rial cultures
cultureS apprecia te art because of their
direct <ind rreegular
gular participation.
participation . Many of the important day
day-to- t o- day things
butt also
a l so useful aes
het these people do are not only f unctionally useful, bu
ae stt hetically . Their concep tion
t ion of value is different from ours .
Perhaps there is much tha t we can learn fron
from chis
If ,
t his attitude. If,
values, beliefs and attitudes,
in :act , a culture is determined
deterI!l.ined by its '!alues,
then every culture
c~lture must surely benefit from an understanding and an

3

appreciation
appreciati.on of every other culture. HcFee
ricFee (1978)
(19 78) asks some very serious
questions about our
our currer.t values. Is it not ti;!le
ti;ne for .<\me
.A..mericans
ricans to
begin to benefit
benef i t from
frem the richness
~ichness of diversity within our country? Have
~e nearly lost the specificity of culture by stratif
stratifying
ying our
ocr society along
economic
ecor.omic lines? Or has this divisionism
divisionisrn brought about ne\.;
ne\,; "cultures"
based on personal life experiences? Only exploration, research, time and
an openness to new experience will lead the way to a society of meaningfulness and fulfill~ent
ful£ill~ent for each of its citizens.
The challenge then must be to create an art education curriculum
which is personally rewarding,
rewarding , relevant to experience,
experie!2ce, and sound intel lectually . In our culture, the dominant features of which are the quest
lectually.
for wealth and upward social mobility,
mobility , there have been precious few
opportunities
opportu~ities to express constructively how life feels,
reels , what life ' s
special meanings are , and why life is different for me than for you .
~.J'e need an art education curriculum that will help children to li..'1derstand
~.Je
u11derstand
ar~ in varied life styles, and thus to wisely shape their ow~.
ow~,
According to Chapman (1978).
(1978), a child's attitudes are well developed by early adolescence and, therefore,
therefore , each of these purposes must
be met i:l a substantial 'Way during the elementary and junior high school
years
years.. We must recognize that our e~virorr!!lent
envi~onment is created by human effort.
Ta'Ward
Io'Ward that end, we must emphasize how
hawaII
all of us are
a~e in some respects
respec~s
like e·,'e.:y
e','e-ry other pe~son,
person , like some other people
people,, and like !!£
ne other
o~her person.
persor..
He must attend to those dimensions of our selfhood that can
car. be shared
sha= ed ".-dtn
~dtn
others, in order to understand our own uniqueness . We must recognize
re~ognize that
the art which we create is influenced by cultural/social
cultural /social forces , and ~hat
our percep~ion
perception and response to visual for:ns is influenced by our cultural
values.

Cl<> rification (S:'mon,
(S:'mon , et a!., 1972),
autho:-s explain
In Values CI"'rification
1972) , ~he authors
their title as a process fer
tneir
for selecting the best and rejecting
rejec~ing the worst
elemer.ts contained in
i~ various value systems.
These choices come about
through peer
pee r pressure, submission
sUDmission to authority, and propaganda that
tha~
we encounter
encounte:- through traditional learning approaches, such as moralizing,
moralizing ,
modelling,, or "laisse
modelling
"laissezz- faire"
fairel! ., The ;;;.uthors
authors identify this sequence of
Dr
categories in the clarification process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7 .,

Prizing and cherishing
Affirming
Aff
i rming
Choosing from alternatives
Choosing in vie'W
view of consequences
Choosing freely
Acting
Acting 'Nith
',;rith .::. pat
p.::.t'Ce:::-n,
cern, consiste:lt and repretitious

They acknowledge an indirect indebtedness to
the subst.::.nce and Iichness
Lichness of his ideas.
ideas .

De~ey's

pnilosophy, affirming
philosophy,

Perhaps we should a:knowledge
~knowledge that values clarification is a '".ay
~a y
to identify
~dentify cultural differences
differenCES and to assist us in determining
determin ing 'What
what
',..;e
',.;e truly value aesthetically
aesthetic.ally and
a!1d artistically in our multic.ultural
multicultural SOCiety,
society.
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The Need for
fo'!" Alternative /·.opro2.che.s
.l.oproaches

A story is told about Picasso and a conversation he had with a
Ge
Ge:1..'l.an
:'t!lan ""isitor
vi.sitor to his studio . The visitor rhetorically-rhetorically--oorr perhaps
aggressively--asked, "You are the painter who maGe
m<!de the picture, Guernica?"
Picasso responded
responded,, "No! It 'T...
,.;ras
as you ,\.;ho
..no created it!"

This story reminds

us of the connecticns
connectic ns between
bett.1een the individual and society, artistic act
exper ience and symbolic
symbo li c transformation. (Kaufman ,
and cultu ral ii:lpetus
impetu s 9~ experience
1966.
19 66 , p.
p . 51)
In ""W"ny
Why Art Education L.E.cks Social
Socia l Relevance : A Contextual
Con textual
A~alys~s
A~a ly sis ."
. " Bersson
Ber sson (1981) observes that cie!!!.ocracy
der.locracy represents
rt::presents the
t he desi
desired
red
goa l . "In its declared tolerance
t olerance of and respect
:respect for
fo r cultural differences.
differences,

in its promise of equality of opportunity and popular governance 'of,
' of , by
and for (all) the people
people,,'' the principles of democracy stand
s tand as the
essential potential force for the democratization of society
so ciety and cul
tu-:e."
cultm:e
."
(p . 6)

I
I
I
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'.~r~ ;r.ust
,;~r~
must begin a t home .wi
. . ith
t h the programming in our local
l oca l schoo ls.
ls.
The visual arts are not a separate entity fro~ otner
o ther art
a rt forms and must,
mus t,
therefo
th~refore.
re, beco~e
be cone i~terdisciplinarj.
i~terdisciplinary.
We must address the issue of teacher
teac~er
resources and staff develop~
develcp~ent
ent., particularly in t he
ne study of cultures
cul t ures
and subcultures previ
pr eviously
ously igno
ig,lO red
r ed in the tteacher
eache r ' s professiona
profeSSionall preparation.
preparation .

We must build upon some of the
t he efforts of particular school sys~erns
sys~ems
and speci fic individuals
individuals.. The Richmond
Richmond,, Virgina school syste~ has a
Teacher Resource Center
Cent er (Arts Library ) especially equipped with motivational
mate:-ials for black st
students
sup ervisorr there has a persona
personall
materials
udents.. The art superviso
~Jorks by Airo- ..;merican
whic h he uses for
s lide collectio
collectionn of ~""orks
.iJnerican artists which
(~ote 1)
Depar t ment
staff development
d evelopm~nt..
(~ot.e
The chairman of the;
tho:! Art Department
t he need to generate
at Norfolk State University
Universit.y has noted the
generat.e a list of black
artists
a r tists in the comcunity
cornounity wao
who ~ould coce to the schools to de~ons
cie~o nstrate
trate .
(~o t e 2)
HOODS (1981) stated
s tated that universit
universityy art
ar t depart~ents seem to be remis
r~miss
s
regarding art and social concerns in their
thei r professional teacher prepar
prep aration
ation
programs.. They have placed li
programs
little
ttle emphasis on the re
respond
spond ing process,
emphas izing
emphasi
zing sel
self-expression
f - expression through studio production.
production . Clearly.
Clearly , teacher
grams are a pe
pertinent
r n in a holistic app r oach to
pre?aration pro
pr ograms
~tinent conce rn
m~
lit ccltu ral
r al art education .
m~litccltu
froD sone existing pr ograms which a r e socially responsive
Learning froe
is a dire.ction
direction \Jo
t..rort~
rt;" pursuing
pursuing.. One such
s uch program is RITA, Reading InstrucIns truction Th r ough .J..rt.
.J-oIt , aan
o ionovati·
...e curriculum for improving ';isual
',isua1 percepti
innovath'e
perc e pti on
skills . This Title III,
II I, ESL\
ESL~ program in NeN
NeN York City
Ci ty h~s reported
remarkable gains in basic skills competencies,
competencies , partic
particularly
ularly in
i n the a reas of
human co~unication,
A second program
co~un ication, reading , writing, and s peaking.
pro gram
'Nor
th pursuing , and pe r haps incorporating into the school curriculum
'...·orth
cu rr iculum ,
began in California in 1967 . It has involved ye
yo ung people in urban mural
mural
design that
t hat refle
re f l ects
c ts t heir cul
cu ltural
t ural background.
bac kgr ound. It has grown natiocally
natio~ally,,
and is a powerful fo rce
r ce in community ar
arts
t s programming ana
and volunteer
cOl!l!lit:ne:r
cOl:'Di
t meatt.. Another exemplary
exem?lary program
pr ogram is the Urban Arts Project
P:-oject in :-linne~lir..!le
apolis
:·!ir..nesota . It
stuc:!ents to a place where chey
~yo rk
apolis,, :·!irmesota
I t brings stuc.ents
t hey can wor
k
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directly ~•.'ith artists fyom many disciplines .
There is no one curriculum which could possibly meet all
:!l.ulticultural concerns.
concerns . Socially relevant objectives are so widewide-ranging,
ranging,
and an expanded definition of art so diverse,
diverse , it would be simplistic to
presume that one curriculum could possibly be a panacea . Hm.;ever. in the
American tyadition of being challenged to remecy an undesirable situation,
I present the following curriculu~ outline. with the goal 0: increasing
the social relevance of art instruction:
instruction :
I.
Arc Education
I . Objectives of Multicultural Art
1.
1 . To understand the visual symbols which maintain the
concepts of reality for different cultures
cultures..

2 . To understand the organization and roles of a given
2.
society through its -Jisual
-JisLial forms
for.:ns .
3.
3 . To understand how visual forms contrloute to our
current values, especially through the mass media
media..

4. To create visual communication for:!l.S
for~s which respect
cultural differences.

5. To increase the aesthetic knowledge of the arts
audience of the future .
II. Procedure to Implement Hulticultural Art Education Objectives

1. Combine art, illusic
music , theatre. end
and dance into an Arts
Department for mutual cooperation and benefit .

I

2. uevelop
ue'lelop progr8!D.S
progra!l1S to utilize cOlIlffiunity
corn:m.ur.ity resources, both
individuals and
a~d arts organizations .

.I

3. Provide opportunities
oP?ortunities for students and adults to inter2ct
interact
in the arts, inside as well
we ll as outside the schools .

II

4.
4 . Require ~ education for all students throughout their
years of schooling . as basic to understanding effective
communication in our multicultural society .

S.
5 . Develop curricula which will meet the intellectual and
technical demands of each discipline
discipline.. In the visual arts,
arts ,
we should give equal emphasis to observation.
observation , production,
and
a n d response.
Conclus~on
Conclusion

wnen '..;e
we consider what is really basic in a society, ""e
'.,.-e must 98use
and reflect upon t,he
t.he ancient peoples ',.,ho dre'''''
dre'''; on their Halls in the caves
of Altamira and Lascaux . wnat were they telling us of the
t~e world in ~hich
they lived? What were they telling one another?

6
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John !{uskin
Ruskin said that
t hat :"e
~"e l ear:l of a society
soc iety thr
through
o ugh three
t h r ee sources
sour ce s :

the
t he Book
Beok of tthei.r
hei r Words
\.)'ord s,, th
t hee Book of their Deeds,
Deeds , an
andd tthe
he Book
Boo k of the ir
ir
Art . Though one does not
n ot exist
e xist r..,rithout
ri::hout th e other
othe. r , the Bock of t heir
h eir .!..:r-t.
.!.:"t.
is th.e
t.h.e !i,-ost
ffiC<st reliable
~ eliab le . (Janson, p . 2)
How ana
How
and ,t .... . ha
h a t do
cia we 'Jant
..... ant our descendants
descendant s to kno,,knc,,' of
of

0 ....
..... :::-

soc1ec:y?
sociec::y ?
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}10DER..'l
}!ODER...'l FINE ART;
\,£HICLE E'OR
A VEHICLE
FOR

l~-nERSTAt.."DING w""ESI~R.\j
l~'TlERSTA1."DING
w""EST~R.\j

NODER..'UTY
NODER..:UTY

Karen A. Hambler;
Cali:o~wia
Califo~nia

State

Un ive~sit y ,
Unive~sity,

Long Beach

wnile art c.urricula are not Hithout
Hithout: reference to c.,rentieth
p...rentieth century
fine art, the social significance of modern fine art has been a neg-

lected area of study .

The purpose of this paper is to survey and

revif.!'.·J
re·'i2~·' the Glodal
wodal characteristics of modern
Striking simih.rities
simil.o.rities are rev€21ed
revealed in such
suggest ti.at a study of modern fine art in
to prcblematize
problematiz€ both the social origins of
values of I~estern
\~estern modernity.

society and modern fine art.
a revieH which strongly
art education could serve
modern fine art and the

Art Education Literature Re'lie
Revie',.'

T
",

revie,....• of art education literature indicates Chat
that Dode"!:"i1
A revie'
modern fine
is often neither an integral part of proposed a~t programs nor
~or a
specific area of study considered to be of value in understanding
modern society . This may
~ay be due to a ge~e r
"!:"al
al reluctance to deal
"'v;ith
.. ith the social functions of art.
However , more specifically, :"!eglecting the social Significance
significance of modern fine art Day
may be due to an
inability to consider modern fine artart--- ,..hich is often abstract and
ar.d
separate from overt
over~ social functions -- as having meanir..g
meanir.g beyond its
presentational aspects.
In many of thase
those inst~~ces
inst~~ce s in which modern
fine art is
i s specificially included in curricular planning, its social
significance is essentially ignored or is limited to examples in
which social content is derived frem fairly obvious socio- political
subject matter
~atter expresssed in a respresncational
respresntational style.
The work
worK of
1
neckoann,
Deck~ann, Grosz, t he Mexican
~exican muralists and, of course, Picasso s
Guernica are invariably cited as instances of social conscicusness
Guernic2
consciousness
in
b. IJodern fine art (Feinstei:J., 1982; Feldman, 1971 ; ~!yers, 1957).
The operative assumption appears to be that social meaning
mearring in art
1.5
i.5 limited to subject !!latter,
matter, r2.ther
ro::.ther than
th2.n also
2.150 being eQbedded wit.hin
within
artistic assumptions, working procedures, audience at:titudes, and
the overall instit
institutional
utional configuration of art product:ion and response
in a2 given society.
ar~

A formalist approach
app!'oacn is after. accorded :he study of ;:}odern
;node!'", fine
art,
a!'t, wherein abstract percept.ual
perceptual qualities are assumed to constitute
constit~te
its weaning . The influential Gu~delines (1970), compiled under
the auspices of CE}~L. serves to indicate how the endors2~ent
endorse~ent of a
strictly formalistic interpret.ation
interpretation of modern art can sever abstract
abst.ract
for:::J. from auy
arty type of :r.eaning
meaning beyond tile
the perceptual experience of
design ele;z;ent
ele~ent relationships .
For exa
exa~ple,
..nple , a painting by .1I.lbers
Albers is
discussed as a 'dork

9

in wnlC~
~nlC~ t he sen
sensuous
suous surface has been
Deen exploited in o re er
te
t c pr
prcd:..:ce
cd :..:c e certain
ce:=tain tensions and vague f eelings
e.elin gs in t he
v ie·..;er.
i e'..re r. Since :::his
t his is a nun-objective
n o n-o bjec tive !)ainting,
!>ainting, the
experience should
sho uld come t o a close, there being no o ct he
herr
kinds of meaning or
o r significa~ce
significa~c e to be ffound
o und., To seek
fur ther ~,'ould
~.'o uld be fa l l acious . ( p
p.. 52)

::-1oder.1
~loder.1 fine art study appea rs t o be primerily
pr i ma rily art hi
historical
s toric al and art
a:=t
cri
c := ~ tti
ical
c al ., with an e~phasis
ecphasis en aestheci
ae s t heticc qualities .
·ho are
a re concerned
c o ncerned that students
s tudent:s un
t~ ose art educato :=s
r s •.....•:ho
ur:. .;';;,ong th
de
derSta:1d.
r Sta:1d art in its
i cs social
s oc ial and
anti envircnce:ttal
environne:1ta! cente
conte xt, the icea
ieee t ha
hatt
modern fine art mi
~ight
ght warrant specific study
s tud y r eceives u:1certain
u~certain
responses
r e5 ponses.. For example,
e xample, whil
~hile
e Schellin (1973) icplies
iQplies that
t hat mod
modern
ern
fine art
a rt liIay
may be indicative
indicat ive of socia!
social ills, he pprr efers
e fe r s that
thae. a broad
b r o ader
er
spec
s pe c trum of art be s tudied
tu died . In a similar
simila r vein.
vein, Chalmers
C:-talme rs (1978) ob serves
se
rves that historically, ar:
ar:: edu ca t ors , by studying pri
pri:narily
:na rily fine
fine.
ar t,
t , have promulgated a restricted definition
defini tion o f art that
tha t needs t o
broad ened
l udee the po
popular,
env i ronmen tal, :olk
comme rbe oroade.'l
ed t o inc lud
pul ar, environmental.
f o lk , and commerc ial arts.
arts . Macern
Mocern fine art is often considered
c o nsidered t o have little social
i-::-.po!'t D<'!)'ond
beyond the
rt ist and his
his/her
moneyed.
i::tport
t he heac:;
neac.y world of the a :-tis::
/ her mone
yed.
clie3tele.
wans (19il),
fo r exa~ple
e xa~ple , dismisses
d i smisses ooder3
c l~e~tele..
Go wans
( 19il ). fe
oocie r~ fine
f i ne art
on the basis
bas i s that it
i t is elitist and self - referent, i.e . , art for
a rt'
rt'ss sake , art about itself,
i t self , art about the
t he ma terial means of srt,
s.~t, etc .
(:Uso
(.~.lso see Collins,
Co llins. 1977 . )
of
Charac ter is tic s of
The CharacteriSticS

~bdernity
~dernity

Paradoxically
r sc t=r of
Pa radox i ca lly , it is the
t ~e asocial
asocia l , se lf
l f - referent cha
charact=!'
~uch ::Jode
~ode rn fi
fine
make s it
par t of
.::uch
ne art
a rt that
thac makes
il: very much part
o f a society which
giv e s legi
gives
legitimation
ti:nation to
t o deconc:extua!ized
decon textualized expe
ex periences
r iences . From
Fro:!! sociclogy
sociolog:;
of kco¥ledge
kt:.ot..:lecge lit
literatu
e rature
r e,, value:s
V alU2S of
o f ',·iestern
Heste rn modernity
mode. rnit y have bee
beenn ic.en
ic. entified
t ified cha
thate,, as will
will be show~,
sho~~ , o ften
:ten have their
t heir parallel in mod ern
er3
f ine art
arc. . 3e11 (1978), Be r ger
ge r,, Berger and Kellner
Kel.lner (1974) , Berge::- ane
anc
Luck~~n
n (1966) , Bowe
Bowers
19 79)) have
n ave cit
ed te.he
Luc~T~nn
r s ( 1980) , and Gouldner
Gou ldn er ( 1979
cited
he
fo l low~ng as d
o ~inanc values cf modernity:
iene.a ti
do~inant
moderni t y : a tempora
temporall o r ienta
t ioo n
toward
ward the future ( r a t he r than past or pr
present),
esent) , the ac:ivity
activity modalco
ity of
or doing (rather
(rathe r tthan
han being or
o r becoming),
bec oming), human relations
r elationships
hips
t ha t are
a r e individualistic
individ.ualisci c ((rracher
~t her than co ~~anal
~~unal or lineal ) , and
a nd the
human subjugation
subjuga tion of nature
na t ure ( rat her
he r t han coexis tence or
o r subservience)
subse r vience)..
(Also see
sae ~ack
~ackho
hn
odtbeck,
1961 . )
hoh
n & Str
St:=odt
beck , !961.)

3.::11
mostC pervasive value
B~ll specifically identifies
idencifies change as the mos
of
o f r:!Ode
r:!Odernit.y,
rnit. y, •·..;here
..here i n change is often eGuated
equa te d with progress
prog res s , ar.d hurr.an
h urean
purpose
purpos e and action are tt~e
he means by i.hich
which p
perfection
erfection will be ultimately
macely attained
attaii'.ed.. At c;"e
the extreme,
extreme , it is believed
bel ieved that ct~ere
here are
a r e no
restraints upon whet
t h at can
what can be humanly accomplished -- - anythin
anythingg that
be formulated
for.nulated cen
can be done , and should be done . The.
The ~r.di
ir.dividl~al
v i d,~ al., b
byy
din
purpos i"Je rationality,
huoan
rationali t y. giv es legitimacio
legitimat.io n to
t o hunan
CiI'.:::t of
o f ?ossessin gg purposi'Je
by c r eati
ng the reality
a ctions
judged .
ac tion oy
eating
r ealit y in ,which
..hich those actio
ns are judged.
( 1970) has noted
to the nine teent
t eenthh century
As Foucault
Fouc ault (1970)
n o ted,, prior ::0
c entur y,. t hhee
indi·.'iciual, per
pe:- se, d::'d not
from the e xter:1al
\.Vorld
indi'/idual,
n o e. exist
e:.::1s:;; t:"e shift
shirt fro:n
xte r ~al "
o r ld
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a

fr~e

of T=i
erence to tnat
of
reference
that of

i~t
e rnal
i~terr.al

men ta l
mental

c
c ns~ru c ts
ccns~ructs

plac
~s
plac~s

the inciivi:iual
s::: age ce!1ter
society of
imp!:ovemen:::, and
inciivid.ual st
C€!1ter in a :::iociety
or change
change,, imp'!'ovemen:,
decor.textualizei
decor.tex tuali zei e:-:periences
e:-:perien ce s .
l:ouc.aul
Foucaultt t'!'
tr aces
2ces t:-,e ir!ception
inception of mode
mociernit)'
rni t ::: to
t o tfle
the turn
t.urn of cr.e
t::e
eighteench
cight:een ch century
ceneury 1.,Ii"".en
l..rr.en syste.:ns
sYSte.:ns of knOl..rled
knol..rleci g e became self - refere:'1t.
referent,
with each dlsci?lir:e
disci?lit~e folded
iolded over upon itself.
itself, seeking
se e king the Source of
wich
O'....-n
"D. 2?i sce
...e.
struc
ture, operating
procedures , and terminology
terminology..
its o
s ter.:e.
I n st
ructure,
operac1ng proceciut"o:!s

self-contained
disciplines became increasingly
i ncreasingly self
- c ontained , self-conscious,
self - conscious , and
self-refl
e ctive . This opened the way for artificial language systems
self-reflective
rein signs
s i gns are what
wha t they are, wit
hou t connec
co nnec c if ior~lized
for~lized codes, ~ he
~erein
without
ti::/ns
;::eanir'.gs beyo
nd their sel= - evident e:dste:l
e:<iste:lce
FO'. 1caul t
tions 00,"
" !:leanings
beyond
ce .
Foucault
d.atess the all
::'.!)ot"tant break l.,rith
t o when
signs
ceased
date
a l l -- ii~~ortant
with Classicism to
~hen si
gns cea
se d ta
re:;;t"esent,, to
last their
re:;:;resent
t o ",hen
t,.;hen they lost
the ir metaphoric
metapho r ic as
5.S if dimensions
dimens io ns .
In
tr:e t·
t '..'entieth
'en tieth century ...
'..·orld or
of metakno
metakno",ledge
tr.e
wledge and metacriticism,
a:etacriticism,
l angua g e codes have be~ome
be(:ome tr.ei
tr.eirr own obj ect. Consistent wit.h
with thi
t.hi s
developr:1.e~ t , the
tr:e possessio
possession
tr act.
kno'.... ledge
cievelopr:1.ent,
n of abs tra
c t, theoretical
th eore tical kno·
l e dge is
gi-:en
g i-:en the high
highest
est plaudics
plaudits in moce
modern
rn socie
society
ty,, resulticg
resulting in -..;hztt
-..;hatt
Gouldner has terw.e
ter.;).e d the "culture of critical discourse;"
c.iscourse~"
In modern
society
s ociety,, there is a sos a- called kno'.
kno t.... ,l;::dge
led ge industry which establishe
establishess
ana
disciplinar:'
ir.tel1ectual
grity
:I'..aintains dis
c i p linar:, and ir:telle
c tua l inte
integrit
y through
2nci :l'2.intains
theo~eti(:al
the
o reti~al jjus
usttifications,
if icati on s. specialization,
spe c ialization, and self - referenced
teTI!liI".olcgy
def in e pa rameters
ramet ers and exclude all bbut
traine-i
teTI!l ino logy '..Ihich define
ut. the traine:i
e:qe::-c ._
e:qe::t
Moce~
Moce
~

Aesthetic
Aes t hetic Theor:
Theory and
~nd Artisti
Ar t ist.icc Salf
S2lf - Refe=enc
Refe::en c e

S~gnifi~a~tly ,.

the histo=ical
hisco::ical inception of
o f ~odernity -- tc~t
ha ~ is,
0:
i dualism, futurism, the sepa=ation
s e?a::-at io n of ~o rrk
k from leisure,
a : !nciv
incividualism,
leisu r e,
disci
p linar
y self-refe
ca l legiti~ations
ciiscipl
inary
self -refe rence
renee , the
theao reti
ret i cal
legitirr-.aci ons , anc bureauc r atic
ati c
specialization -incides with the
theor ie s
- - co
coincides
t he develoyment
developmen t of aesthetic
aes t hetic cheories
e~phasizing the noninstr~ental.
n o ninstr~ental. intrinsic value of
o f art
a rt..
Fro~ Kan
~ntt.'' ss
C::~tique
C
=~ tique 0:
of Jud~ment
JW,:! .2 ment in 1790 , t.hro1.!gh
thro~gh Schopennauer
Schopenhauer in
i n the
t he ni:H~teent!;
ni~eteenth
ccent"..lry
entury,, to
t. o Bullou g
gh,
h, Stolnitz
St01n itz and Kaelin in the
t.he t'Mentieto
twentiet h ce ntur
ntu ryy ,
!:os"y aestheticians hhave
!:.any
ave pro
proposec
;>osec! that art be valued for it s Ow"tl
ow"'U sake
s ake
and
2nd t ha t the
t he value of ar
2rtc eschew all interest
interestss extraneous
exc'['aneous to the
aest3etic
aest:tetic r es ponse,
ponSe, per se
5e (see Dic.kie,
Dicki e, 1971;
1971 ; Osborne,
Osb orne , 19i
197 0)
O) . 7his
ihis
b ra cke
c keting
ting of the obj
o bject
e-.::t is acc omp
omplished
lished 0)"
by INhat
what has been va
variou$ly
riou$ ly
cescribed
reduction , aesthetic
disinterest
aesthetic
ciesc=ib ed as
a s i~agi~ative reduction,
a es thetic disinter
est,, aesthe
tic
interest
t h e aesthetic atti
t ucee,, toe
t he aesthetic poin
inte::est , the
a;:ti tud
poinet of view, and
psychic
s tancing . Ac.cording
t o Bosar-.que
Bosa..-.qu",tt ((1915).
1915). "In the aesthetic
aes thetic
psych i c cii
di stancing
According co
a ttic ude , t he
h e object
t he feeling is valued selely
solely fe
attitude,
object. which e:1Dodies
e::tDodies the
fo r
elf" (p.
( p. 9) . One instigates the aesthetic
tt"hat
.. hat it is in its
it.self"
aesthe ti c by ";>u
";:J u ttir:
ttir:gg
t:-,e ?he
?henome:i.o~
no!Ile:1o~ .
. ou
outt of gear ...-ith
with our
o ur ~ractical
practical , actual
acttJal s-=1f.
.s~lf.
by looking
l oo ki:-.g at i t 'objectively'"
' obj ect ively'" {Bulla
(Bullough
ugh ., 191311935 , p. 317).
3l7} . i.Ji
i.Jitttcut
t-.cut
ris;":' of hyperbclE:,
hyperbolE, one
o ne may state that 1:!1e
t ~ e intrinsic
int::insic '1al;.;.e
value of
o f art
risi<.
constitutes
theo::y . The
co n s titutes the ve::y
verY cornerstone
corner stone of !l".ode'!":J.
moder:J. aesthetic theo':."y
idea that
troat " art
ar t is responded to on the basis
ba sis of
o f its in
i:J.tt.rin
rin s ::'i c qualitie
qualitie. s .,
iso
lated fr
om societal li
f e experier.ce
s , has
nas beco~e
become thorou
t horoughly
isolated
from
life
expe::iences,
ghl y embedded
t he operational
ope!"ational t enet
enetss of most art theory
and taken for grantee
g r an t ee in the
t heory
and
muchh art
t ion
a!'.ci in muc
ar::: c r ea tion ane
a nc i nstruc
n s tructio
r'. " ( P.amblen & Jone s , 1982, ?51
;:> . 51 ) .

11

analog>' of
windo""r dEn
The analogj'
o f a painting t o a wi
ndo"" with a vie'"",
vi~''''' of ii ga r-den
i s of
t en used t.o explain
e;-:plain hot.; the
t h e vie
·."er is t o be concerned o nly
o ften
vie'."er
nl y wit:'
',07ha et is ir.trinsic
<irt .
Prior
t he c·
t'.",entieth
centur~' , the vie',.;er
·...rna
ir.t.rins:"c to .s.rt
Prio r t o the
...entieth century
vie'..;e ::::light look in t o t::'e
windm.;/paint.ing
t he garden
be?ond,
of art ::!ight
t !"te windm
.. /pal n t.ing ., to
t o the
gar de:t be
:JOod .
rccog~izing
co n figuraticn
re cog~ izin g t he types of vegetation
vege tation there
there,, the conf
iguraticn of the
tr.e
landscape,
r naps identifying people in t he ga rrden
den and
a nd noting their
landscape , ?e
perhaps
the ir

a tt
t tire
ire and ac tivi
tivities
ties . In ot.her words,
wo r ds, the pa
painting
inting offe r ed a vie'
vie '.....:
to representatio
repr esenta t ions
n s .....
~it
ith
h fu
functions
nctions and assoclacions
associations related t o one ' s

life experience
expe rience and memo ries.

In
I n the
t he twentieth
twent ieth century . hOweve
howeve r ,

esen tatio na lism,
aestnetician
often aided by nonrepr esentatio
l ism , the aesche
t ician urges the
t he
',.;er t o look oonly
s urface of the
/ca:wss
vie ',;er
n ly at the f l at surface
t he windo;.; pane /c
a:was

itself on whi
ch the lines,
line s , colors, text ures , and shapes of the
t he ~a
~arden
which
r d en
fo r m abst
abStrac
r actt relationships
r ela t ionships (Redfield,
( Red f ield, 19i1)
1971) . The artist
art iS t and , by
by
implication,
implica tion , tthe
he viewer of art in his/her
his /he r noninstrumental
noninstrurnental responses
re spo nses
i s deal
syntheticc langua ge of t he material
ma terial means
t o art , is
dea l in g with the syntheti
of art
a r.t,, ·..Jhich
gic and
....hieh has it.s own internal
int e rnal lo
logic
aI".d meaning . That is, ert
art
is se l f - rreferenced;
efer enced ; it is about
abo ut itself.
itself .

Maurice
Denis
art is t, was one of the
~~urice Den
iS , a nineteenth century artist,
fi r3t to be aware
c!isciplinar
integrity
fo r
fir3t
awa re of
o f t he implications
L~plicati o ns of cisc
i pl inar y inte
grit y fer
a~tistic
c r ea tion
artis
ti c crea
tion..
r t hat
before be
ing a wa!"horse,
One should remem':Je
:::-eme!il~er
nat a pai:l.
paintt ing-i.."'lg- -before
being
w2.::-no::-se ,
a nude woman o r some anecrio
anecaote--is
t e -- is essentially
essenti all y a flat
fla t surf
surface
a ce
cover ed .....
covered
~ith
ith colo r s arran ged in a cer
ce rtain
t ain order
o rder . (Quoted
(Quo ted by
Jaffe,
Ja
ff e, 1965, p . 139)
To ccntinue
c"ntir-.ue within
wit~in the id
idiera
Deni s
i om of t he garden/painting
garden/~ainting analogy, Denis
r.e. ne'
nli:'",..; spi rit,
3aying, 'We
'wo:! mus
" es t ablished t he crecio of t r.e
"established
ri t. saying,
mustt clo3e
close the
shut cer
ter s .'
painting
(Be ll,
. ' A pa
i nting was
wa s nct
no t to be an illusion!
illusionl!' (Bel
l, p . 111) .
Langer
(1971) ecl".oes
aes t he ticians
tici ans when she
Lange~
ecr~e.s the beliefs of ;nany
~any aesthe
denies
t he ar
as if
dimensions , thereby
de nies to the
artt exper
ex per i enc
e:l.cee metaph oric
o ri c ~
i f di:!lensions,
aacontextualizing
fluX-of
as sociati ons
ciecon textualizing art from the everyday flux
o f expe r iential associations
and rr esemolances
esem b l~nces ,.
"A w
work
o rk of art differ s from a genuin e symbol -t hat is , a sym~ol in the full and usual
usua l sense -- in
i n that it does
do~s not
no t
poi
n t beyo
nd itself
(p . 91),
point
beyond
i tself to something else" (p.
91 ). Hitnin
\oiitnin the formali stic
s tic
aesthe t ic , the a rtist creates
crea t es what
wha t Nakov (1979, p . 30) calls a selfself\.;hich a metaformal
con t ained "pictorial culture ," in ,.;hich
me tafarmal dia
d iall ogue is acted
out upon the flat su rrface
face of the canvas.
canva s . In many cases , modern fine
cut
a rt 13
is a visual treatise on its owu epistemology
episremclogy .

The Historica
Historicall - Institutional Character of

~Iodern

Fine ,l._rt
A.rt

The history
his t ory of
o f why modern fine art has come
come. t o b~
be separated
separa t eci fr
from
om
e'Jeryday
e '/er ydal' life and '..;hy
',.;hy artistic creation has come tc be consicie
consiriered
r eci as
occur
occuring
ing outside societ
socie tal
a l no
norms
r ms ca
ca~
~ only be suggested here .
The
~he crea:
c ~ ea t ion
of
o f ar:
ar t ''..;hich
...h ich exhibits varying
v2.rying degrees
de grees of abstraction,
ab stracti on , art ensconced
in th
thee m
museUill
useum setting,
set ting, and
an d the changing role of tthe
he artist
artis t from
fro~ anonyanor.y~ouS
individualis
~ous craf ttsperson
sperson t o that of individua
li s t ic crea
c r ea : or
o r have contribu ted
significantly to art
ar t being
evalua t ed on the basis ot r,o
,..
be ing defined and evaluated
now
diffeers
rs f r em
ence . As o the
therr co ntributir.g
ntributi~g facgrea tl y it diff
cm co~~o n experi
expe rience
rac artistic
decon textua
l izati on o ne might
mi gh t also ci t e devel
c.evelopmen
ts
tors to artis
tic decont
ext ualizati
opments
suc~ as tthe
Renaissance sepa
rat ioonn of c rraaff ttss from the so - called hi gher
such
he RenaiSsance
s eparati
gh er
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arts, the artists ' 105s or rc~~gious
rc~~g i ous pa tronage
trona ge
handicrafts
ds..
handicraf t s by industrial l y pr
p r oduced
oci uced goo
goods

tthe
he replacement
replacemen t of

Indivic.ual';{sm
Indivic.ual
s m and
a nd Ch a nge
n ge
C08.mensur
ate ,,rit
'.vit h disciplinary
s..,lff-refer
-r eference
Comme:1surate
d i scipli:lary $.:l
ence and t he societal

cult of incividualism
cen t ury t here arose
arOse a belief
individual ism . in the
t he nineteenth century
in the a rti st
s t as tthe
he interpreter. c rreator,
eato r, and prop he
hett of reality
rea li ty..
To the
t he arti
a rti st was
~as imputed the
t he ability to r evea l subconscious
subc onsc iou s t ru th
t hSs ,
t o be eve
a t the '"e
eve.rr-c
- c ritical of "what
"what: is .,"" to be at
verr y cutl:ing
cutLing edge of

social change .

t he c rreat
ive individual pa
parr eExcellence
xcellence , the arti st
As the
eative

has os
o stens
tensibly
ibly not only the right bu
butt the d ut y t o give expressio n t o
all manner of a rti
rtistic
s tic creation . " Aest heti
hetic
c imagination
i magina tion t.,'a
wa s r egard
egarded
ed
as tthe
he sacred
sac!."ed ':=o
ount
unt of a spirit ·..;hich
•....hich wou
would
l d tr
t ransfigur
ansfiguree the
th e tvo
wo rl
rld"
d"

(Alder,
(p~der, 1976b
19760 , p . 420) . Mandrian,
Mondrian , f or exampl e , envi
env isio
s i oned
ned a wo rl d
gn,, without recou
recours
nment
ba sed on
o n pur e desi
de si gn
rsee to tthe
he natur a l e nviro nme
nt o r
t::.er o f everyda
senciments. I n her book aptly
a? cly citl
Pro gr ess
tthe
he clu tter
everydayy sentiments.
titl ed Progre
ss
AT :t , Gablik (1
977)) pr
oposes that
ep itomizes
in Ar
(1977
proposes
t hat nono bj ective art epi
t omizes t he
pinnacle of cognitive operat
operations
ion s;; in
i n such art,
a rt, human pu
purpose
r~ ose and i~
gen uity hav e created
c reated a world untainted
untain ted by mat
ma t erial exi
e xigenci
gencies
es and
util ita rianism.
rian ism . That is
i s,, nonobjective art iiss a human ly cr ea t ed
he !: ic langu a ge
ge,, sufficient
s ufficient unto its
elf .
synt hecic
i tself
verit
char-A ver
i t able kaleidoscope of change and
a nd human invention char
2.ct e rizes
r izes t'
t'..;enti
act
....enti eth century life,
li fe , i.e.,
i .e ., rapidly
rap idly chan ging technologies
technolo gies
o f exponential
~ r oliferat
i o n of in fo rmation
exponentia l c omplexity;
ompl exity ; t he prolifera
tion
r mat i on t ha t
quic~~y becomes o ut da
ted; and a plethoric,
eve r-increasing
oduction
quickly
dated;
pl e thoric, ever-incr
eas ing pr
production
o f goo ds t ha
hatt are deSigned
de s igned t o be discarded . ~eedle
Needless
ss to say , there has
been a commensu
commensurate
rat e l os s of cult
c ultur
ur al tradit
traditions
ions an d stablilizing belief
systems.
As pa
~od e= nit y manda
te fo r progress
syste~s.
p2 rt of
o f the mode=nit
mandate
pr ogress and change,
change , art
ar~
in t his century
arked by a be·
..;ilder
i ng I"'.umber
of art iS
cent ur y has also been cmarked
be'..;il
dering
number or
is ticc styles
s tyles , movement
ti
~ovemen t s and
anrl isms.
i sms . By mid-century,
mid -century , the car te blanche
bl anche
huna n purpose
aa~f
ffoorded
r ded hunan
purpos e and crea tivity
tivit y of ten
t en took
t ook on a fa rcical , if no t
patholog ic al, cas
t . Existential
Exis tential angst in the large
cast.
l.argerr soc iet
i et :.;y found
f ound e xi nsti tutio
t ut i onn of fine art
whichh read ily embraced
pression in the insti
a rt whic
e~b r aced anti ti-art
mo vement s , se l f- dis int
i n t egra tin g art , bo dy
art movemen ts, anti - an tiart movements,
mutilation
mut i lation ar
a rt.
t, and art which remaine d a t hough t process . Whil
~';hile
e much
twent:iet~ century art
twentiet~
a r t is often refer
re ferreci
red. t o as being "revolutionary",
"revolutionar y ",
essentiall Y mocern
~ode rn artists hav e been concerned
concern ed with
wit h tthe
he rradica
adicall manipulation of t he ~ateri aall means
me ans of aart,
rt, rat he
herr than direct social
soc ial
involvement
invo l vement,, let alone a c on f r ontation with established
es tablished social ins
i ns ti tu tions.
tions .
In aact
ctuali
ualitt y,
y . avant - gardism
ga rdism has De
be en soc ia lly pro g rrammatic
ammat i c , inasmuch as
change
c ha nge , novelty
novelt y , and invention a re pa
parrtt of , rather than counter
c ounter t o ,
moder nity (see Bell; Ros enburg
modernity
enbu rg , 1966 ) .
The Reliance
Rel i o=.nc= on ::'xpert Kno
Knovleci.2':
....leci.2 e
mod ern fine
i n part , out of a r eaction
eact ion t o
While moc
f i ne art developed, in
exc essive lit
erary meanings
mea nin gs 1n
art,, the mode
mo dern
excessive
literary
in Vict or ian art
r n arti s t, ironically,
has created
c reated a rrtt forms
fo rms hig hl y dep
depend
endent
ent upon tthe
he literatu
literature
re of ar t criticism
c:- iticism
and t heory :t o r under s tand.ing
tanding and a ppreciation.
pp r ecia t io n. Rapid.
Rapid st'.:11s
s t ylis ti
ticc chan ges,
ges ,
abst
a bstrrac
a c tion,
tion , and arti st i c self-reference have result
resulted
ed in art
a r t that
tha t often
requires
e nsive art stud
studyy and expert int e rpretati on (see Ba ttcock
ttcock,, 1973).
requ
ires ext ensive
1973 ) .
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a~d
a~
d

He ,.;ho
t.;ho depends,
d ~pends, 2S his g:-andfacher
gYandfacher might
m~gnt. have
hav e done
do ne , on
o n che
th e
~o
no ~=al
!"~al ?rocesses
pro c e sses of his social eenviron~ent
nvir onment tt. o 1nt~
int ~ od cce
uce hi m
co t ~e painc1ngs
pa ine1ngs and sculp cures
t ures that
for~
t.hat. fo
r ~ par
part~ of his cul ture
will eend
nd ....
wiith
eh neither art
ge . (Ros
( Rosenbe
',.;ill
art. no r knowled
knowledge
enbe rrg,
g , p . 198)
As a synthe
s ynthetic
e1c , self- referenced
ref erenced language
l anguage system
s ystE;m,, modern
mode rn !l.ne
Il.ne 2rt
2rt.
is part of the larger
l arger informatio
info rwationn society.
society . Htic
Muchh as t he unde rstandin g
a nd use of compu
computer
ter languages i s not.
no t a birthrig~e
birthrig~t or acquired
acqui r ed through
informal learning
infarmal
le3r~ing,, the understanding of
o f mocern
modern fine art
ar t r equires expert
ex pert
knowledge
ght suggest that
ar t reveals class disknowled ge . One mi
might
tha~ modern
mod ern fine art
tinctio
~s based on kno~ledge
ac qui sitlon ~ or, no
nore
tinc
tions
kno ~led ge acquiSition.
r e correctly,
cor r ec t ly , based
on
o n whet
wnether
her or
Or not the individual is part
pa rt of , or has acceSs
access to, tthe
he
official
offic i al .value
. . alue system created oy moderni
mo dernity
ty.. In essence , art kno
kno'.Jledge
....ledge
is a co~modit
co~modity;
y ; its possession is a n indication of having sheres
shares in
che
the "cultural
"cultura l knowledge bank," enabling one to participate in,
in , to
t o para
para-phrase Gouldner
phrese
Gouldn er , the culture of aesthetic
aes thetic discourse
disccur se (Schwa rtz, p.
p . 31)
31)..
In :uoder!!
~odern fine ert
art,, the values of modernity are ""rit
wr i t la
large
r ge . If raodern
~odern
fine
f ine art
arC is alienating and confuSing
confUSing to much of ehe
th e public , it is
perhaps the
pernaps
t he modernity
modern it y values of socie ty
t y which are
a~e actuall
actuallyy being rejec ted or 'which
jected
.... h1cn are
a r e inaccessible
inacces sible (Hamblen, 1982 ) .
Summary and
end Reccr-mencia
Recor-mencia cions
tions
The s tud
t udyy of
of modern
mod ern fine art
a Lt can prOV1ae
pr ov ide valuabl
valuablee ir:.si
i nsight
gh tss into
in t o
the defining character
char acter end
and underlying assumptions of
o f Hestern
Hes tern nodernit
no dernit y .
In fact,
fact , modern art should be studied for Some of the very reasons
r~asons it
sed as being of limited socia
s ociall consequence. Disc iplinary
iplinar y
is disois
disi:lissed
t he isolation of experience from con
co ntex
t, the credence
specialization, the
text,
c redence
given to disciplinediscipline-specific
specific language cod es, an emphasis on i~novati
i~novaticn
on
and
a nd inciivicual
indivicual freedom, etc.,
et c ., are
a r e all
a ll part of
o f t he legitimatin~ structure
oorr moder
modern
n society
soc i e t y . These
The se and othe
o t he r values
va l ues of modernit y cconstitute
o nstituce t he
underlying, teken~nderlying,
taken- for
fo r - granted assumptions
assunp tions of
o f modern li:e upon which
;nany
;nat'.Y ins titutional
t i t utional a tticudes,
tticude s , ideas
i deas and actions are based.
based . No
Nott surprisingl)',, as one of the
ingl)'
t he institutions of m
rn.odern
odern socie t y , m
modern
od ern fine art
also exhi bi
bits
t s characteristi
characteristiccss of modernity
mo derni ty specialization
s~ecializati on and
a nd self
sel f reference.
refe
rence . It
I t i s modern
mode rn art!s
art ' s au
autonomy
t onomy , its la
lacckk of contact
cont ac t with
everyday life, its contizlUal change,
change , and
a nd the artist !' s searc
sea rchh for
fa,::, novelt:;
novelt :;
eedom from social restraint which make codern
oodern fine art
are
and claim of f rreedom
very much about modern society. }!odern
}!ode rn fine art
a-:-t is an int
integral
egral part
of ~odern socie t y spec
spe cifically
ifically because it exhibits
exhi bits cha r act.eristics
acterist ics
unique to itse
i t self
l f..
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Art has come to
t o connote something
somet ning that
t ha t is eclectic and unp
unpredictable.
redictable.
Ar t nay be concerned with
ganization
Art
~ith the aesthetic o r ganiz
ation of visual
v isual elements,
or it may defy co
conventional
nventional aesthetics; it .may se
seek
ek t o int
interpret
e rpret visual
expe
e xp e rie
rience,
nc e , or it :nay
may interpret
intErpret. psychological phenomenon that have no
visual manifestation; it may ha'le significant social cont.ent,
c ontent, or it !!lay

not
general iz at i ons about it
f orm , but welcomes more readily
not. . Art defies generalizations
itss form,
sp ir it . Art is inquirin
inquiringg , open-ended, illumi a characterization
charac teriz a tion of its spirit
nating,, of
nating
often
t en startling
s tartling.. Art is very close t o the central
cen tral concerns and
experiential
e xperiential realit
realityy of the artist . l,mile
l,rni!e it is incr
increasingly
easingl y difficult
ttoo say what
~hat art
ar t is
is,, it
i t is not difficult to
t o have a clear intu itive awarea~are 
wha t art feels
ness of what
f eels like in relation ttoo other
o t he r basic
bas i c human activities.
pervasive
pressure
In the context
cont e xt of social mechanization and
a nd pervas
ive press
ure to ideological
ideolog ical
conformity,
thiss int
intuition
spirit
con formi t y , the importance
impo rtance of thi
ui t ion about
abou t tthe
he artistic
art i st ic sp
irit may
~ay
~orks of
su r pass tthe
he importance
i mpo rtance of particular works
o f art
a rt .
i.fhen
it is taught in tthe
hink of art
art. as it
he elementary and seconc.ary
t.fuen '..I
'..Iee tthink
schoo l s,
s , however,
however . our
ou r intuitions about
about. the
th~ nature of art are assaulted
by uninspiring
unin s pir ing ce rtainties . Now
Now art can
c an be defined by clear and fa~iliar
c riteria . Art in the
.. 1th l:Isking
criteria.
t he schools is concerned t.with
making art objec ts .
These art
ar t objects
ob j ects resemble well
well-known
- known pr
prototypes
o t o types -- - nineteenth century
landscape paint
ing and sculpture
conme r c ial crafts,
painting
sculpture,, expressionist pa int ing , conmercial
advertiSing
advertising design. Art in the schools rare
rarely
l y is conce rrned
ned wi
with
th significant social content
co nt en t.. Art in tthe
he schools
sch oo l s is he ralded as the student's
oppo
opportunity
rt unity for
fo r "creative selfsel f - expression",
e.xpres s ion", ye
yett is
i s pre
presented
sent ed as an infrequent
diversion,
d iver s ion, occurring on the distant periphery of t he s tud ent's
en t's experience
during
dur i ng the school
sc hool years
years.. The artistic pr
proces
ocesss , rather
rathe r than being inquirin g
and openended , is recipe- directed;
open-ended
d i rected ; and rather than resulting
re s ultin g in shocks
and
a nd illuminations, it produc
produces
es only satisfaction or disappointment in the
ainme nt of a conventional
there
at t ainment
conventio nal aesthetic norm . While the
r e exist, happily ,
exceptions
exceptio
ns t o this
t h i s characteri
ch a r acterization
zat ion of art in the
t he schools,
schoo l s, I believe that
mostt cases t he characterization
in mos
charac t erization is
i s accurate .
t~hy doe
t his ga
he conception of art in life
l ife and
i,)'hy
doess tnl.S
gapp exist between tthe
art in school
itt may seem ttoo an aartist
rt is t that school teachers simply
school?? woile
i~l1ile i
do not kno
know
·.J enough about
a bo ut art ttoo tea ch art
art,, I do not believe that
that. this is
is
t:he pr i:nary reason for
the
f or the gap . Teachers are not tt.he
he leas
leastt informed sector
of ssociet.y
ocie t y with regard to the art
arts,
s , and they have long had special
spec ial access
ttoo artistic
ar ti stic discou
discourse
r se t hrough
hro ugh art education organizations
or ganiz at i o ns.. Nor is i~ tthe
he
case
ca s e that
t hat the
t he arts have been
be en singlEd
singled out for unfair treatment
tr eatmen t in the schools
schocls .
Rather,
Rather , I be l ieve that
t.hat the arts in the schools
schoo ls a re shaped (or mi
miss - shape
shaped)
d)
by tthe
he same social
socia l values that shape tthe
he t eachin
eachingg of all subjects
s u bj ects in tthe
he
schools
sc hools . These values are 1) ma teria
t erial~sm
l:!.s!!l , 2) scien t ific
i f ic rreductionism.
educt i onism, and
3) conventionalism
conve ntional ism . wnile
wn ile the arts are not al one in being subject
s u bj ect ttoo
these pr
pressures
es s ure;; ., it is c ertainly
e.rtainly possible to a r gue that they are r.,Qst
r:l0s t
severely
sever ely affected by them .
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i·!aterialism
t·1aterialism , scientific reductionism, and conventionalism
conventionalism,, are at
of
course not
~ot uilique
unique to schools.
schools .
They are larger social forces.
_~,d it
i t is
this thet
t.het makes them so influential
influen t ial in the
t h e school.
Sociologists of education ha-,;e long noted that one of the underlying functions of the schoo
sc!-,ool
l
is to
t o reproduce the social order (Karabel and Halsey, 1977) .
Public
schooling in North f~~erica
..l-Jerica has perfor~ed
perforIi!ed this function fron its inception,
frem the
frcm
t h e tiEe
time it taught t.he scriptures to a society fer
for w-horn
whom religion TNas
lat....
1m.;.
!n the 1830's
183 0 's,, Horace Hann expanded
e x panded the curriculum to include the
subjeccs '.;ith
'.... ith which
wnich we are familiar
fa.J:::.iliar in
i n schools today, but the
t h e domina
dominant
... t inintent remained moralistic
moralistic,, to ensure the moral habits of en
an expanding working
and middle class (Karier,
(Karier , 1967). Further major developments in education
have been guided by similar motivations, aimed at ensuring a preferred
social order .
The high school of the 1910's
1910 ' s would provide vocational
training; the new science curriculum of the 1960 's
' s would
~ou1d answer
ans~er Sputnik
·,.;ith
T,.;ith a North American technocratic elite
elite..
Rarely have major innovacions
in education been motivated solely by deep humanistic concern
conc.ern or by a
commitment tc
t c intellectual integrity
integrity__ The schools were
~ere founded to convey
preferred social values, and it would be a great oversight to ig~ore this
function
f unct.ion in schools today .
Hidden.
Hidden . perhaps
perhaps,, among the !1l1 o bjective" teachings
of reading
reading,, math , science, social studies.
studies , and the arts, the larger social
values are nevertheless instr
instrumental
umental in shaping how
ho~ these subjects are taught.
taught..
Thus,
Thus. if it can be said that art
a r t adheres
adhe res more to a spi=it than to a
forre,
for~, then the same can be said of schooling .
Except that the spirit is
different
d ifferent..
Hh2n
Uhen art occurs in schools,
schools. the conflict betwee.n
between these spirits
spi:rits
is implicit and will remain highly problematic until iit
t is explicated and
thoughtfully resolved .
I will examine here the natu
nature
r e of the im?licit
conflict bet·,.;een
between artistic and school ideologies along
a long the three dimensions
of materialism
materialis~ ,. scientific reductionism, and conventionalism.
Materialis~
of course needs no explanation here as a dominant theme in North A~erican
culture_
Children
Chi l dren are taught to value the acquiSition,
acquisit.ion, maintenance, and
protection of material goods over human needs in everything they see
se2 about
them:
extensive devotion to house and garden; peer pressure on clothing,
records , tel
televiSion,
e.vision, sports equipment; the high professional
profeSSional status of
real estate, insu
insurance,
r ance, and anything
any t hing technological ._ In its effect on school
scho o l
art programs, materialism has acted as a steady erosive
ero s ive force,
force , and the
course of that erosion is not
no t difficult to cha
c.hart.
r t.
Contemporary art educa
educ.a tion in North America ',.;as
'....as founded on anything but materialist
mate r ialist values
values..
Art
Ar~ was the most romantic element
elemen t of the romantic child7centered
ch~ld7centered movement
in education of the 1920's and 30's.
During this time ., ne-..,> emphasis was
placed on the child's
chila r s innate capacities . ~..'ith
~·:ith the intellectual stimulus
of Freud and Jung,
J ung, psychologists and educators began to
~o see an inner world
~orld
in children that was dee
deepp in meaning, and conducive to emotional development
if it were made manifest
manifest..
One educator
educ.ator wrote in 1932:
1932 ;
The ne·..,rer
ne~er education is
i s learning the uses of the
t he
myste.rious forces of the spirit through which
~hich one may liber ally educate oneself for all t~e important needs of living.
It is like the heart
hean: beat ; no one has found the source of
its power out no on
onee doubts that the source is within us .
The creative spirit is another heart; it 'Nill keep uS alive.
if ~.Je
~,'e give it a chance to beat for us (Hart.man and Shumaker.
1932) .
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A:-t. ''..,ras
wa y to
t.o make :his
this inner worl
A=t.
....as sei zed upon as the way
wo rldd manifest.
manifest .

e , Kandinsky
Kanciinsky ., and the
t he Ge rman
like Kle
Klee,
between
bet'..:een psychology and art
ar t..

Ex~ress icnis
icn1s tt. s

P2.inte r s
Painters

validated this link

Th ey , like
l ike the psychoanalyst
psyc.hoanalystss , sa
w a profound
p r ofound
They,
saw

inner
child ar t (Haftmann,
(Haf tma nn, 1967)
borated
i nner world in eniId
196 7 ) , and then ela
elaborat.
ed in their
....
a rk the e :,;::ression
rl d fill
filled
work
:qression of this inner world,
world , a2. -"~'oorld
ed wit h fan
tan tasy
tasy,, fears,
rears,
ss:..;e
:.>eeping
himsy
eping emotio!!.s,
e:natio!!.s, and simp le .....
wh
i msy .

Ear
Euroopean
pe.:!.n art teachers
teachers like Franz

Ci z ek and Vik ttor
or Loweofeld
Lowenf eld ab
sor bed these
r ged artisti
lopments,
a bsor
t hese cha
charged
ar t isticc deve
developmen
ts,
and channeled tt~e:n
~em back to educa t ion (Efland, 1979).
1979) . In the l itera
t ure
iterature
that
emerged
art,, t he artistic
a rt istic
tha t soon eme
r ged on creative
c r eative self-expression in
i n child art
proc.es
eme r g ing fr om
led ',.,itn
asy,
proc esss was seen 25 emerg
om the child , being f il
illed
',.rich deep fant
fantas
y,
expr ess i ng emo tions ., depending entirely
en t i r el y on motivation
mo tiva t ion and not at allan
all on
visuel deliber3.tion
delibe ration . The social upheavals of
of t he s econd Kc
war brough
broughtt
visual
\.;c r ld war
m
anyy European
educa t ors to
t o the United
n it ed Sta
heiirr ideals found
~an
Euro pean art educators
St a t es, wher
wh eree t he
company
i n dlildren
children ' s educacampar.y with e desir
desiree ttoo develop t he emotional aspect
aspec t in
educa tion. The c reative
r eativ e self-expres
ar t education
educ a t ion es tab lished
self-expresssion
ion approach
appr oach to art
itse lff in the educator
itsel
educa t or'' s and th e public 's
' s mind,
mind , and
a nd !-las
has remained fi
firm
rmly
ly
e:nbedded the
e.
t he rre.
It might seeo
t h i s br
ief his t orical review
t hat art has been a
seem from this
brief
review that
anti-mat
e r ial istic
ist ic ferce
fc r ce in schools . And
inner- directed, antimaterial
~~d cer ',.ra s this
w·el l as t he second !Jave
or " pr ocess
tainly it 'Na
t his in
i n iits
t s gen e sis , as well
'Jave of
product" rhetoric
r hetoric in
the .1 960 ' s.
~'' because
beca.us e tthe
:lot In·oduct''
i n tbe
s . But it was precis el >
he
foun din g rr~:-tee toric '',.ras
. . as antianti-!llaterialis
materia li s tic that i t i s so easy to see tthe
he
shaping of sd:ool
schoo l a rt by the materialist ethic
ethic.. i.fuen
t..rh.en tthe
he discourse of
school art is dominated by term
termss like "creativity"
IIcreativit y" and "self-expression",
" self- expression",
but the practice of the school arts
a r ts is d irected
ir- ected towa
t oward
r d making
mak ing conventional
a-::-t:
objects
hibition
r:itherr t oo l ittle
a~t: oejec
t s for
fo r e :<:-:: hi
bi t io D., then something is amiss . E.ithe
t hol!Sht
w·hat "creativity" and
II se lf - expr
ession " mean,
hought is
i s being put into what
ancl. "self
ex pression
or t hese terms
ter-ms have
ha.... e passed int o t he realm of pure slogans
s logans that a~e not
connec ted
thee latter
true.
Thr ough
connect
ed ttoo practice at alL ~lost likely th
la tt er is er
ue . Through
aoS. r en:a
ema r kably eff2
effi!ctive
ansm i ss ion, ever
everyy parent
parent..
ctive pr ocess of cultural
cul tural tr
transmi
te~cher ,. a::.d
hat c r eativity
ession
a~d chil
childd seams
seems ttoo know tthat
eativit y and self-exp rression
(as ·'.,ell
...·eli as tthe
h.e exercise of "talent" t o pr oduce "beauty"
"beaut y" ) a re the pur
pos es
purpos
of art . They
pect that
l !!:en t of thes ea ideals <.ril
Th ey also e:<
e xpect
that. t he fulfil
fulfi llmen
willl consist
of step - by-s
by- s tep instruc
ins tructions
tions in silksilk-sc
screen
raen printing
prin t ing , tietie- dying , ba
batik,
tik,
~.Taterc
~,",aterc o lor,
l or , mac r ame , ename ling
ling,, metalwork
me t alwo rk,. ceramics,
ceramics. weavin
weav i ng
g , ac r yli c
paintin g , crayon resis t, collage
colla ge , mobiles, pup pe t s , pepier
papier - mache
mache,, and
nume.rous
num erous add itior:al
itior.al " med ia" whi
which
ch are
a r e. cOmr.J.on
cOmr.J.only
ly desc ribed in ar
art.t educati
educ at i on
l iteratu
itera ture
r e in spite
sp ite of play in g l ittle r ole in cont
cont empo rar
r aryy cul ture .

r omantic
r
o~ntic ,.

wnat
~nat seems tto
o have happen
happzn ed iiss that t he o r iginally sub tle rrelationelationbe twe en "inner
between
"iilner !Jorl
wo rlds"
ds" and their physical manifestation
m a r~if estation in art
a rt has
degenerated in to a linking of slogans
s l ogans to reco gnizable art pr
products
oduc ts -- any
art produc t s . While humanis
t ic goa l s still hav
humanistic
havee a plane in schoo l art s
r het
oric , they
ice than are t echnology ,
he toric
t hey are valued much less in pract
practice
~e
cipes
s kills in
i n as many med ia
~eci
pes , and accept
acce pt able
ab le products . Teachers
Teache rs seek
s eek skills
as ?ossible,
pOSSible, with ski
sk ills
lls defined as basic ttechnique
echnique pl us a rie~o
de~o nstrati
n strat i an
on
of a con
conven
ventionall
tionall y accep t<lble
tab le product . I often r e::!!ind
e::!! ind my s cudents
tudents that
many ar
a rtt ists spend their
the i r entire lives war-king
wo ~ kin g in one med
medium
ium -- fo r example,
exampl e,
oils
spend
l ittl e ttime
ime concentrating
o i ls - - a nd sp
end little
concent ratin g on technique even !Jithin
'Jithin ttha
hatt
medium.. But then
cou rs e ., tthese
hese pa
int~r s do
cia not work
medium
then,, of course
painter
wo r k in schoo ls wher
wheree
the social ethic
e t hic calls
cal l s for
fo r a ne'... and different kind of product to be.
be
c reated eve r y oothe
ther~ Friday
created
Fr id ay . Teachers and student
studentss fu
func
nctt ion !Jithin
~ithin a set
se t
of social pressure
pr essure s that can never be dismi ssed,
ssed , and that only a c lea r
analys
wi ll can counte r act .
analYSiiss and stron g will
Sr!lp
S[!l.p
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By submiCeing
submic cin g eo
co ehe
che materialise
m.aterialise ethic,
ecnl.c, art is !loch
bach i:ltegra
incegrac:ed
ceci into
the
e~e school
sc~ool curriculua
curriculum and guaranteed
guarant eed to fail ~it
Nithio
hin that curriculum
cu rriculum. .
Fi
ri et
tt ed ttoo a technological mold,
mold , art
arc can
cae not do ~hat it does best . It
I tss
Friday afternoon miracles - - tthe
he pattern t hat em.er
emer ges ~hen the rubber
r ubber bands
a r e removed from t he tie- dyed cloth, the s traight
t he masking
traig ht line under the
tape
t ape on the acrylic painting -- can noc
no t compete with t he compu ter war
ing , as products , are "enhancing"
game . The pot and paint
painting
"enhancin g" and " enriching"
co
to che
the model home , and so they re~~in
rew~in only enhancing and en=iching
en =i ch ing , and
thus peripr.eral.
peripheral , in che
the school curriculum. Wichouc
vhthout cthe
he spiri
sp i ri t,
t , tne!:e
there
isn 't c uc h ~oint
point to a rt; I think that
t hat any artist would affirn this simple
poi nt .
point
pressu r e toward
t o'..;a r d scientific
sc ientifi c rreductionism
eductio nism in schools does not do
The pressure
much to preserve the artistic spirit
spirit: either . By 'scientific r eductionis:n
educt i onism
I mean the tend e ncy,
nc y , widespread
widesp r ead in cwent
twentieth
ie th century
c entury thought,
t hought , to believe
that
t hat all
all physical
physic a l and psychological phenomena can be broken down to a
set of discrete component parts . Thus human action is understood
unde rstood as a set
of behaviors in response to stimuli
s t imuli and reinforcements.
re info r cement s . In art education,
education.
reductionis t tendenc.y
tendency lI'2y
obse rved in the exaggerated dogmatic
dog~atic e.mphae:llphathe reciuc.tionis
may be observed
t s and styles
st yles . Countless
Countle ss textbooks r eview t~e elements
sis on visual e l emen ts
of
o f line , shape,
shape , color, form
fo rm and texture.
texture . In some, such as Johannes Ittents
rtten's
Baunaus course
Bauhaus
cou r se DeSign
Des i gn and Form,
Form , the explanation is genuinely
ge nuinely illuminating,
i lluminatin g ,
g i ving depth and c larit
giving
lar i t y to a formalist
fo r ma list conc epti on of art
a rt (Itten
(I tt en , 1963) .
But in
i n othe
o t hers.
rs, con
contempo~a
t empor.ary
ry derivatives of the Bauhaus approach.
approach, the rEre.c.uctionist
c.uction
ist tencien
t.enci ency
cy cakes
takes over
over.. No w tthe
he visual elemen
elements
ts are taken literally
to
t. o be a langua
language
ge , and exercises with these
t.he se elements become equated ~ith art
as a whole . Examples
Exa mples of good and bad app roaches are
are. given not
no t only fo!'
fo:!:"
sh ape and color,
shape
color , but
bu t also fo r less
les s tang
t a ng i ble
bl e concepts such as
a s unity, balance,
and rhythm. The desire t o teach
t.each art as if it possessed a definite
defini te grannar
surpasses
su r passes by gooe measure
measur e the understanding
underst anding of whether art i n fact has a
ggrammar
ramnar at all (a quest
questionab
i onab le
l e proposi
proposition
t.io r. , perhaps bes t treated by
Ch:is
t z ' s stateme
s tateme nt that
t hat film is
i s not a llanguage
anguage ; nevertheless film
Ch~is tt ian
ia n :!e
:·!e tz'
is like a language (Netz,
(Hetz, 1974).
Styles
St yles too
t oo become
b.:!come stereotyped,
st.ereotyped, as if tthey
hey ~.rere
~.Jere preexisting categories
chat
artist s follo~.,ed, rather than critical
cri ci ca l generalizations developed after
aft.er
t hat artists
t.he fact
the
f act to
t o desc ribe what artists
art ists have done.
do ne. Students
St.udent s are oft
often
en asked to
to
work in
iil impressionist,
impressionisc, cubist,
cubist , a nd expressionist
exp r essionist styles,
styles , with the chrono logically
logic all y later styles being under stoo
s t.oo d co
to be the mo r e advanced styles.
The isms
i sms of t he six t ies and seventies are reserved for
fo r advanced '..;ork
'..;o rk..
The social
soc i al pressu
pr essu re of the r educ tioni st
s t ethic, like the mater
materia
iallist
ist
ethic , is unavoidable.
ethic,
unavoidable . The struc
structure
tur e of twe ntieth
ntiet h century
centu r y thought,
t. ho ught, and
the
t~e st
s truct
ructure
ure of thinking
t. hinking experiences in school.
school, demands a prec
pr ecise
ise breakdow~ of
o f a phenome non even though
thou gh that phenomenon may cease t o exist once
onc e
d isassembled.
disass
embl ed . I do not ;r.ean
mean by this
t his to revive the myth chat
t hat art is suc
suchh
an intangible and mystical experienc e that
t. hat it cannot
ca nnot be systematically
sys tematicall..,.
analyz ed .
Rcthe r, I mean to make ehe
t he useful and
and'
analyzed.
Rather,
t he distinction that the
produc tive
t.:!.ve analysis is mo re likely t o occur
occur through crit
critica
phenome i c a l and phenomemethods
eduction is t ones . Scientific
Scien t ific reductionism
nological me
t hods than
ehan through r eductionist
do es not destroy
de stroy interest
interest. in art as much as it oakes it out t o be a duller,
dulle r .
does
Scient i fic reductionism
reduc cionism ultimately
less vital occupa ttion
ion that
t ha t it can be. Scientific
c reates an art in its own mold , an
a n art
ar t of patterns and fo
forms
rms that are
equally
equal l y at horne
hone in t.he
t~e engineering
Engineering laborator
labo r atoryy or the
t he computer
compute r sc reen as
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tney
t iley are in tbe artist's studio.
This art fulfills reductionist prepre ddictions
ictions by
b y being Duilt
built upon identifiable elements; but this art represents
rep r esents
only a limited
l imited genre of formalist art , and does little to help
h el p us understand
tthe
h e domin2nt
ci omin2nt aesthetic and social forces
forc.es of contel:lporary
conteI:lporary art.
The If-visual
vocabulary" art serves only to support the ethic of
o f scienti fic
f ic reductionism
that is so central to North American economic and social systens. and
does little to support the plurality of
o f aest he
h etic
tic systems
syste~s that art has the
potential
po
tential to br
b ring
ing to society.
society .

Reductionism encourages one type or
of conventional product in school
art, but not the
t~e most conventional type.
Schools constantly
cons t antly look back
to those styles which have been labeled and celebrated .
The single cri
criterion for emulating these styles is that they are widely known ~ a st
st. yl
y le
e.
The style may be as popular as naturalistic still-life painting, but it
may also be as un~opular
un?opular as Rauschenbergls
Rauschenberg ' s assemblage or as poorly under5tood
stood as Cubism
Cubism..
But it is crucial that it is historically identifiable .
Thro u g h its id
Through
i d entifiability,
entifiability , the
t he style becomes liable to simpler and simpler
la
label
beling
ing , until the
t he history of art
a r t becomes a succession of pointed brushstrokes, geometric shapes, and dripping paint, in that order.
"Styles"
are conveniently matched with techniques, such as the dripping
d~ipping paint
style wit
with
h the straw technique to blow patterns in nursery school . Or
Or
the assemblage st yle
y le and the junk technique.
" Donlt
Don ' t throwaway
throw 2t.. ay your junk,"
is an admonition I have heard several times among the more progressive
tlBring it to the art class . "
teachers, "Bring
The overarcnlng
overarchin g conflict between the 1aeoiogLes
1aeo1ogLes of art and schooling,
a conflict which has been implicit in the discussion of materialism and
reo::i'..lctionism,
reo::i~ctionism, emerges clearly i:1 this
t h is preference for conventions.
conventions .
The
conflict is Simply this
t h is : art asks for new ways of seeing, schooling
(historically)
(hi s torically ) has encouraged fixed ways of seeing.
Conventional patriotic
patri o cic
fi
figures
g ures are identified as ceroes in school, when they have little heroic
effect on contemporary life.
North American and European military battles
are singled out for intensive study, while South
Sout h PEerican
PEerican,, African and
Asian social history receives passing notice at most.
These
Th ese aspects of
the curriculum a;:oe
a::::oe evidence of a conventional view of reality, a vie'"
vie',o,I
Chat
that fixes social reality within a particular cultural perspective and
reflects specific social interests
interests.. And with this conventional, fixed
view , i t is very difficult to deal with 3 subject that represents an anti~nti 
thetical
t het ical position.
posiCion.
This is the conflict that emerges ',ihen
~ihen schooling and
art meet .
Art demands
deIll2.nds an open and critical attitude toward the exploratory
explorator y
and inventive;
schooling, seeking to eval'..late
eval~ate the student 't s grasp
g rasp of idep.idep.tifiable subject matter along a right and wrong scale, can not cope
c ope ·,.;ith
·,.;itn
this openness and un
uncertainty
certainty .
One might argue at this point that
t hat I have sketched my case too broadly
broadl y ,
tjat
t~at the ide
ideology
ology of school
schooling
i ng can not be so sharply delineated.
~nd
clea
c learly
rly (indeed happily) there are many art teachers whose
~hose teaching
practices
p
ractices do complete justice to the
t h e spirit of art, whose students learn
to
t o see more full
fullyy and develop a critical attitude toward contemporary
culture.
c ulture .
Yet no matter
matter ho
how
w many of these teachers and students are ent hu
husiastically
s iastically acting as artists in schools , the question must be raised
as to
t o why their enthusiasm has not spread more rapidly to the wider community of teachers
teacilers and students .
And ·...rhy
·...Thy , conversely
conversely,, has the culture of
school art described here developed
dev eloped very rapidly , and Hithout the sanction
of the larger intellectual and artistic community?
communit y ? The answer to these
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questi ons can or'
01"'.1;:
. l:: be ff:-amea
!"amed in the
t~e context of a
.:J. large!"
large::: ?attern
pattern of social
socia l
values that
Chat operate in schools and that
t hat work to shape
sna?e cne
the teachiag
teachi~g of
o f art
a rt
,.;rhenet"er
introduced
t-lne.ne'(;'er it is intr
oduced in tthe
he school.
The. alternative to
sd:ool ideology is not
The
co this
t his sketch of sd:.ool
no t likely
to be : ounci
ound in an opposing
oppos ing hi
historical
storical inte
i n terr pretation of schools . Rc
~ : her
her,,
an al te rna
tive view is found in the :-ealm
!"ealm of educatio
nal ideals, in the
rnative
educational
writings
writin
gs of educational
educat i onal philosoph er s s uch as
a s John Dewey and Paolo Freire.
For these '-"riters
~riters ., education and
a nd art have much
~uch in common
CO'O'.Ir.on . Education, like
art
<irt. . seeks LO
t o devel
develop
op new
ne~ r..;ays
~ays of seein
seeingg and ne'"
new in
intellect~al
tellectl!al reSO;JTCeS
reso~rces
t o problema ti
1939;; Freire,
for responding crit
critiically
cally .to
t icc situations (Dewey , 1939
1970).
1970) . Education , like a r t,
t , begins with the experience of the individl!al
i~divid~al
set in a social context,
conte:<t:, and seeks t o develop that experience
in a socially cons tr uctive manner . And education,
eciucation, like art , encourages
encour ages
the co~u~ication af
of diffe rent perspectives fren
fran individual
ind ividual to
t o individual,
and from community to
t o community.
community . In Dewey's and Freire's
Frei re's view, and in
che
the vie
view
.... of many educators
educat ors,, this is the type of education that
t hat invites
ert
~rt to do wh~t it does best,
best. because it is art th2t
th~t builds upon individual
incividual
anc
ane. social experience t o develop TIe'
ne'"... ~"ays
l .... ays of see
s.:e ing social reality .
Thus it is ironic that chi.s
this essay has had to (".ote
note th e opposition
and art.
art , when in theory the pl!rposes
purposes and proced
procedural
ural prinCiples
of
o t education and art are
a re indistinguishable
indistinguis~~ble .
In a school tr.at
that fulfilled
De'.,.;rey's
De',
rey ' s and
2nd Freire.'s vis
vision
ion of education , t he na
nature
tur e of school art could
not be as I have described
des cribed it
i t here . School art would be changed, firs
first,
t,
siz:ply
sL~ply by being accepted.
Educators would share in the intuition of
o f what
art feels like, and look i or that intuition in school art
ar t activities.
:1aterialsim ,,'Quld
,,'oul d give way to meuLalistD,
men t al i sm, 8.:l
a~ in
interest
teres t in the mental
mer.tal e:q>e
expe rience rep
represented
re sen ted by art
a rtist
ist ic form, rather
rathe r than in the sheer pnysical
physical form
itself.. The his t ory of art t;culd
c~ronology of technolog ical
itself
~culd become not a c~~onology
styles but an array
a rr2Y of interpretations of
o f social reality . As Panoisky
Panofsky
nates
Arts,, the world view
view made manifest
notes in Meanin'2
Mcanino;z in the Visual Arts
manifes t by the
·,..:ork
content of the
th e '''ark
,.;rork itself (Panofsky,
',. :ork of art is nothing less than the content
1955 ) . By exarninir:.g
e:<am.i.ning percepcual
perceptual evidence and <
:-estating
r est.ating it as clearl)'
clearly as
?ossible,
?cssible, tthe
he artist does his bas
basic
i c work
~ork .
He makes
~2kes kno
kno~~
~~ to h
himself
imsel f and
to o tt. he::
herss tthe
he mental images that compose
compcse his experience of the ,_arId.
,,·orld.
Through tthe
he cours
cou rsee of his WO
worrkk he reveals how
hot; those images comb ine int
intoo
readings of social life and socia
sociall issues - - as Vertov's films show
s~ow a
differ~nt Soviet
Sovie t Gnion than Eisenstei
Eisensteinn ' s, and
ar.d as De Koon
Koening
ing r epresents
a diffl~ren
diffl~rent
t sexl!al
sex~al and emotional
emot ional world
wo r ld tthan
han Bacon,
Bacon , or Hockney , or O'Keeffe .
The arti
artisst'
t ' s 'wo
. . o rk makes contributions
contribu tions to int
intellectual
el lectual and emotional life
tthat
hat far surpass the oaterialistic
~a teria listic evaluat
evaluation
ion of the art
ar t object . The ee
eE.
artist
a!:'ti st rcpre,sents
represents and structures
s tru c t ures his o. her O'"n
O',..:n knowle,dge
kno\,'ledge of the world
~'orld
through the ar
artwo
twork,
rk. and inven ts syt::bolic
s}~bolic means for cOm::!!unicating
cOrm::!!unicating that
knowledge t o o thers.
ther s.
o~
o
~

sc~ooling

The representational and communica
commu~icative
ti ve functions
iur.ctions are
a r e basic to art,
art.
and are equall
e quallyy ~asic
basi c to education
edUCation . In his li
literacy
teracy ?rogra~s
programs in Brazil ,
F!:'eire
F::eire ca
cal
l~
~ed
ed :o r educators
e,ducators to encourage learners to rre~onstr
ecnnstruc
uc tt their
views of social situations tha t dir
ec tl y aff
ected their
t he ir lives (Freire,
(F reire,
directly
affected
1973 ) . it
1973)
It is ?rec.isely
precisel y this
t.his goal
goa l that the artis
a rti s ti
~ ic
c process
pr ocess is designed.
designed,
bv its ne
t l!ree , to serve.
Rathe r than dwe ll on the
es of the
na tur
serve . Rather
t.he orooe rti
r ties
"~rt med ia,"
ia . " art
a rt becomes conce
concerned
rned '...... . ith the mental ~tr~c
~tJ:'~c tur
tures
es that give
o~ce liberated from
f r om its mate rial mold , Loe
the
artifacts ~heir
their life . And O:lce
arti
artistic
s tic i~age becomes the educationally relevant image as well
we ll .
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i.}ith
theh a changed ideo
ideology
logy in schools,
schools , scien tifi
ti ficc reductionism
reduct.ioni sm would
give way to its long overdue
ovt!.rdue successor , !lhenomenological
phenomenological criticism.
c rit icism .

novement , thro ugh
u gh its
The re.ductionist r:love;ment
i ts negligent attitude tm.ard such

phenomena as consciousness
consciousness,, perception,
perception , and t~e social
o r ganiza tion
basic ?henomena
socia! organization
of knowled
knowledge
b ehind
i~~ense vacuum in foroa
fo~al
ge,, has left beh
ind it an immense
l knowl edge.
Hhst is needed no'..; , not
Hhat
n ot only in the arts
ar ts but in the social sciences as

well, is an intreduction
i n tr od uction to critical
cri tical methods that provide a ~ulti - focal
approach to social r eality . And here again, recent experience in tthe
he
Film critics
y comco~
contemporary arts provides the exemplar.
c r itics regularl
regularly
pare semiotic, structur
a list, psychoanalystic ., formalist, and phenome
phenome-structuralist,
nolog i cal critiques
criti ques of the same films. The film
umina ted , its
nological
film is ill
illuminated,
it s
ged and clarified
cla rified , tthrough
hrough this process of inter
cha nge
~eaning en lar
larged
interchange
and co~parison. In schools, ch ildre
a t least
ildrenn desperately need ttoo gain at
lea s t
t he feeling of what the
critical
process
is
about.
They
need
t
o
know
t he
1s
know,,
t here are many ways of seeing the experience
e:<perience of minority
for example, that there
g=oups,
T,.; ire services and the televisi
on
g-=oups , not the
t he one way represented by the 'Nire
t elevision
net'.JOrks.
knoW' chat
that ne\.;s
oe~JS reports
rep o rts a r e interpretations
net'
. . .or ks. They need to know
interpretacions rather
ntrovertible facts; and tr.at
t ha t not only
ooly can a pen leave behind
tthan
han inco
incOntrove~tiole
relevant
fea tures of a social event, bu
r elevant features
butt a camera can as well. The
phenomenolo
phenomenological
gical atcitude
a ttitude seems to me the
t he most inspiring
inspirin g of the
tbe contemporar:; critical
methodologies, and
ana not a difficult one to translate
tran sla te
porar?
critical metnodologies.
into the educational practice . In bio logy,
l ogy , social studies, or English,
the pnenomenological
phenomenological atti
a ttitude
tud e as
a s modeled
mode:led by art critics
cri tic s would simply ask
children to llook
ook more
mo ~e carefully
ca ~efull y for relevant features, tto
o rel
relate
ate inter
inte~
pretations
pre
cat i ons mo
more
re close
closely
l y t o tthe
he evidence,
evid enc e, and to value the interp
interpret3tions
retations
of others.
o ther s .
Conventionalism ....
woulci
ould face
f ece a st
struggle
ruggle in the oe,,,
new school as well.
The constructive
const ructive and c ritical attitude of the artistic activity
act i vi t y would
".vork
work against the inertia and s ter
tereotyping
eotyping of convention . Conventions,
Conven tions,
of cou rse, are no less a part of tthe
he art t,;orld
world than
....'orld .
t han tthe
he school 't..'orld.
But the unde
underlying
r lying spirit
s~irit of art
a rt \.,rorks
\%rks systematically against conVention
conVen t ion .
It
I t Itvo
.. orks
rks for a rreexamination
ee xamination of established
e stab lished reality constructions,
which
,,·hien mea.ns
means a continual
con tinual repl
replaC
aCing
ing of stereotyped images ·.-.Iith
wi t h images
that
t r.at more adequately represent both the data
da t a and feel of contemporary
cootempora ~ y
experience
e:<perience . The artist
artis t seeks to be non- conventional
conventi onal , not in t he clic
cliched
hed
Bohemian
Bohe~ian sense, but in ways t hat matter in con
contemporar
t emporaryy society.
society .
Artists now are increasL1g1y
inc re asi~gly question
questioning
in g , for
fo r exam9ie,
exam~le. che
the convention
of individual
i ndivi dual self- expression as a characterization
cha ra cte rizat ion of the artistic
process;; they are
process
a r e reestabiish1ng a social
so cial rrole
e le for
f o r the artist that has
visible
under the massive rhetoric
r hetoric of court
patronage
not been vis
i ble unde~
cour t art, patro
nage art,
and celebra
celebrated
ted art
ar t . If the artist's
a rtist' s selfs elf- critique of his individuslis
individu31i s tic
past ,;vere
,..ere brought into the school , it
it: would provide the id
ideal
eal mod
model
el of
of
the
t he self - critical , socially cooperative
coope r ative education that De,,,ev
De,...ev and Freire
delineate
delinea
t e.. Artists could help
helD students develoo
develop their
t heir r olesoles· as social
inves ti gators and community spokespersons,
spokespersons , rol~s that have become stereoinvestigators
civics"" context
ttyped
yped and thus neglected in their traditional " civics
con text in tthe
he
curriculum .
Could schools take this kind of open questio
quest i oning
ning beth
bcth of social
soc ial
phenomena and of t~e learner's response
phenomen3
respons e to those phenomena? From
Fr om the
historical
histori
cal e'lidence,
evidence , o ne coes
c!.oes not
no t know if they could sustain the 'Nill
~ill
for this kind of
of. enterurisc;
enterurise j bu
butt from a ohilo
ohilosouhical
souhical analysis, one
aGe ca
cann
not doubt
doub t t hat tthey
hey ar~ obliged
ob liged to t ry . .
.
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Art '·.......'Quld
ould benefi
bene :it
t f rom aa vvali
ali d association ",,-ith
t.."i.th schools as muc hh

as schools
sc~ools wo~ld
wo~ l d benefit
b enef it from
fro~ art
arc . wnile
wn11e tthis
his essay has taken a c~iti
critical a tt titude tt o~';ard
owa rd tthe
he history
histo r y of schools and aa fa
favou
v oura
r able
ble atti
ett ituce
t ude
towards
coward s the ideals of art,
art , t he dis
distt ribution
r ibution of problems
prob l ems and
anc merits
~erits in
each fielci.
field is of course not
no t eentirely
ntirel y one
one-sided
- sided . The ideals of art als
a lso
o
Qu
ou cstrip
t serf? its con t enpo rary perfor:r.ance
pertor~ance., especia
especially
l ly i t s mos t vis
visi~l
iblee
(o.:seum(::n;seum- e:·:
e :-:hib1ted.
hibited . bookbook - published) con t empo
ampo r ary
e r y T:l:anifes
r.!.ani fes ca
t a t ions.
ions . The
a r::tist
tist's
' s ideal of rep
repres
resenting
encing authe,.tic
aut hen tic perspectives
pe r spec t ives tcOI.·ani
o t-.arci: social rrea
eali.ty
li.ty
requires a broade
br oader
r base o f corr~itted
co~ ~t ed
a rt
rtis
ists
t s iif
f iitt is t o be fully realiz ed .
Reali
t y co nstruc
tions in art must
se nntt diverse cu lt u rr al ana
Reality
nst-ructions
!l:llSt repre
r ep rese
and class
c lass
expe
experience
r ience,, if art
a rt is not t o functio
function
n onl y as an eso~e
esoteric
r ic affi
affirwation
r mation of
or
dom
dominant
in an t cultu::::al
c ultural valu
values
es .. The
Th e public
;JUblic school ,.,_ oobviously.
bviously , is the meet ing
gground
r ound where
. . . here the
t he public and art could
co ul d come
c ome in con
contact
ta ct t o recefine eac
each
h
other . Fr om
o... in ccreas
reased
ed contact t.t.;ith
; it h tt he publi
public
c school
school,, art
ar t night
might lose
its ma
marginal
r gi nal s t atus
.!ltuS not only in th e schoo
school,
l , bbut
u t: in society
socie.ty as I.o.'
",'ell.
e ll.
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FOR CULTUR.4.L
CUl.TUR..4.L DEHOCRACY:
A CRITIQU::.
CRIT I QU ::. OF ELIT!SH
ELITISH IN ART EDUCATIO~

Robe
Roberrtt Bersson

James Hadison University

spiri t of the poet and art critic, Charles
Cha rle s Baudelaire,
In the
t~e sp~r1t
the essay ~.j'h
~"h ich follows is "partial.
"partial, passionat
passionatee . and political.
po litical."" As
such, i t stands
r ect contrast
cr itical writing :he
s tands in di
direct
contras t to the kind of critical
the
poet decried , "cold [and] mathematical whi
which,
ch , on the pretext of explainingg eve r yth
y thing
neitherr love nore
n o re ha
hate
s trips
itsel f
in
ing has neithe
te,, and voluntarily
volun tar ily st
rips itself
of every sh rreri
ed of temperament."
cemperament." (1846)
To its credit,
cr edit, Ralph A. Smi ch's
th's (1981)
( 19 81) passionate
pass i ona te argument
argumen t .Lr or
or
e11t15;:).
"El i cism Ve rsus
r sus Populism:
el itis::J. in .:!.rt
art education
e duca tion , "Elitism
Populism : A Question
Ques tio n of
o f Quality ."
,"

elicited from
f rom me an equally
e qually partia
partiall and passionate
passiona te response.
response . This response
res ponse
focuse s on Dr . Smith ' s ess
essay
Reagan
on's
focuses
ay and the Re
a gan administrati
administ rat ion
' s arts
to gether, they are the clearest and most
policy pOSition because, taken together,
unequivucal
unequivu cal defenses of elitist art educa
educatt ion policy
po l icy that this writer knows
~nows .

It should
he introduct
in troductory
sho uld be noted that tthe
ory section of this essay
appeared
ti on .
app eared as a "Commentary"
"Commenta ry" in the Novembe r, 1981
19 81 issue of
o f Art Educa
Edu cati

Introduc tion
Introduction

A=ter reading
A:ter
re ad ing a good deal about
abo ut the aeagan
Reagan administration
admini st rat ion ' s proposed
arts policy , II was a bit sh
shaken
ak en to
t o discover a strikingly
s trikingly Reagan-like
Reagan- like
art educa tion policy espoused in the front pages of the July,
July . 1981 issue
of Art
Ar t Education. Was it possible that
tha t the nacionwide
nationwide rise of political
and cultural conservatism
was finding
f ind ing its t.;ay
way into the ranks of o:..;r
o~r own
o~~
profession? Ove
Overr the years, II had come to know art educat ors
o r s as persons
of gene
i on , hut
gen e ra lly liberal persuas
persuasion,
but here was philosophy and rhetoric
r hetoric t o
natch the
watch
t he best of the Reagan
Re ag':!n arts advisors
advisors.. The article causing
causin g r.;.y
!':ly surprise
surp ri se
•'Has
.... as "Elitism Versus Populiso
Populism : A Quest
Question
ion of Quali
Qua lity."
ty."
The writer
wri ter
was Ralph A
A.. Smith,
Smith , Executive Secre
Sec retary
tary of t!le
the Council
Counci l for Policy Studies
in Art Edu~ation
ch seeks to promulgate
Edu~a tion.. a group whi
which
promul gate and assess
as sess policy
for the profession.

In the past
pas t I had seen Smi t h take what I would call
cal l liberal
positions on certain issues . For
Fo r e:<ample,
e:<amp1e. his
h i s oppos
opposition
ition to competencycompeten cy based education as a denumanizing
form
dehumanizing,, tecnnocratic
technocratic fo
rm of training
training.. not
educati
on . l'~'ihat
he time 'Has
·..,as the conservative
educat.ion
m at II had not
not. realized
rea lized at tthe
conservative..
elitist
' s basic
elitist. natur
naturee of Smith
Smith's
basi c philosophy of art
a rt education, especially
his view
con cenc for our discipline
vi ew as to what
wnat constitutes
cons titutes correct
correc t content
(Smith,
(Smi t h, 1981)
1981 ) . The
full
Th e shock of
o f fu
ll recognition
re cogn ition did not strike home until
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I had ::-eea
r-eea over aue:
<me: over
ove.r again the renar-kebly
rena-::-kably similar positions held by
Smith and the Reagan arts advisors,
advisors , and then put both to the lit~us test
of asking
asking,, "Hhat
"\\'bat does all this !7lean in terns of the real world?" The
ans-,.'er
ans'
.•'er was clear
c.lear in both cases:
cases :
the startling elimination of popular,
folk, ethnic,
ethnic., applied.
applied, social
soc.ial , and political art as cultural forms <,.;orthy
worthy
of federal support
suppo r t and art teaching, respectively.
Based on the intellectual justifications provided by the Reagan arts advisors and Smith ,
the place or
of the popular or
or "people 's
' s arts" in the National Endm..rment
Encmmlent
for the Ar
Arts
t s (NEA) and in the
t he schools,
schools . museums,
museums , and community arts centers
of this country ,,>ould be severely reduced
reduced,, or eliminated. Fine or "high"
art would reign
rei~n supreme .
In fact ., it would be the primary--or possibly
t~e
be only-- form of art ",'hich
'..;hich would be federally funded and
and.. follo~,>i:'..g
follo~,>ing
Smith's philosophy , taught in art education settings nationwide . '.~-nat
l,~nat
such philosophy and practice represents is a conservative ., elitist, and
histo!'ically reactionary response to the "expansion
" expansion arts" 1 developed
under the Carter administration (Kramer.
(Kramer, 1980) , and the significant
cultural advances !aade
!>lade in art education over the past decade . 2 The ~.Jomen'
~';omen'ss
Caucu£,
Caucu;::, COIU.'Ilittee
COITllnittee on Ninority Concerns,
Concerns , United StatesSocir:ty
States Society for Education
through Art,
Ar t , the Social Theory Caucus, and Environmental Design and Rural
Art Educators SPecial
special interest groups -- all products of tne
the last decade-should take serious note . Hard- earned soc i aa - cultural gains of recent
recen~
yea:r-s a:re
2'r"e nm"
nm., l.l.."1.der heavy philosophical and political attack from bot~
bot:,
inside and outside the profession.

•

!

I

The Elitist Concention of Culture
Getting to the crux
c!'ux of the matter , let us see how Smith and the
Reagan advisors define "fine art" and hm.; they justify it as the primary
or only category
Cat2gory of art worthy of being funded and being taught . According
Acco!'cing
to Smith , fine art is "elite art,"
art , " "the kind of art appreciated by
genuinely open elites,
eliteS, that is elites composed of persons with a highe!'
degree of education than that found in the general population." (1981)
Tne Heritage Foundation Report (Hartin , 1981) , t..'hich
which serves as justification for the Reagan arts policy, echoes the Smith definition:
The arts that the N~~ funds must support belong
primarily to the area of high culture. Such culture
cultur e is
more than mere entertainment , and is
i s concerned
conce r ned ~"ith per manent values beyond current
C:.lrrent tastes and "Tide
>-J'ide appeal
appeal..

i

As Smith notes,
notes , fine a'r"t
a :rt is "the best" art , the "more difficult,
difficult , aesthetically more re~<1arding"
re~,;rard ing" art,
a r t, the art whose "ertistic
"2.rtistic merit
r:lerit has been certified."
certified . "

Rebuttal to Elitist Cult:.lral Philosonhy
The Big QUestion suddenly lights up the sky:
sky ; Certified by -..;rhom?
TNhom?
wno certifies
certif ies that certain
c ertain fonnsof
forrnsof art (e . g . ,• popular,
popular , ethnic, folk)
are "mere entertainment" whereas another fori:!.
forin (i. e., fir.e
fir,e art) is of
"permanent value?" !,~bo
!.~no decides that cne fo
form
rm of art is political and
another
anothe r above and beyond politics? ~~o defines the terms,
terms , decides upon
up Oil
evaluative criteria,
e'lalu8tive
criteria , and
2nd determines
deter.!lines the rules of the game?
gaTI).e? I[ny
\[ny , the
experts, of course:
course : persons like Smith and the Reagan arts advisors ---

1
j

I
I
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pa rti
rtial
a l,, pass~onac
pass:'ona te,
e, and
end political proponents of high cul
culture
tur e . I t is
on
o n tn~s
cn~ s
~ost - iDpo
icportant
rt ant - of - all
al1 question
que stion , and the circular
c ircular reasoning that
t hat
justifies
just
ifies it, that the a rr gu:nents
g u~ent s of Smith and the Reagan advisors begin
to fall apart
apz.rt .
Easiest to reb ut is Smith ' s contention
c o ntention that
t hat fine art is the
t he

type of
ose perse
ns, gro
ups,, or c lasses
l asses
o f ar
a rtt prefe
preferrred
re d by open elites,
elites,-- th
those
persens,
groups
·•......lith
ith "a
" a higher degree of educational attainment
a ttainment than that found in the
general
gener
a l popula
population
tion . " It is only too appa
app arent
rent that there are many pers
persons
ons
of higher educational
educa tional attainment in our
our society ancl
and , more specifically,
sp ecifically,
in our own field--e.
field --e. g . the members
membe rs of the professional special inte~est
g ro~ps named above,
above , and others
o the rs --who
- -who value popular, ethnic , fol
folkk,, applied,
ap pl ied ,
so cial, an
andd po liti
litical
cal ar
a rtt as much as,
as , or pos
possibly
sibly even more than , "JOrks
"lOrks
art . !-!ust
!'!ust we di
dismiss
persons
o f traditional
tradit ional fine art.
smis s all of these pe
rs ons and groups
group s
i nment,"
as not being of a sufficiently
s uf fi ciently " high deg ree of educational atta
attainment
,"
o r rathe
or
rath err,, as being simply
s i mply misguided
mi sguided or
o r mi
mistake~
st aken in their
t he ir cultural pre
prePerhaps only
onl y those persons and groups-- and only highly educated
edu ca ted
f e~en ces?
ones
on es at
a t tnatt h at- --~ho
'.Jno agree with che
the Smith/Reaganite definition of fine art
(and
( and its
i t s ?re
?referred
ferr ed fo~a1ist aesthetic crite
criteria
r ia of judgment ) should
shoul d
qualify as "open
" op en elites
elites"tl capable of defining
defi ning and cieter:nining
cieter::J.ining arts policy?
concerns
A sec ond contention
content ion which
wh ich is not difficult ttoo rebut
r ebut conce
rn s the
assertion
finee art is characterized by "high standards," " the pursuit
asse rtion that
t hat fin
pur sui t
o f pe
or
perfection,"
rf ect i on," and "excellence," (Smith, 1981) whereas ethnic, fol
folk,
k,
popular , social
social,, and political artforms
a rtf orms are not.
no t. All
Al l of us coul
c ould,
d, I tthi~~
hi ~~,,
agree
ag ree that arti
artists
s ts working in every conceivable form-fcrm- - popular , folk,
fo l k,
et3nic,, propaganda,
ethnic
p r opagand a, film,
film , video
vide o doc
documentary,
umen t a r y, commercial
comme r cial photography , graphic
graph ic
design,
de si gn , etc.etc. . --- can and do achie
achieve
ve "fine aart"
rt" standards
s t andards,, and
a nd do c rreat
eate
e a rt of
"permanent value
va l ue ." The fact
fa ct that ssome
ome of this ar
a rt,
t, llike
ike same fi
finnee art,
ar t,
has proven to
t o have las
l asting
ting value and "the i ntegrity of graat
g reat art " (~a
(~artin
rt in ,
1981) -- and chat
t ha t it
i t is
i s repres
represented
ented in the most respected art ou
~useums
seUIDS,, books,
books ,
and journals--only
journals- - only confirms that
t hat tthe
he finest art
ar t is a matter of,
of , not
no t
c3tegory , but of ri
rich,
ch , complex quality .

The Reagan art advisors , the ne~ chaopions
cha~pions o f formalist
fo rmalist aesthe
aesthetics
t ics ,
~hat art which
whi ch is primarily concerned
conce rned with social or
at' political
content should not be federally
fe derally funded be
cause it is prone ttoo be of lesser
l ess er
because
"artiscic merit" (Kramer,
(Kramer , 19 80) . This contention
summari ly refuted
"artistic
con tent ion is summar:Uy
by an examination of art histo
ry . . The Creation
supposedl y
history
c~eation of art which is supposedly
separate fr
om life (art for
fo r a rt's sake) and its accompanying
accomp any ing philosophy
from
o f aesthe
ti c formalism
forma li s~ are recent
r ecent phenomena, bei
ng no more tthan
han two hunof
aesthetic
being
hundred years ol
(Hauserr , 1951, 5-25)
5-25 ) . Almo
he
oldd (Hause
Almosstt all high art prior to tthe
period,, as wel
welll as much fine and popular
popular art of tthe
t~,;o
Romant ic period
he l ast tt.;o
centuries , has been deeply concerned with socia-cultural
socio -cultural and/o
and /o r political
content
ay has reduce
i t s artistic merit;
mer it ; witness
\.;itne ss t he
content.. This
Thi s in no .....
way
reducedd its
Parthenon,
Par thenon , Gothic c2thedrals,
c2thedra1s, th
thee Sistine Chapel ceil
ceiling,
ing , the
th e consciously
con s ciously
political paintings of David,
David , Goya , Delac
De l ac r oix, Cour
Courbet.
bet, Picasso ' s
Guernic a , and all of tthe
Guernica
he great
grea t cfcenoften- anonymous folk
fo lk and popul
popular
ar art-a rt-concerned with the
t he everyday lives,
l ives , struggles , and tr iumphs
iumph s of common
peoplepe
ople--that
that have come dow"
dow"TI to us over tthe
he genera tions
tions..
conte~d
conte~
d

The re
related
la ted conttn
contenti
ti on that
tha t tthe
he extra-aesthetic
e xt ra- aesthetic (i
(i.e
. e.,
.• ?ractical
~ractical ,
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ps:.crlological.
ps:,chological, socia-cultural
socia -cultural , political) dimensions
dimEnsions of art: are less
worthy of study
st'..ldy and experience than the.
the purely aesthe
aesthetic
tic dimension
finds itself opposed by many art educators both past and present (Logan,
1955) . !'!any
l'~any cante!::!porary
conte!l!porary art educators of "higher educational attainment," have come, for
ment;"
ror example , to view the socially hum;:;,nizing values
of art experience and study as being at least as important as the ber.e
ber.efits
fits
derived f::om
i'::om formalist aesthetic experiences
Experiences . For socially concerned art
educators , the follm
follm.Jing
... ing goals have become of the utmos t impo.:-tance:
impo'Ltance :
multicultural w"derstanding
understanding through art; critical
c r itical understanding of the
dominant visual culture,
culture , especially its more manipulative and dehlli"llandehw~an
izing aspects; critical tmderstanding of the way in which the larger social
context shapes art and art education ; actual improvement of our ijdividual
and collective lives through art study , experience, and practice.
For
For"
art educators of formalist persuasion to discredit or ignore the social
ci~ension of the study,
study , e~~erience and practice of art
a~t seems exceedingly
exceedi~gly
narrow , as well as irresponsible.
Supporters of a sccially
socially ::elevant arc
education the::efore are
a.:-e gratified that the NAEA has issued an "Art in
the Hainstream"
Hainstream" (!:'eldman, 1981)
1982) ppolicy
olicy statement ,. . hereiP.. the social sig2.rt as
2.S ~""oTk,
~ . . ork, lenguage,
language, and
2nd values is emphasized .
nificance of art
Those
Thos
e who favor
ravor aesthetic formalis~ and essentialism by oaintaining
tain=--ng that art
a-:-t education
educz.tion ought to concern itself only
o:lly ~.;ith
~.;'ith art - centered
goals and thus avoid any analysis of socia- cultural and political values,
represents
~e?resents a
2. severely reductionist
reductionist,, as -,.;ell
well as tl.."lrealistic,
tl..'1.realis ::' ic, point of .....
vie,,,.
iet".
Fine art.
art, even the most "art
"2.r t for art ' s sai<.e" art, is socially and politically involved. The ~ost abstract art bea::s
bears a social message
~essage about the wcrld
world
and the place of the artist and viewer
vieWE r in that world.
The most consciously
asocial and apolitical works of art -- as well as aesthetic e:~erience which
many assume to be transcendentally detached from life and culture-- function
in tangible sociasocio- cultural and political ,..rays in our society.
In actual
effect, they qualify as political a'Lt
a.:-t and aesthetic experience;
experience ; that is,
they serJe
serve to either strengthen(i
strengthen(i.e
.e.,
. , conserve) or change
change--- in reactionary
or progressive
prcgressive ways
~ays -- the socia-cultural,
socia-cultural , politico- economic order that
governs and shapes our daily lives
(Hauser , 1951, pp 5-25) .
~litist

Arc Education and the Dominant Social Order

~bere, one might then ask, do the various philosophies of art
education fit in
into
co the overall scheme of contemporary
con~emporary American
fu~erican culture
ana politics?
pol i tics? }!o::e
and
Ho::e specifically, and
Qnd relative to our
Ollr discussion, ,,,here
t .... here
does e l itist art education fit into the overall
overal l scheme of &~erican society?
Giffhorn (1978) and Feldmzn
Feldman (1978) have offered insightful answe r s to
these questions . The Caucus on Social Theory and Art Education ~vas
~. . as specifically brought into existence to study the connections bet":.;een
bet":.;'een art.
a r t. education
eciucation
and its social context (Bersson, 1980)
1980)..

The connection between elitist art education and the cultural
The
policy of our society's po',.;er
pm..rer elite
elice is most clearly seen in the strikingly similar
siffiilar philosophies advocated
acivGcateci by Ralph Smith and the Reagan arts
aaVlsors.
aavJ,sors.
Both represent the cultural philosophy of oligarchy, as opposed
to the cult:.lral
cult:..:ral philosophy of democracy;
that is , culture
th2t
cultu::e created of and
2nd
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re\..... as oppos
opposed
creat.ed of, by, and for the many.
by the tel
ed to culture created
Elitist
Elit
:!..st cultural policy is largely certified
cer tified,, snaped, financed, and
2nd pra cuded by the wealthy
wealthy.. powerful and academically educated . It is trans mitted to the larger public by primarily middle-class art specialists
and educators who are of upper-class cultural persuasion.
persuasion . T~at upperclasss collector s , Cluseum
clas
museum t~'.lstees. gallery mmers, art bock
book and mag2zine
publisher s shape, as well as prefer, high culture is no secret . In this
publishers
respect , high culture 1s
-b ased culture (Bersson, 1981a).
is clearly class
class-based
Feldman (1978).
(1978) . in his excellent article
ar ticle , "A Socialist Cri
tique of Art
Cr itique
$ . A. • 1t
p r ocess by ,·[hich
His tory in the U. S.
" has 1nelsi
ineisi vely explicated this process
tvhich
r:tiddle- class art historians
!':liddle-class
historians,, critics,
critics , and the ":ine art" educators have
become the often unconscious guardians, champions, and educational e~~
e~~ 
saries of the upper- class power elite . Ardent proponents of e:qJertis:r.,
e:~ertis~,
essentialism , and aesthetic formalisr;n
a~.;are
essentialism,
formalis~ in art education must become aware
of how they have become cultural allies of,
of , and educators for, the arts
policy of the Reagan administration and upperupper- class America.
America . If we
we,,
as art
a rt educat ors
ors,, are concerned with the real world implications of art
and edUCation,
education, we mus
mustt look beyond the walls of our universities, nuseums,
and public school class
classrooms
rooms in order
o rder to realize the larger socia- cultural
a~d political effects of
and actions .
o f our philosophies &.d

For Cultural Democracy
Demo cracy in Art/Education
Art / Education
vrnat I believe art educators should be arguin g for is "culturel
wnat
"cultural
democracy," which is succinctly defined as "culture created of , by,
by , and
t;-"e people.
tur al democracy equates with equality of opporfor all the
people . "'I Cul
Cultural
tunity for all persons,
persons , classes , and groups to create, study,
study , a~d enj
enjoy
oy
the arts . It is culture as a hunan
human ri ght
gh t and not as an upper-class privilege . Cultural democracy does not mean "forced equality of results" (Srnit!1,
1981). Cultur
Cul tural
al democracy, or "egalitarianism "-" -- a term Smit
Smithh distorts in
his articlearticle--- does cot
not equate with "e
" a flat philosophy of
o f tthe
he equality
equa lity of
eve rything
r ything ."
. " In point of fact,
ract, it me3IlS
means the opposite . It means pluralism,
pluralisrc,
diversity, variety,
variety , diffe
difference
rence . It means
~eans financial
fin~cial and educational support
fo r the full range of visual culture. Employing an analogy from the worl
worldd
of music, '",e
'He support our
Ollr composers and performers of classical music , but
'",e
'...re also support our jazz and folk musiCians , labor balladeers, ethnic and
neighbo rrhood
hood artists
artists..

Elitist
Eli tist Fear of Cultural Democracy
Ihe Reagan advisors a~d
I3e
~~d Smi th seem
see~ to be afraid of put ting cultural
cultu r al
power in the hands of the "untutored"
" untut o red" masses . Scenes of •'.... omen textile
wo rkers making documentary
docume ntary films about their past struggles and black youth
f inding out about their roots through artist - in- resid
residence
ence blues singers
in the schools apparently send shudders up the spines of the Reagan arts
adviso
advisors
rs (Adler, Hager
Hager , and Shabad, 1981) . Hare cultural democracy
democra cy does
mean more participation and po·. . er for tthe
he " untutored"
un tutored " common folk . Put
Puc: ting political, economic , and cultural powe
powerr (i . e .,
. , democracy) in the
Im..... . er- class persons and groups has al
..... ays caused
hands of !:liddlemiddle - and lo·
ahlays
elites , and with good reason.
fear among elites,
r eason . Such sharing or democratization
o f power threatens upper-class pol
political,
economic , and cultu
cultural
of
itical , economiC
ral hegemony .
In this well founded upper- cless
class fear,
rear, and the surrounding air of superi-
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ority
oricy chat r.ides it, is ;;. deepseated apprehens:!.cn abouc, and resistance to,
change . Thus the frequent connection bet~ee~
bet~een upper-class elitism and
conservatis~.
conse~vatis~.
Somehow the unschooled masses might co~e to share power
with the upper classes, just as these classes nave appropriated pm"er
po,,,rer from
the artistocratic
zrtistocratic and clerical ruling classes that came before them.
This
fear by the elite -- often paranoiac-- surfaces at times in their language,
i:nages,
images, and references . lie have Smith, for exaT:J.ple, through the ~~.-ords
.. ords of
Barbara Tuchman , comparing the cultural sentiments of the "ne,.;
"ne~v egalitarians"
cr
or "populists
"populists"" to those of the "Jacob ins denouncing aristocrats to the
guillotine."
guillotine
. " A more vivid example of elitist fear of the democratization
at
of culture could probably not be found
found..

Concll!sion
As art educators , we cannot
Calli"1.ot be ---and
and most of us are not-- e.fraiC
Etraid of
educat.ors is our concern for the education
"the people." Uhat makes us art educators
of the larger
larg~r ?ublic
?ublic..
We are committed, not to art education faT
for the
privileged few, but to art study, practice, and experience for all
e.ll people.
An elitist art education, one based in fear of and insufficient respect
for all the citizens of our multicultural , multiclass society, cannot be
our
Ollr way .
Our road can only be toward cultural democracy,
democracy , and the tolerance.
tolerance,
respect, and equality of opportunity that it brings.
brings .
CulturEl
Culture.l democracy , witii
witl1. its values af
of generosity and tolerance,
is the only cultural and educational policy capable of embracing both
elitism and populism. Reagan ' s arts policy which amounts
ai!lounts to
t o "elite art
for the elite" is certainly not desirable;
desirable ; nor is Smith's well- intentior.ed
but restrictive art education policy which would mean "elite art for the
masses." l.J'hat we do ,vant
'.;ant is art and art experience of , by ., and for all
the people . As United State Congressman Sidney Yates has asserted, "lv-nat:
" lv-nat
we want is elitism ~ populism. We want quality i:1 the arts,
arts. 2:J.d '..;e
;e
want the arts represented throughout the country "(Hartin,
II (Hartin,
1981) -- in
every neighborhood, and among every group and class.
class .
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Reference Notes
1.

The Expansion
E:{pansion Arts Program is described in the National Council
on the Arts'
Arts ' Advancing tthe
he Arts in Aruer-i"ca
Amer-i"ca (July 1981) as "a
point of entry for developing groups that are established and
reflect the culture of minority, blue collar. rur
rural,
al, and lowlowincome communities."

22..

1:1.
In addition to the development of ene
the National Art E:ducation
~ducation
Association affiliate and special intere
interest
s t groups subsequently
cited, major art education tex
texts
ts w~th a socia- cultural focus we
were published during this decade, among them
them:: Edmund Feldman
Feldman's
's
Becoming Hlli!lan
Hlli!lao Through Art (1970);
(1970) ; June King ~!cFee and Rogena M.
Degge's Art, Culture, and Environment
Environme!1t:: A Catalyst for
fo r Teaching

(1977); Eugene Grigsby's
Grigsby ' s Art and Ethnics (1977);
(1977) ; Laura Ch apman
apman's
's
Auproaches to Art in Educati on(1978); and Vincent Lanier's The
Arts We See (1982).
(1982 ) .
3.

See the following recent articles which are concerned with
~ith one or
more of these goals. Graeme Chalmer's
Chalmer ' s "Art Education as Et
Ethnology,"
hnology,"
Studies in Art Education
22(3) ; Hermine Feinstein's "Art
EdUcation,, 1981, 22(3);
Means Values
Values,"
, " Art Education,
Educa tion, 1982, 35(5);
35 (5) ; Vin
Vincent
cent Lanier's "Six
Items on the
t he Agenda for the Eig
h ties~ Art Education, 1980, 33(5);
Eighties~
and Daniel Nadaner
Nadaner'! s "Recognizing
" Recogni z ing Social Issues in the Art Curriculum,"
Bulletin of the Caucus on Social Theorv and .J..rt Education,
lum , " it:. i3ulletin
1982,
1982 , 2 .
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ELITI9[
ELITIS~[ VERSUS POPULISN:

TEE

CO~TINUI~G

DEBATEl

Ralph A. Smith

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

"Elitism VS. populism" identifies dichotor.loUS stances
"t:litism
stauces that are
increasingly causing acrimony among tnose
those concerned tvith defiiling
defiTIing cultural
and educational relations. Not surprisingly, the controversy is one of the
sundry things touched on by the Rockefeller Commission Report The Humanities
in American Life . 2 The report cnaracterizes
characterizes the opposing positions as

follows::
follows
Some people think it elitist to
t o point cut
out that our
Ollr
culture arose in ""hat is generally described as the
~';estern tradition;
populist to affirm that Na tive

and Latin American, African, and Asian cultures also
form our heritage .
Eli.tism is associated '',>'it:h
..;rith high
culture,
cult:are, which
~hich often refers to a finite list of works,
wo rks ,
authors, and standards; populism with popular culture,
which has an inexhaustible list.
The ri
r ich
ch are thought
elitist because they can afford educational and cultural
activities the poor cannot.
Those who emphasize our
cornnon culture are sometimes called elitist, whereas
those ~ho accentuate cultural pluralism are called populist . ~1aintaining traditional forms of cultural expression is often viewed as elitist
elitist,, whereas admiring novelty and
~~d spontaneity is apparently a populist
populi.s t
trait.
It is allegedly elitist to a dvocate the preservation of cultural resources, populist to urge broad
access to them.
them .
At one level , the report appears to express weariness with the
t he
entire issue, claining that the dispute prevents us from coming to terms
with genuine problems in our culture and that some of the divisions are
mo re artificial than real
rea1 --e.g.,
- - e.g., does not our heritage contain nonnon-Western
Western
as '..;ell as Western elements, examples from popular as '.......'ell
-ell as from high
culture?
In almost the same breath, however, the
t h e report warns that populist
and elitist crientations
c!'ientations "express tension between cultural views that are
so~etimes irreconcilable [emphasis
[emph2sis added)
added} and
2nd often must compete for limited
resources ....
_ ... " But having acknowledged tensions and declared viewpoints
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irreco nci l able, the report cannot have it
irreconcilable,
i t botn ways simply by formulating
f ormulating
a net.; set of principles . 3 These
Th e se remarks will ther
therefore
e fore fol1et.;
r ol let.; another
strategy.
str-ategy. one that leaves open the possibility of narrm.;ing
narrot.Jing the gulf

separating the contending parties . To be sure, the chances for achieving
ach ieving
this
t h is goal ere slim so long
l o ng as debate degenerates into ideological hag
haggling
g ling
and name~ame - calling
calling..
Since, moreover,
mo reover, during such exchanges, elitisn suffers
being used as a term of derogation while populism retains an aura of

oy
by

democratic virtue, an effort to rehabilitate elitism is in order
o rder bef
before
ore a
reconciliation is attempted.
attempted .

For ppresent
resent purposes
purposes,, a useful outlook on elitism is provided by

Stuart Hampshire,4 who writes that elitists accept four p~apositions
p ~opositions..
An elitist, that is, believes
first ., that there is a tradition of great , and
of very good and interesting work ., in each of the
libera! arts , and that there
liberal
the~e is good reason to
expect ...
. .. that these traditions are being prolonged into the future
future..
Second, that at any time
ti~e
Second.
a minority of otherNise
othe~Nise intelligent persons
persons,. including artists, are deeply interested in one, or
or
more,. of the arts.
more
arts, and
~~d have devoted a considerable
part of their lives to their involvement with them,
the:n,
and to thinking about them.
the~.
The judgments of
artistic merit by such persons ., who are not dif ficult to recognize , are the best guides to artistic
merit that we have ....
. ... Thire.
Thire . that enjo~ent of one
or more of the arts is one of the most intense
int ense and
most consoling enjoyments open to men, and also the
principal source of continued history and of pride
and of sense of unity for any city.
city , nation,
nation , or
empire . Fourth, very often , though not al,,,ays
al,:vays., a
good artist does not create his own public within
his lifetime and needs support, if he is to ~o r k
as well as he might .. ..
.•

It follows from
f r om these beliefs that elitists set some store by
the ideas
ideC!.s of tradition, continuity.
continuity, judgment.
judgment , and
ar'. d competence,
competence. Nothing
in Hampshire's
Hamps h ire 1 s four propositions, however
however,, implies that elitists are
necessarily cultural snobs,
snobs , insensitive to minority or ethnic interests,
antidemocratic , or contemptuous of popular culture.
Neither do these
propositions
proposit
i ons demand that access to the heritage be restricted, nor
intimate that the masses are incapable of acquiring a taste for high
culture .
In sho=t,
sho~t, much of
o f what elitism is often critici ze
z ed
d for is net
part of Hampshire
Hampshire's
' s description of it.
Still , it is difficult to imagine
that Hampshire
Hampshi re's
' s position ,,,auld
would change the minds of
o f avowed ?opulis
populists
ts who
bridle at the suggestion that judgments of artistic merit are necessary
and , wnat is more ., that they are to be made by a minority (artists
(ar tists , critics)
specially qualified for the task; this, they would charge , constitutes an
~~warranted imposition of elite tastes.
.fuether one finds judgments by an aesthetic elite objectionable or

l•
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not , they are
not,
a r e the
t he m~~
ma~ner
ner in which arcistic
arcist ic meri
meritt has usually bbeen
een determined,, a point to \ihich
mir:.ed
\.;thich Lord
Lo rd Kenr..eth
Ken~eth Clark bears witness when he writes,
writes ,
" would deduce from history
h i sto ry this first law .. . or
o f the
t he re!3.tionship
r e lat.ionship of
o f art
and socie
so ciety
ty:
t hat -vi
-"isual
sual art,
art., whether it takes ehe
the iOnl
forw of image
i:uage or
or=tarnent,
o rnament , is C'lade
Clade by a minority {L
(Le
e .•
. • an elite] f.or a minority but
bu t accepted by t:t. h~ major:" ty
t y unquestionably
unq ues tionably . eagerly
eagerly., and with a se:lse
se:;.se of pa!:"pa!" cici
pation . ":I
It::'
One i!light
might suppose populist
s unpersu.:lded
unpersu.:lded.. however
however.. for
ticipation
populists
ror
II

they
t orical record
r ecord only
on ly as co
nfi~ing
cont hey woul
wculdd interpret the his
historical
confi~
in g thei= con..viction
-ietion that
time
t hat the mass es have
h ave long been deluded and that
that. it
i t was high tiree
they were
undeceived
and
ready
to
defend
their
own
preferences
in
art.
wer e
t heir
art .
And the
gh t of the masses to t heir O'Jn
own culture
cul tur e is.
cou rse.
t he ri
right
is, of course,
a cent
cen trral
a l tenet of ,.,.,nat
,.,...hat is called tthe
he nev
new egali
egalitarianism
tar ianism ( a term here
taken ttoo be r.ear
ly synonyt!lous
vita
"populism" ) . Herbert Gans,
Gans , 6 fo
r.early
synonymous ...
ith "populism").
forr
example , ...,ould
im that only
on ly experts are "the
example,
would disagree with Hampshire's
Hampshire ' s cla
claim
best guides ttoo artistic
a rtistic merit that we have ."
. " Since the united St2.tes
St2.t.:s is
a de:r.ocracy
de:!!ocracy , cul
culture
ture should
snould reflect th
thee people
peo ple 's
' s tastes.
t as tes. Knowir!g
Knowi:!g ~.;nat
~ynat
thee people
want.. In other words,
they like , th
peo ple ought to be given the art
a rt they want
preferences,, conconsince there can be no disputing
dispu ting the value of people I' s preferences
ons of quality and merit are ttoo be abandoned in
s iderati
iderations
i n favor of a de
gu s tibus pr
incip le. ~b
at are tthe
he. likely conseq
uences?
gustibus
principle.
~bat
consequences?
Some are described by Barbara Tuc~man7 in an indignant
indignan t article.
"The new egalitarians."
egali t arians ," she writes, "would
"wo uld like t o make the whole ques';;ion
question
of quality vanish by adopting a flat philosophy of tthe
he equality of everytthing
hing . No fact or
o r event is of greater
g rea ter or
o r less value than any other;
othe r; no
person or tthing
hing is superior
sup erior or infe
r ior to any o t her.
inferior
her . Any reference to
qualit:j·
cas tigated as elitism
-;.;rh ich seems to inspi
re in llsers
quali
ty is i:lstantly castigated
elitism,, ';.lhich
inspire
users
of tthe
he word tthe
he sen
timen ts of Jacobins denouncing aristos
a ri.s t os to t he guillotine."
guil l otine . "
sentiments
Tuchman ' s objections are
2.re i:1
i::1 part aesthetic: a "fla
" flatt philosophy of the
the.
equality
presents
an
uninspiring
e quality of everything"
every thing" presen t s
uninspi r icg prospect; nothing stands
sta..:.ds out
ttoo attract
a t Crac t at
t ention or
or admiration
ari~rati o n ..
attention
But the new
ne~ egalitar
ega litarianism
i anism ca
cann also be fa
faulted
ulted on pr
pragmatic
agmatic grounds.
gr ounds .
HampShire,, it will be recalled , said that even good artists may need support .
Hampsnire
~odern
times , this has increasingly been understood ttoo mean government
In ~ode
rn times,
support,
r esulted
for financial
s upport, which in
i n turn has resul
ted in government policies far
aid ttoo art and artists
a r tists . Yet how are such policies possible under
unde r the
populist pros
proscription
cription of judgments of artistic merit? In the absence of
standards
best , all that can be done is ttoo distribute
s tandards of promoting the best.
cultural !"eso
::esou:rces
u!"ces equitably and to
t. o satisfy
sa tisfy as many interests as possible .
discovered
howeverr,, how •... ide-ranging cultural interests
inte r ests are
Once it iiss discove
red,, howeve
and
thought
a nd how new ones can be tho
ught up overnight
ove rnight (especially
(especi a lly when it is believed
!:laney available to
t o satis
satisfy
gustibus
there is !'loney
f y tthem)
hem) ,I a de gust
ibus principle becomes
~.
t e nable because ~lmanag
eable.
~.tenable
llilm~~ageable.
The preceding rema::-ks
rema=-ks were intended t o disencUt:l.oer
;1e term "eli
ti so"
disencumber tti1e
"e litisr:t"
rved negative connotations.
of some of
o f its undese
undes erved
c onnotations . But it
i ~ should
s hould also be
reputation
servingg
asked whether
whe~he r the new egalitarianism
e gali tarianism dese rves its
it.s reput
ation for
f o r servin
t he best inte
the
interests
r ests of the ~eople
people.. Sir Roy Sha;C-has
Sha~has b
broached
roached just this
issue as pa
part
r t of
or his examination
exal'!l.inacion of tthe
he pop
popular
ular (and populist
populist)) vie,.;
viee'; that
that.
bec ause Wes ttern
e rn cultare--the
culture-- the culture
cult ure of Titi
Ti t ian
an , Shakespeare, and Bach--is
Bach- -is
middlemiddl
e- class
c l ass or
or bourgeois in its
it.s ori
origins,
gins , it can have no r e levance for
fo r
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hlho insist it ca~ are perpetrating
tocay!s "orking
':"orking classes
c lasses and that those ""ho
one of the major deceits of the t~enthieth century . This position, Shaw
contends
cC:ltends , is rife with hypocrisy
hypocrisy::
Some of those '~"ho
..Jho invoke the title of democrats seem
to believe that the most are incapable of appreciating
the best and so you must give them something less than
the best specially prepared for their weaker constitutions .
tutions.
However, they grossly misuse the word !'elitist!!
Hm,;ever,
"elitist"
b~'
by using it to smear anyone ",ho
~ho champions
chan::pions traditional
arts or high standards in them. These so-called
so- called demo crats are elitists in the proper sense of the term .
They agree with cultural snobs that the high arts should
be preserved for the elite, a privileged few and the
rest of the population should have something else.
He concludes that attacks on elitism are often "polictically
"'polictically inspired
philistinism at best,
best , and advocacy of a form of cultural apartheid at
worst . ..
. ... "
The great hypocrisy of the new egalitarianism,
egalitarianism , then, consists in
cultural apartheici--i.e
apartheici-- i.e . , giving the masses less than the best-violates a sacred democratic principle.
principle, the individual's
individual 's right to selfimprovement. Hany who came from backgrounds that did not include an
appreciation of the fine arts Dut
but who were fortunate to have been enencouraged to educate themselves to "one of the most intense and most
consoling enjoyments open
ope:J. to men"
men!! (Hampshire) should have no difficulty
in uucerstanding
unGerstanding the
t he severity of Shaw's
Shaw ' s charge against populism.
tn~s :

If this particular indictment is seen to even the score somewhat
in favor of elitism, it
i t still has done nothing to effect a rapprochement
r approchement
between elitism and populism . Yet conciliation is not out of the question.
question .
One "needs
' needs only to remember that the present discussion has equated populism with the "new" egalitarianism, which suggests that "egalitarianism"
also h28
ha a traditional meaning.
meaning .
In an illuminating essay.
essay , the late Charles
5 wrote
Frankel/ wro
te of the old egalitarianism that its virtues consisted of
"chivalry, loyalty, generosity, at least a rough courtesy.
courtesy, self - reliance
and self - discipline,
discipline , an eagerness to improve oneself but also a sense of
amusement
amuse~ent at oneself,
oneself , respect for an honest day's work and getting one's
hands dirty, a capacity to te
tell
ll the genuine article from the fake.
fake, and a
certain earthiness and imperiousness to gectility."
ger:.tility . " Such virtues,
virtues , says
Frankel, "were
uwere ddraw-u
raw-u from the traditions and experiences of all classes;
classes ;
and while it [traditional egalitarianism] espoused equality.
equality, it did so in
recognition
re
cognition of the value of other things which create differences,
differences , partisan
feelings,, and stratification in society," not least of ~olhich
feelings
~o1hich was'
was" "the
uthe need
in every society to give public recognition to things noble and excellent
lest everything in the society's culture be regarded as disposable." Such
considerations, he says,
says , do not subvert the principle of equality, they
merely set limits on i
it
t and keep it sane .
Judgment, excellence, limitation,
Judgment.
limitation.
sanity--these
sanity- -these attributes certainly make the old egalitarianism compatible
'-"ith
with the kind of elitism described by Hampshire and defended by Shaw,
Shm, , an
elitist egalitarianism or egalitarian elitism that aims at the oest for
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the mose and pays the ~ajority 6f the
t~e people the compliment of believi~g
believing
capable of appreciating
appr~ciacing the best .
Here,
He re, then, is a reconciliation
bet'....... een elitisn
bet·
elitisLl .?nd
.?ud populism that could 2ppeal to the best sentiments of
eciuc2tors.
the~

Realistically speaking, however,
howeve~. what hopes are there
tnere for
fo r resolving
the "elitism vs. populism" dilemma in art and aesthetic education in the
direc tion of the old egalitarianism?
direction

One might expect that periods of

consolidation such as the one we are said to be passing through at the

morr.ent would be more receptive to ideas of the kind just expressed-expressed-ideas that ,.;ould
would have been laughed out of most forums in the 1960's.
1960' s .
But optimism would be premature , for the opposition remains
remai3s formidable .
Energetically promoted by influential sponsors
sponsors,, the panaceas of the
lO
populist/pluralist recent past continue
cont~nue to be urged upon the public . 10
ne'...r... voices
vo i ces are
a-:-e beginni
beginning
ng to be heard Hhich.
Hhich> should their chorus s';.;ell,
And ne'
would drown out the concerns discussed here. These
Th ese voices belong to the
writings e:nphasize
emphasize the
new social critics (o r critical theorists) ,""hose
I:"hose W'Titings
links bet~een
between art and
~~d its social, e~onomic, and political conditions and
who tend to believe that the function of art and aesthetic education is to
promote radical social change.
change , meaning that the study and appreciation of
art for its unique qualities and satisfactions get subordinated to ideoideological
logi
ca l interests . Tnis is not to say that all critic3l
c~itical theorists and their
followers are hardened ideologues; some serious ~ork is obviously being
done.. But ther
done
theree is also some adolescent dabbling and thrill-seeking
thrill - seekL~g , as
evidenced by unexpected references to Harx and condemnations of capitalism
from previously timid and conservative '...rriters.
..... rite!:"s.

The path of sane compromise is thus stre'
st!:"e'...n "Tith
~,Tith siz2ble
siz2.ble obstacles,
oost2cles,
and those bold enough to set foot on it may wish to draw
d!:"a..... inspiration from
l 1 "The
the famous ",-orcis
words of Natthe
Natthe'N
..... Arnold : ll
'IThe great
g!:"eat men of culture are these
who have had a passion for diffusing, fe
fo r making prevail
prevail,, for c3rrying
c3~rying
from one end of society to another
anethe~ , the best knowledge, the oest
best ideas of
their time; 'Nho
who have laboured to divest knowledge
kno'Nledge of all that was ha!:"sh,
harsh ,
uncouth, difficult, abstract, professional
professional,exclusive;
, exclusive; to hunanise it,
to make it efficient outside the clique of the cultivated and learned,
yet still remaining the best knowledge
knoHledge and thought of the ti~e, and a
true source,
source , therefore
therefore,, of sweetness and light."
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A CRITIQUE
CRITIQUE OF ELLIOT EISNER ' S

EDUCATT~G

ARTISTIC VISION

John Jagodzinski
J agodzinski
The University of Alberta

I would like to begin with an image of a wolf pack .
In a wolf
tne :;ounger and less threatening members
memb ers are allowed
allo'Wed to take playpack tni:!

ful nips and bites at their leaders,
l~aders) whereas those wolves ranked just
below the top do not have this privilege. Challenge for leadership
leade rship is
only taken
take:l seriously by a '.vo1£
wolf of equal status.
status .

in academic circles.

This same game is played

It preserves the illusion that we live in an egali-

tarian liberal climate-- all voices are given an equal primordial howl
ho'W1 ;
sometimes, if one is lucky , it even results in cosmetic change-- the fur

is left threadbare
threadbare..
Educating Artistic Vision
Vi sion is an "old" book '..rritten
'..,ritten a decade ago.
ago .
As such there are many aspects in it , II'~
' !:\ sure,
sure , Eisner would not accept
today. Therefore
Therefore,, the critique is made by keeping his later works ,
par~icularly The Educational Imagination (1979);
(1979) , in mind.

To begin, Eisner claims that there are two
tva major justifications
for the teaching of art, both of vhich
which he presents in an either/or
fashi
fashion
o n.. First a contextualist justification is made by claiming that
art satisfies
satis f ies social needs. From this perspective , the practice of art
must be pragmatic : art as leisure, art as creative thinking, art as self estee~ would be manifestations of this view .
Shaped by this instrumentalist
viewpoint.
view-point, the art teacher undertakes a "needs assessment" in order to
determine what the particular function of art should be (p . 3) . Eisner,
quite correctly
correctly,, points cut that the assessment of this need ultimately
rests upon a particular value base which the art educator strongly believes
in. Conflicts are thus possible.
possible . However,
However ,
Somebody or some group MUST apply a set of
values to those populations to deterwine
deter~ne
what goals and content of the field OUGHT
TO BE.
BE . (p.
(p . 5) [Capitals
[Capi tals are my emphasis]
So, irrespective of the possible conflicts of values, realistically a
program MUST be implemented.

The other ?csition,
pcsition, which Ei sner calls essentialist, gives art
an exclusive and unique justification . Art can provide aesthetic experience-- it vivifies life.
peYience-Following Langer , ar
a r t is a language of the
affect . The art'..,ork
art'..rork art
articulate.s
i culatG.s our "most cherished values,"
values," he
says (p.
(p . 11) . These unique functions of art include a sense of vision,
a ~eans of activating one ' s o~n
o~~ sensibility , to vivify the particular,
to express the social character of scciety
society and possibly to bind people
through ritual acts.
througn
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!-laving
Having int.roduced these two posit.ions, Eisner commit.s himseli
himself to
an essentialist position claiming that art education should be " ... for
the aesthetic contemplation of visual form"(p.
form"(p . 9), and it snould
should redress the "historical and cultural aspects of the art curriculum which
have be€n
been neglected in our programs" (p. 26) . To vindicate this chesis
thesis
i;ras the task of his book . It is my opinoin that he fails to meet the
promise of that commitment and inadvertently presents its antithesis .
Eisner attributes the low status of the arts in our schools primarily to the belief that American parents perceive the school to be an
institution fo
forr social and economic mobility. Art, not being a very useful endeavor for employment.
employment, is perceived as a frill . Recently BO'.wles
BO'.w1es
and Gintis in Schooling in Capitalist America (1976),
(1976) , ~ichael Apple in
Ideology and the Curriculum (1976) and otherslike Giroux, Penna and Pinar
in Curriculum and Instruction (1981) have argued quite a different thesis.
thesis .
They claim that the quality of education a child receives is dependent
upon the social class to which he/she belongs
belongs.. In short, students are
streamed by a hidden curriculum to fill the slots that industry needs.
screamed
Today's industry requires a glut of blue collar and white collar workers.
workers .
Fe~ middle and upper management positions are needed.
Both our higher
education and public schools ensure that the "needs" of capital are met.
met .
Extrapolating from Anyon ' s (1981) work, the discipline of art plays a
different function in the education
educet.ion of each class. In working class
schools, where the parental population consists of blue collar workers
whose ave=age
average incomes are $12,000, children are trained through a rigid,
rule- governed and mechanized curriculum; the possibility for selfrule-governed
self-expression
expression
is non-existent.
non- existent. Via the ditto machine, art is reduced to the worst sort
of pre-determined
pre- determined product. However, for schools which cater to a middle
class. art takes on a popular role. In such schools, "work tasks do not
class,
usually request creativity. Serious attention is rarely given in school
work on how the children develop or eXDress their own feelings and ideas,
either linguistically or in graphic fo~m"(.:I..nyon,
fo~m"(Anyon. pp.. 329). The consumption
of the popular and ~ass arts is encouraged.
encouraged . This form of artistic knowledge
corresponds tc the tas
tastes
tes of ,. . .hite collar 1"Jorkers.
workers, whose children are
familiari
familiarized
zed into a slightly
sligh~ly more active consumptive role, through the
purchase of popular books and the faithful indiscriminant vie~ing
vie~in g of
seasonal Hollywood features. In school, art comes across as a frill,
frill . an
escape and a leisure activity. In affluent orofessional
Drofessional class schools,
where the parent population is composed of upper middle class jobs (i.e.,
(i.e .•
cardiologists , corporate lawyers , executives in advertising or television),
art is perceived as an expressive
exp ressive activity. Greater autonomy and freedom is
a prerequisite for those whose future successes lie in the ability to
handle responsibility, show creativity, understand the nature of paradox
in human existence.
existence, and yet present effective choices and programs for the
resolution of such conflicts . Such a character formation is necessary for
middle management positions wherein a continual crisis of identity and
stress pre·vails . The ppresentment
resent:nent or unjust solutions to keep the system
afloat (having to do the "dirty ''Nork"
.... ork" as the expression goes), often leads
to self - doubt
clouDt as to which class
cless of people this strata wishes to identify
with . Lastly ,in
with.
, in executive elite schools, whose parents are among the top
executives
e:{ecutives in r:Jajor
major multinational corporations,
co rporati ons, the status of art is the
antithesis of working class values. Art is a refinement of taste and a
potential investment . Stress is placed not so much on the doing as on
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acquiring reasoning
reas oning and
a~d organizational skills.

Such an education is
is

'.• ell
e ll suited for tomorrow'
tomorrow'ss o,,""TIers
O~'11ers of c.apitalis
c2.pitali stt production.
production, future
fut.u re di-

rect ors of museum
rectors
museun boards , members or
of art gallery advisory boards , or
cul tur al offices
off ices for t he government.
gover~.ent .
cultural
Inadvertently and u~consciously.
u~consciously .
Eisner
s tich a stratif
ied society.
a rt program
Ei
sner ' s book supports such
stratified
sociecy. The kind of art

he
r.e offers
offe r s , II '.... iill
l l show, maintains such inequalities.

It is an ecological

(biological) rather than an econocical
economical (cultural) model
model..
change,
chiiuge , but
bu t not tranScendence.
transcendence.

~Jhat

It recognizes

do I mean
mea:'1 by this?

It is no accident that public elementary schooling "'as
was institutionalized
ti
ona lize d during tthe
he mid-nineteenth century.
century . Machines were becoming more
complex and a need arose
a ro se for a trained
~r~ined ~orker co
to handle them.
t hem . Public
Publi c
education
ed ucation made this possible through
t h r ough the sequenced instruction of elementary
2le~entary
school
s chool . Children
Chi ldren of poor
poo r families
fami lies were released
r2lea sed from
f rem labo
laboring
ring at t he
age
a ge of six or seven in oorder
rder t o attend school. The institutionalization
capitalis ts were indeed
i ndeed
of public education preserved the illusion that the capitalists
pro gressive
capitalism
gr essive , magnanimous
magna nimous and caring iindividuals
ndividuals.. As capit
alism changed
its form from its laissez-faire beginnings to monopoly s tat us , new skills
were
~ere wan
wanting
t ing . Again iitt is no accident that adolescence became a cultural
phenomenon at the
t he turn of the cen tury (Friedenberg.
( Friedenber g. 1959). Children
Child ren now
needed t o stay
s tay longer
lo nge r in school because industry required more technical
training
tr aining . !he
The promise
p r omise of the machine age eventually generated the Bauhaus
and th e Vkhutemas schools along with a new crap of philanthropic robber
bar ons . In
barcns.
I n England,
Englan d . Mr.
Mr . Tate, a sugar magnate,
magnat e , immortalized
immo rtalized his fame
faille
tthr
hrough
ough the donation of the Tate Gallery,
Gall ery, while the exploits
explo its of P-..merican
American
c~lt
cultu
u~e
~e barons such as the Rockefellers.
Rockefellers, Mellons.
Mel lons . G ~g
ugge
g enhe
p~e L~s
1ms ., Fords and
H?rrimans
H?-rrimans are well documented
do c umented (Levine ., 1975).
1976). Today in
i n our own
awn posti ndustrial society,
society. we are witr-essing
witnes s ing the birth
bir t h of new prolongation of
childhood,
chil
dhood . that of a post-adolescence
post- adolescence . It requires much money and many
years of
institutee
o f non- productive labor
l abor devoted
dev o ted to tr aining at a te chnical institut
or university in orde
function
orderr to functi
on in a bureaucratic government , cartel,
carte l ,
co rp oration .
or multi-national corporation

tfua t can be gleaned frow
from this historical and sociological perspectfuat
tive is, first,
firs t, that
t hat our ~ ma turation rate is contingent upon our status
in the economic production process--maturation is nat a natural stage
dependen t on a naturally
natur ally evolving organism . The amount of decision-making
decis ion- maki ng
ability and actual effect of such decisions on
an lives has a tremendous
be a r ing on
bearing
an our
our attitudes towards the constraints of our position
posi t ion in
i n society
soc iet y .
Second, our
our schools have always
alway s been in the service
se rvi ce of capital despite the
r he t o ric of progressive , liberalist education
eciucation ( Feinberg,
Feinber g , 1975).
1975) . The
importance
imp ortance of art in our school
schoo l curricula is contingent upon the social
strstifications
stratifications of a past-industrial
post - industri al society. Third , al
alan
a n with this
vertical assessment of st rat
r atifica
ification
tion Tile
we can add a horizontal one.
one . The
rel ative status
relative
s tatus of art education in o ur schools can also
als o be se en in the
light of the needs
nee ds of indust
industry
r y and the state
state.. Walter
Walt er Smith ' s mechanical
drawing programs yare
were consistent .~th
~ith the
t he needs
nee ds of ~~erica's
P~erica's industrializa tion,
tion.
~ad~ ?ossible
Gradual ly, the
craftsperson
made
?ossib le by the assembly line. Gradually,
t he craft
sperson lost
co ntr o l over
his/herr artform as industry offeree shop steward status to
cOGtrol
ave r his/he
anyone woo was willing to part with the secrets
secr e t s of his/her craft (Braverman
(Erave rman .
1974).
1974) . Likewise, the
t he recognition of Lowenfeld ' s be lief that art should
be expressive of a child
ch ild 's
' s psychological
psycho logical growth as the foundational
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ideolos:;
ideo!og:1 for art education in the 1950' s ....
was
as consistent
consis tent '..lith
vith Acerica'
Aoerica' s
Cold Wa
~';a r policy.
policy . Eva Cockroft (1974) has admirably demonstrated how
hov and
Abstrac t Expressionism
Expressionis~ became such a successful movement during the
why Abstract
ell to LowenLovensame period . Her suppositions and analysis apply equally ....
well
feld's ahistorical
anistorical creative approach. Art was
was,, after
after all
all,, primarily
expression..
expression

A work of art is not a product cf nature : it
is a product of human spirit , thinking and
emotions,
emotions. and can only be understood when the
t he
driving force ....
which
hich leads to its creat ion is
understood. The driving force represents the
need to incorporate all experience deriving
from expression
e xpr ession int
intoo a single work of art to
expression . (Lowenfeld,
(Lowenf eld, p
p.. 156)
make it a symbol of expression.
tementt could easily characterize Abstract
Sound familiar? This sta
statemen
Expressionism. The success of Abstract Expressionism, through the att
endattendant legitimizing
l eg it imizing by Nelson Rockefeller as the dominating force behind
Modern Art during the 1940's and 1950's,
1950 ' s, ensured the prothe Museum of Hodern
motion of an artistic style best sui
ted for America ' s Cold i/ar
suited
I.'ar rhetoric
and propaganda . Such aa. style demonstrated
demonst rated the virtues or "freedom of
expression" in an "open and
and. free society" (Cockroft, p.
p . 17).
17) . It was
antithetical to both Russian Social Realism and the previous W. P .A.
.A .
O·,Torks
Administ ration) projects of the 1930'
1940' 5, t.'herein
(~o rks P:-ogress
P~ogress Administration)
1930 ' sand
s and 1940's,
wherein
for:n
change.. "Abstract
form and content
content: were integral components for social change
"Abstract.
E:-cpressionism produced a separation of for.:!
E:-{pressionism
ior.:::J and content in which
wh ich. form
domi nant and predicated by the individual feelings
became dominant
fee lings of the artist
without reference to any previous tradition
. " (Purdue, p . 220) Likewise,
tradition."
similar iceal,
ideal, for he wrote in the
Lowenfeld ' s program suppo rted a similar
introduction
t al Gro'..lth,
G ro~t h,
introdu
ction to
t o Creative
Crea tive and Men
Ment.al
We have clearly to differentiate between
content or
o r subject matter and mode of expreSSion. As long as the child has t3
pression.
th e
freedom to use his own mode of expression ,
his creativeness remains free. (p. 3)
The support
..;as further enhanced through the
supp ort of this Cold War ideology 'was
illusion that a scientific, empirical approach to art education rese
resear
arch
ch
was neutral and valuevalue-free.
f ree. "Lowenfeld
"Lo'..lenfeld .was
. . as one of the first art educators
educat ors
to be consistently published in scientific
scien tific and psychological journals . "
(Purdue, p . 220) The stress on creative self - expression was also consistent
with a biologism that professed
prcfessed natural growth, unhampered by adult
intervention, and Eisner's
Eisne r's thesis is a logical extension of this devel
develop
op ment.
Eisner began his book by claiming sympathy for an essentialist
postion, a position which claims the justification of art on the grounds
pastion,
of aesthetic
a es thetic experience,
?) , changed
experience , but he brilliantly(?),
brilliantly(?). or mistakenly(
mistakenly(?),
trom Chapter 4 on , Eisner accepts a contextualist view, drawing
his ~ind . tram
upon the ecological biologism of Dewey, and preserving the status
s:atus quo
ne r ein education is the hand maiden for capitalist needs . After a review
·h, .:nerein
revie'...
of the history of art education, he writes,
writes ,
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Although it is easy to say that,
th2t, in general,
general ,

the goals of art education should be based
cpon
c pon what it is that is unique and valuable
about art
art,, goals ahvays
always function for ~eople,

and people live in contexts
contexts.. Without consideration for \Jho
\.;<ho and where the ,what
....hat. can
only be couched'inthe , most general and abab stract te~s . (p. 54)
From this remark
rema rk Eisner then develops an art program squarely placed in
an upper middle class view.
vi~~.
He begins by drawing on Deweyian and Piagetian theories, bach of which are a form of reduction (see BuckBuck-Horss,
Horss, 1975) .
Both are appealing because they support a democratic-liberalist
democratic- liberalist ""..riew
..riew .

So bad is Eisner's appropriation
appropriati on of their theory that he mixes up chrono
chrono-logical age with reental age . For instance, he claims that
the appropriateness for ~mphasizing
~~phasi2ing the
making of useful art forms for
fo r five- _or
six-year- olds will be different than for
twelve-year-olds.
t~elve - year - olds .
Each stage of development,, so to speak, affects what
~hat we desire
ment
or aim to achieve.
(p.
(p . 61)
No one has raised the critical question that possibly the hidden curriculu~
sequences our young to think lik
like
e five
five-year
- year-- olds or tt~elve
welve -- year
year-olds.
- olds.
No one has raised the questions ., To what form of knowledge is learni~g
1earni~g
being sequenced
sequenced?? For what ends and in whose interests? In light of m
my
y
re~~rks concerning maturity.
maturity, why was there no childhood for the aristocracy?
Could it be that art education
educat i on curriculum unintentionally
u~intentionally conditions the
character of artistic sensibility in each grade level to meet predeter
predeter-mined mental ends necessary
nec.essary to reproduce the necessary worker spectrUtil?
spectrlli~?
lffiat
\ffiat is most frightening about Eisner's work is the way he rationalrationalizes how a child's
child ' s social-cultural
social- cultural background affects his or her particular
education environment . The question of gender , for instance, is not even
whisperedd despite the growing liberalism in the late 1960
whispere
1960's
's and early
1970's,
1970's , particularly in California (Loeffler,
(Loeff l er , 1980).
1980) . Eisner presents the
worst kind of determinism and predetermined slotting of
o f classes.
classes . It is,
for all intents and purposes , the tw-entieth
twentieth century "great chain of being"
of education . He claims that an a~t education progrlli~
program must accomodate
(a Piagecian
Piagetian biological ter:n)
te.r:n) the "cultural baggage" a child brings with
him or her to the school
school.. This cultural overlay is tc
to be crosscross-referenced
re ferenced
wit.h a child's maturity \..hich is still defined in chronological terms.
with
Consequently, a readiness profile is possible w-hich
which can be mapped on his
Cartesian grid,
grid , ,..hich in itself is
i.s a sixteenth century concept. This grid,
grid.
which has an X
X-axis
- axis for maturing and a Y-axis for a continuum that runs
from
f~om low socio
socia - ecor:.omic
economic level to high sociasocio- economic level
level,, becomes t he
pigeon holes for all classes.
The six year old child living in an urban
ghetto fits in the uppe
upperr left hand quadrant
quadrant..
So goals
goals,, contents, methods are selected
which match that need ...
.. .•. a method quite
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different
differen t from a child of the same
age but living in a well-to- do suburb .
(p .o 61)

ordered,
Huxley <..;ould
·..,rould have been proud . We have here a nicely ordere
d , packaged
world that places everyone in his or her place . Sach
Each strata is given a
ram. The syst em st
stays
te s everybody
different prog
program.
ays the same but accommoda
accommodates
tlequally"..
lIequally"
Eisner, drawing from both Piaget and Dewey, recognizes the "live"
creature bu t his creature is seen in biological not human,
an t hr opological
human , anthropological
terms.
Pi aget reco gnize
gniz e assimilation and accommodation through
terms . Dewey and Piaget
the concept of negentropy-ne gentropy-- the self is transformed gradua
graduall ly and slowly.
wnen
development , art activities
activi ties becoce
wben Eisner applies this model of human development,
beCoDe
pr epackaged consumab l es which bracket the
t he student in the pr
oper devel
developprepackaged
proper
opniche.. There
studentss may transcend,
mental niche
Ther e is no explanation as to how
how student
rather tthan
han merely
me rely transform themselve
themselvess , through quantum leaps rather
t han qualitative jumps
jumps..
This ecological view is essentially
ess ent ially a pragmatism . It hide
hidess
i t s real ttask
its
ask which is how to
t o keep the little "monsters"
"monste rs" happy and believ ing t~hat
hat they are doing their own thing--expr
thing--expressing
ess i ng the~selves .
Since behavioral objectives
object ives work
~ork well for rats and ~s
mos tt elementary children
children,,
they are still
s t il l nicely accommodated
acco~odated in the g
grand
rand scheme of things th
through
rough
what Eisner calls "sedate times"
times".. This
Thi s is when tthe
he children learn about
abou t
technique through
t hrough a ri
rigid
gid sequence of events . However,
However , children are not
rats . There is a grea
g reatt deal of resistance
resist an ce to predetermined plans through
tthe
he children 's
a ree no lo
nge r providing
' s own forms of Brinkmanship . Schools ar
longe
tthe
he upwa
upward
r d mobility
:I:obility once pr
procised
ocised . The sharing in the grm
gro\Jth
.. th of capitalist
expansion
expansi
on has stepped.
stopped . In a recession, tthe
he current crisis
c ri sis of capitalism
ca pitalism
rrequires
equi res a con tinued and
a nd refined ideology
ideo logy if the system is to
t o m2intain
itself
it self . One result has been the wedding of expressiv
expre ssivee objectives and
behaviorall ones
behaviora
ones..
Expressive objec
objectives
tives now satisfy the illusion that upper and workwork ing class children have been given laissez- faire status . They are able
to "dis
"discover
cover themselves"
themselves " through art. The "New Deal" is to have the
teacher still remain as the authoritarian figu
figure,
re, but with a difference
difference..
The authority is hidden from direct
direc t sight;
sight ; the teac her is ~erely a
"facilitator , " like Adam Smith ' s "invisible hand." Howeve
"facilitator,"
However,
r, should any
student get out of line, t.he
the "invi
"invisible
sibl e hand
hand"" becomes visible
visible,, and
a nd the
system
system is once more s tabilized
tabilized.. A similar illusion
illus ion is found in the
market place
een as the
place,, where small business capitalists are sseen
t he American
ideal,, bu
i n actuality are unable ttoo compete with conglomerates
cong l omerates . There
ideal
butt in
is onl
f ree enterprise.
onlyy the illusion of free
In Eisner's
Eisne r' s terms thi
thiss practice 1s
is called "pace
"pace."
."
It is the same
s ame
process I have just described in economic terms. He wants
want s the teacher to
apply behavioral objective
s, t hen give students some "rope"
"rope"., by allowing
objecCives,
t hem t o express themselves
them
t hemselves . The illusion t hat the school
s chool is an egalitarian
and free place is
i s preserved,
pre served, while all
a l l a l ong the en terpr ise is being
prop erl
erlyy managed.
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The illusion of the "liberalism" •....
....anes as the absurdity of t.he

biological view is pushed to t.he
the limit,
limit , with
wi th the introduction of the
notion of the connoisseu=
conno1sseu= . The pretense to elitism is exposeci.
exposeci .
The
upper midc!e
midcle class is, after all.
all, a group of entrepreneurs ~is hing to

mimic those in control . They want their schools to reflect this. This
is yet another contradic
contradiction
tion in what is supposed to be an
a n egalitarian
art prograiIl.
program . At the beginning of his book he claimed that knowledge is
value- basad
based and no,.; the startling claim is made that it is precisely

exper t knowledge on which we need to rely .
The connoisseur fallacy lies in Eisner's inability ttoo distinguish
aes t.hetics as a purely sensuous, bodilv a',.;.s.reness
2'....arenass and art ...,hich
•...hieh falls
into the realm of meaning
meaning.. The two do· not necessarily-gQ hand- in- hand .
A florist can identify a well t~nded orc
orchid
hid through its color,
color , size
and
~nd crispness, but an orchid has no
social meaning
meaning---no
-no history.
history . If it
does , it may func t ion only as a sign of affection
affec t ion but not art
a rt.. To g~t
a t symbolic meaning, Eisner would have to, at the very least.
at
least, couch his
arguments in hermeneutics . Reference to social history rather than the
application of a for:nalist ahistorical description would help overcome
the descrepancy between symbol and sign. (see Gadamer's (1975) criticism
crit~cism
of Kant in this regard . )
saould sum up by saying
sayiog that Eisner's
Eisner ' s organicis~ supports the
t he
I snould
status quo.
quo . :~turation
~~turation is seen organically
organically,, not economically;
~conomically;
the
cultu ral overlay-- the baggage we bring ttoo any situation--is
situation- -is perceived in
passive terms. Eisner eventually adopts a De~yeyian problem-solving
problem- solving
approach . Pragmatism is vindicated, and a feedback-loop
feedback - loop model justifies
endeavor . Such an art program justijustiartistic knowledge as a qualitative endeavor.
fi
es art as expression aimed for an upper middle class population .
fies
emul ate
Such a program pr~serves the ideology that art of this class must emulate
the elite of socie
society
t y through connoisseurship.
connoisseurship . It is ironic that this
uppe ~ middle class
c lass should not
no t. begin
beg in to develop
deve lop an art thac
t.hat. they
t hey can at
least call their
thei~ own
O'WO ..
Finally, Eisner ' s progr~u
prograiil says nothing to the l ower
o,:"er
classes , nor co the elites.
elites .
If one wishes to go beyond Eisner, I would claim that a mo
re
more
critical, emancipatory app r oach
oa ch is needed-- one which allows the student
to protect himself or herself against unconscious structuring of one ' s
own thought . To make the unconscious conscious would be a start
sta rt for
a change
cn~~ge of intent.
intent .
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RELEVA:.'JT PRACTICE .l0m ART, CULTURE, h'm
p..J.'m EXVIRONHENT
E:rVIRONHE~T
SOCIALLY RELEVk'JT
Nancy R. Johnson
~~rshall

University

What
wnat is socially relevant practice? Fro~ my perspective, socially
relevant practice has to do •... ith making knowledge available to students
that enables them
thEm to know about social institutions and contexts
co~texts associated It.. ith the visual arts .
In other words, the stucients are provided
t.;ith experiences that lead them to an understanding of the phenomenon
tvith
of art in cul ture and society so that they can assess
aSSESS and decide ,.;hat
'.;hat

their

ow~

relationship will be to concepts and objects comprising tthe
he

visual arts.
Revie'....

In Art, Culture , and Environment, June King ;:'IcFee
;:.tcFee and Rogena
~ogena Degge
(1977) present a means for beginning to accomplish this kind of understanding .
Sensitive to the powe~
powe'!" of culture and society upon the
environment, their approach involves learning to "read" the meaning
me2ning of
objects creatEd as forms of art
a r t . Hy focus is on the part of their book
that deals ,',;rith
... ith the cultural neaning
meaning of art. This part "analyze(s) the
diverse meanings of art
art. and explore(s) the ways these meanings function
in the lives of people from different
different. cultural groups" (p.
(p . 272) .
~-1cFee and Degge hold that the arts transmit and maintain
maint.ain the values
of a culture . Art is thus a means of communication.
The conceptual
framework they use for theorizing about art is drawn from information
theory and systems theory
theery .
Fro~ this perspective,
perspective , the visual arts are
perceived to carry messages . P..n
An example of this kind of conceptualizing
conce!Jtualizing
can be found in HcFee and Degge's analysis of clothing and dress . Clothes
and body ornaments provide information about a person's role , status,
and identity through symbolic meaning . To illustrate, long hair or
short hair
hair,, TI - shirts or suits , and earrings or watches can show others
,..hat sort ef
of person one might be as i.'ell as 'N"hat
'...hat are one's inteTests.
inteYests.
~""earing apparel for
~.,rearing
fe r marriage, mourning, a football game,
ga!!le, or other ceremonial events gives information about the importance of these events to
a pe
person
rson and to our society .
McFee and Degge also note that as cultural
change occurs,
occurs , the s)~bols and meanings associated with dress likewise
change over time.

In P.rt,
P.rr:, Culture, and Environment,
Environment , activities are suggested for use
in art classes that are
a r e designed to help children understand the nature
of art in society . They in.... olve the following concepts and sub-concepts:
sub - concepts :

1.

Discoveri
n g the
th~ cultural meaning of objects
Discovering
a . comparing the meaning of objects . Example : Pots
from other countries.
countries .
b . reading t~e messages in objects.
Example : Clocks .
lfuat does the design, material, or style say about the
object? I,That is the message?
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c.

d.
d.

2.
2.

etc . ?
designing meaning through
t h r o u gh organization
o r ga nizat ion and
a nd placemen t.
E:{ampl e : Dra'..1ing
E:.,:ample:
Dra'..ling and planning
plannin g spaces
space s for
fo r others to us~
use

The art of costume and cultural
cul t ural r oles
ole s
a. dressing
d res sing up and playing roles
b.
c.
d.

3.

studying the meaning of placement and a:a:.-rangement
rangement .
Example:
Exam,? le : Playgrounds
Playgr o unds . ~.fuat
~{h at does the
t he design
de sign tell?
t ell?
t·lh
e:::-e are
a r e the open and
~~e:-e
a nd closed areas; spaces
sp aces for adults,
adul t s ,

comparin g apparel cross
comparing
c ross -culturally
- culturally
studying values and
a nd roles in costume design
st
studying
udyin g taste,
tas t e, images , and values in dress

Unde
Und erstand
rstanding
ing cul
cultural
tural influ
influences
e nces on art
a . comparing art
a rt f r om
om different cultures.
cu l tures. Examp
Exampll e:
e : ~~sks .
Look at
a t the
gn.
t he desi
design.
How do you feel about it
it??
b . studying
studyin g the value
va luess and beliefs of artis
a rtists
ts.. Example :
Look at t he
h e phenomena in t he art
a rt \,;orld
\wrld such as gall er ies
ies.,
profes s i onal artist
professional
artistss ., Sunday pain
painters
ters,. o r quilt - makers .

rencee in
Another
dif ferenc
Anot
he r aspect of understanding art in society is t he diffe
cultural
cu l tur ~l backg
backgrounds
rounds of the students
studen t s . One of HcFee and Degge's
De gge ' s goals
is to
t o rel
relate
ate art
a rt t o these differences and encourage
enco~rage the
t he students t o under s tco.nd
ond the visu
vi su al for
fo rms
ms of other
o ther cultures
cu ltures..
Critique

HcFee
~!cFee and
ond Degge are
a re to be cormnended
commended for
fo r presenting
pre senting art
arc in societ:.
societ:,,'
as on important
i mpo rtan t pa rrtt of art
a rt education.
education . Their perspective is in contrast
ttoo the
t he psycholo
psychologgically
ical ly - based individualistic
i ndividuali s ti c view
vie'"" of
o f ar
a rtt that
tha t is so often
encountered in the li t erature
e rature of art education
educut io n . There
The re are, howev
however
er ,
seve ral problems with
wit h their
t he ir approach.
approach .
One of tthese
hese is the lac
lackk of discu
discussion
ssion about
a bout how objects come to
have meanings
meanin gs that are
a r e socially
sociall y understood.
unde r s t ood . This absence
a bsence rnay
may in part be
due to tthhee inadequacies
sys te.-ns theo ry . Neit
Neithe::inadeq uacies of information
informa tion the
t heoory
ry and SYSte.ilS
her
theory
t heo ry addresses
ad d r ess es the impo rtance
rtanc e of human action and interaction
inte ractio n in che
crea
ltur
autho rs per haps dravn
c r ea tion of soc ial knowledge and cu lt
uree . Had the authors
drawn
upon symcolic
interactionism
t.:pon
symbolic int
eraction ism as a theory
theor y (Blumer , 1969) , the pe rspective
rspec tive
Turner
anthropolo gy (1967, 1974),
1974) , or che
so ciol ogy
of Victor Tu
rner in
i n symbo lic anthropology
the sociology
cd. kno wledge developed
devel oped by Peter Berge r and Thomas Luckmann (1966),
(1966 ), their
ot
the ir
~rese
ntati o n ~ight have been more complete.
complete . In a sense
se nse,, one could say
presentation
t ha t ~!cFee and Degge ' s the.oretical
that
t heor eti ca l perspective is not entir
entirely
ely socially
soc ia lly
relevant because.
because it does not ful
fu lly
l y consider human agency in t he formati
fo r mation
on
o
t he visual arts.
ar t s . An
A..'1 approp
app r op rriate
iate ques
tion
otf meanin gs and concepts in the
question
for t he authors to
t o address
add r e ss in some way is
i s : How do cul
culttural
ural values
va lues come
about through visual arts?
abouc
A second
s e cond pprr oblem
oble.'TI is chat
t ha t :-1cFee
:1c?'ee and Oegge do not provide
pr ovide ceac
teachers
hers
and
an d children
chi ld r en . . . ith sufficient
sufficienc conceptual
concep t ual tools
t ools for chang ing the
t he visual
v isual
enviro:1menc
e n viro ~menC .
It is certai
certa inly
nly useful
usefu l Co
to be tlbl
~b le
e t o design spaces and
crea
c r ea te art objects
obj ects , bu t there
ther e is also a need to
Co know
know Chat
t hat o ne can engage
enga ge in
fo rming t he visual
forming
v i sual environment
env i ronment through one ' s owu
oww ac t ion or a g rroup
oup ' s accion
ac cion
upon tt~e
he thinking and planning of othe
o thers.
r s. One
Due can write lette
l ett e r s to
t o editors
edi t o r s
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and officials ., f o rrm
g r oups t o speak
m and jo in
i n groups
sp eak for or against visual
visu al issues
issue s

po licies, and create
c reate images
i~ages such as films, posters, o r art shows for
f or
and policies,
the p urpose of engaging
en gag ing in culture change . S tud
tudents
en ts should knot.."
know that
t ha t
chere are
a. re ',.,lays
'.Yays to participa te in changin
changing
g and creatin
c rea tingg the
t he visual enviro nment and that
tha t they can
c an indeed
i ndeed engage
eng3. ge in
i n social
soc ial act
action
ion if they wish t o
a rt are
produces to
t o be fashioned and refas hioned
do so . }!eanings
l'o!ean ings abou
abo utt art
a r e human products
as WE
WE. see fit .
The arts
a rts do not exist as entit
e ntities,
ies, either
either phys ically or

conc
co
ncept
eptuall
ua lly,
y , beyond our individual and co llective
l l ective creation.
creation . Learning
to manip
man ipulate
ulat e oeanin
~e a nin gs through
thr o ugh design is an impo r tant skill,
s kill , bu
butt to understand
derscand the
t he social pr
processes
ocesses by .....
whic
hiehh cultu ral
r al values come to be ref lec
lected
ted
in the art s , and
a nd how
hoy t hey act
ac t upon t he self . is a far mo
more
r e signif
s ignificant
i cant
act in
i n education
education..
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SOCIAL RELEVANCE IN Lm":fu'JF:2LD'S
Lm";ENFELD'S
CREATIVE A..'ID
A..~D }!ENTAL
l'lENTAL GROw"'TH
Robert J. Saunde rs
Rober:

State of Connecticut
Conne cticut

Department of Education

ror the sake of chis
this panel p resentation
r ese n ta t ion , I a!:I.
3::J. defining "so
"sae
ci2.1
L'!l
t o mean that aspe~t
aspect of an art
hieh foster
fosterss
relevance" to
a rt education ::.extbook
t extbook •.... hich

a growth relationship be
between
tween the student and his or
o r her soc ial and physi cal environment.
environment:. Ten minutes is not much
tt.uch time to deal with this
this,, ei
either
t her
in depth or detail . This entire panel could be spent discussing
discu ss ing the
va riecies
rieties of social
social growth
growt h in Lowenfeld's,
LoW'enfeld's, Creative
Crt!at i ve and Mental Growth .
Ir ' n sure
su re each of the panelists could say the same abou
aboutt t he books t he y

are covering
c overing .
th
\<l'i t:: Creativ
Cr eative
e and

~ental

Growth.
Gr owth . a special proble!!!
problem exists; that is ,

wbic
h edition do you use? The Old Testanent
Tes taoent or The New Testament?
'W~ich
Tes tament ? The
firs t three editions by Viktor Lowenfeld
f our posthumous editions
first
Lo~enfeld,, or
or the four
the gospel according to Sts . Brittain and Macmillan
Macmillan.. I have chosen the
third eci.ition,
eci.ition , (hereafter
(he r eafter cited
c ited as CbMGC&MG- 3),
3) > because it.
il: was the last
las t edition
completely written by Vikto
Vikl:o r Lowenfeld. and repre sents a culmination of
his thinkirrg as o f 1957
1957.. I shall also make a few orief
or ier compa
comparisons
risons
with the
t he recently publish
published
ed seventh edition (cit
(cited
ed as C&MG- 7) .
th r~e basic varieties of social r
relevance
elevance in Creative
C~ea tive and
I find thr~e
Mental
Men
tal Growth. They are interrelated, especially as t he
heyy operate
opera te on tthe
he
i nd iyidual child.
indiyidual
child, because synthesis and integration
integra tion ttake
ake place in t he
ninci of the
nina
t he child rather than in t he subject matter
matter it
itself
se lf.. Lowen
Lowenfeld'
fel d ' s
three varieties of social relevance are
are::

1.

th", rroo l e of art in
the
i n society - '..;hich
which for Lowen
Lo~en ffe
eld
ld ~.ras
~. . .as one of
crea tive
tiv e aesthetic sensitivity
sensi tivi t y ttoo art and design in the cultural
or
or built envi
environment
r onmen t .

2.

art
ar t for social ggrowt
rowt h - that
tha t i s , \>.sing
l,;.s ing t he aart
rt activity as a
means of llearning
earning ttoo work.
wo~k , ccoperate
ccope rate and share with others
o t her s .

3.

art for social consciousness (o r social awareness) -- that is
using the art activity
act i vity for child
children
ren to exp r ess t hei
he irr feelings
eve.nts and
a nd phenomena in socie
soc ie t y and tne
and attitudes about events
t he
environmen t .

I
l!
I
I
I

!

I

;1

y?e ( t he role of art in secie
s~ciet~
ty.. ) :is
is ex;>ressed
eX?Tessed in
i n his ope!'.ing
o pe!".ing
The first tt;r?e
stat~
sta
t~~ent5
~ent3 about t he integration
i nt egrati on of ar
a rtt and societ
societyy .
If we want to unders
unde rstand
tand a period
perio d and its chara
cha~acteristi
c teristi cs ,. we
sci enti fic
should look at its cultural
cul tural., social , and scientif
ic achievements
and
i ts art
ar t express
i on. If
ana its
expression.
I f we want t o understand fully a work
of art we should look at t he time in which it was
~as created,
created. the
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circumstanceS ~n1C~
~n1cn cete~ine
dete~ine its style
circumstances
sty le ap.d
a~d art expression as
well as the individual forces which led the artist co
to his form
of
o f expression.
expression . This interchanging effect between period ar.d
and
culture, social, political and rreligious
eligious environment and art
ar t
expression has always been or
of ggrreatest
eatest significance for the
understanding of both the period 1n
in which a culture was created
as ',.;ell as the culture
cultu re itself.

The total inte
in tegration
gration of all

these aspects determines a cul
culture
t ure .
If later gene
generations
rations would look at the interc
interchanging
hang ing effect
bet
between
ween our contemp
contemporary
orary culture and its bearers
bearers., t hey would get
a most diverse impreSSion
i mpreSSion..
Gothic cathed
ca thedrals
r als are bui
built
lt between

skyscrapers
skyscrape r s and most advanced fields in science are
a r e taught in
builriings of styles o r pseudo - styles long outmoded.
buildings
outmoded . It
I t is quite
obvious chat
that in this way a discrepancy is created between
teaching and action . This is true especially if educators are
not conscious
consciou.s of this fact.
fact . ""Learning
Learning by doing" also applies
applie s
to teaching,
teaching , for We
we cannot expect confidence
co nfidence from our youth if
',Je
we accept
accept. differ
di f fe rent
ent measures for our actions.
actions . By so doing
teachers deprive themselves of the pro~e
properr functioning of a
oost
nost effective educational meanS
means -- envi~onment
envi ~o nment..
In a wcll in
int.egrat.ed
t egrated culture
cult.ure such discrepencies do not exist
exi st . (C&aG-3.
(C &:·lG-3. p . 38)
The seccnd variet.y
variety of social relevance (ar
(art.t for
fo r social gr owth) is
described
f eld ' s observations about social growth,
desc ribed in Lowen
Lo·...enfeld
g rowt.h, of which
~.. hich a
artistic
different aspect takes place at each stage
s t.age of the child ' s artis
tic
growt h is
i s revealed in the 9pre-schematic
development . For insta~ce,
insta~ce , social growth
re-scnema t.ic
s
st2.ge
t~ge (age 4- 7 years) by tthe
he child'
child r s ability to identify
identif y wi
wich
t h dcawing
d cawing
hims elf or herself in the picture.
himself
picture, and includi ng others and some :eatures
:eatuc es
of the physical environment.
environment , although their placement
placemen t may be egocentric
or subjective.
subject ive.
(C&HG - 3, pp.
(CfiHGpp . 126126- 127) . During the schematic stage
s tage (7 - 9 ye.ar:s),
ye ar:s),
social gr
gro~th
owth continues as the child establishes
es t ablishes a cass
mass consciousness.
consciousness,
and an awar~ness
awar~ne ss of her or
o r his social environment,
environment , Tevea1ed
revealed in their
t heir art
by using a baseline and including specific features and objects in the
phYSica
es , plants,
phYS icall environment.
environment, such as windows, doors.
doors, furniture,
fUTniture , tre
trees,
etc . in a sociocentric or
or objective place~ent
placement . (C&MG-3, p
Outing
p.. 174) During
the stage of drawing realism or the gang age (9-11
(9- 11 years), social gr owth
is the outstanding factor . The child discove
discovers
rs his or
or her social
soc ial independence, that she or he has more power in a group
gTOUp than as an individual .
The chi
child
ld's
' s drawings may show an interaction between huean
human figures that
t hat
'was
....as miss
ing in earlier art .....
ork. express an emotional feeling about the
missing
work,
environment , such as happy or dreary,
d r eary. and include social d ifferences
i fferences in
clothes.
They show mo re cooperation when working together on °'aa reural
clot~es .
~ural or
rea listic
other group projec t.
(C&MG- 3,
3 , pp . 209-2]0)
209-210)
During the pseudo realistic
stage
(11 -1 4 years)
dren develop a co
nscioussta
ge or stage of reasoning (11-14
yea rs),, chil
chi ldren
consciousness about cheir
their social environmen
envir onmen t, and cha
r ac ter
charac
teriize
ze their feelings
fee lings and
attitudes about it
show a close
c lose and cooperative reic through art. They show
lationsh i p bet',Jeen
specific
bet·...een the human figures and specif
i c features of the physical
environment and its conditions.
r eets , Signs ,
condicions, juxtaposing buildings ., st
streets,
symbols
obj ects.. (C&~1G-3.pp
(C&~1G-3,tlP . 249 - 250)
Lowenfel
Lowenfeldd identified
symbo ls and natural objects
those items and details in examples of Children
child ren's
' s art which indicated
social gr oowth
..... th '.dth
with instructions
instruc t ions on ho
how
.... ttoo score
sco re them oonn evaluaticn
charts he provided
pr ovided . For each stage of growth
growt h he also discussed me
methods
t hods
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for identifying and evaluating features in child art which indicated
int211eccual, eIllotional, perceptual, physical, aesthetic, and creative

growth; their related discussions have subsequently been eliminated to
form the posthumous editions.
Lo~enfeld described art lessons , activities
ac tivities and the types of mo tivation or stimulation that elicit social grcwth
greweh (and growth in othe r

areas) in the child's art work.
work .

They were such activities as having the

child dra~, paint or model in plasticine hi~sei£
h~sei£ or herself with a pet,
parent or in an event with another person.
Art activities during the

stages that include the baseline and a socia
socio - centric orientation co the
environme_nt
environmE'_nt ","ere
w"ere planned to encourage additional "lays
"Tays of depicting
de~icting spatial
spatia!
relationships. such as through X-ray dra~ings, foldovers,
relationships,
foldovers. and ove rlapping .
He also recommended
recommendec murals as a method for developing student interaction
and cooperation through group art activities. The student learned not
only to cooperate and share ideas, but to give up space
s~ace and territory,
to ffiove
move his or her contribution from a prominent to a less
les s prominent
position fer the overall success or
of the mural, and to use overlapping
ove~lapping
and size to show importance and rElationships .
The thira variety
variet;; of social relevance (art for social consciousaess)
~ess) is an
~n extension of social growth appearing to some degree in the
stage of daw~ing realism (gang age),
age). out more fully during the pseudopseudo realistic stage, stage of reasoning and adolescence .
Since this latter
latte~
stage is also the one when the student 1 s visual and haptic orientations
tend to settle somewhere on that continuum, Lowenfeld recommended sociallyconscious topics and stimulat'ion
sCimulat'ion ',.;hich
which developed both orientations in its
product:ion .
produccion
Brittain alsu raises
~aises issues of responsibility which ~elates social
consciousness with social conscience. as in the
t he follo~.,ring
follo~"ing passage
passage::
Somebody has to worry about the future of our country . l-iith
with
poorly designed "builder" houses, glaring neon signs,
signs , big
billboards proclaiming ~he virtues of particular kinds of
beer, and local streams being used as garbage dumps, the
beer.
prospects for the future beauty of the earth look very dim ...
Examining our surro~~dings in detail, seeing beauty not only
in the spectacular but also in the smallest gruwing things.
is not limited
lL~i ted to anyone field.
field .
But art experiences can
bring new realizations to this environment.
environment, evaluations based
on
o n reasons o t her than economic.
economi~.
The conservation of our
resources depends in part on the sympathetic preservation
cf that ,.,rhicn
,..hich is beautiful.
beautiful . that T..;rhich
hich has intrinsic value,
and that ·". /hich is reusable in ether forms .
(C&HG-7)
T...

Where Lowenfel.d uses the i!Ilage r y of cathedrals among skyscrapers
skyscTiipers to il
il-lustrate his
h is point, Brittain uses "builder" houses, billbo.::.rds.
billboards. and
garbage dUmps
dUmps.. Alchough
Although each reflects a different personal point of
vieT... , they also reflect the difference of twenty- five years and social
vieT..;r,
change..
change
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In 2ddition
~ddition co these three varieties of social relevance , Lowenfeld
Lowe~feld
held
!'leld a very specific aesthetic philosophy about murals in the ssocial
ocial
and
2nd physical environment .
He felt thaLmurals
t hat murals reflected the nature or
c~aracte:L of the society
c~araC"te:L
societ)· and culture in ',.;hieh
',.;hich they ,vere
,.;ere painted.
The
purpose of murals, for Lowenfeld, is to
t o enhance the architecture of
the building, to remain sensitive to the building'S architectural
arc~itectural
features and the texture of its wall surfaces ,dthout
,dehout losing the building's

integ
i<J.tegrity
rity .

Hurals, such as those in By::':antium or the early Renaissance,

reflected morally sound cultures.
In contrast , murals of the late
Renaissance and Baroque -- with painted - in architectural features that
did not exist, beginning with Hichelangelo's Sistine. Chapel Ceiling,
and reachi~g a climax in the skies, clouds, ascending angels, a~d people
leaning over balcony railings in Rococo ceiling frescoes -- - reflected
a decadent and immoral society or culture.

I sometimes think or
of this when I see mu~als on the outside of big
city buildings
buildings.. Some are flat and decorative
decorative,, de?ictip.g
depictirlg the
t he history
his t or y or
of
an ethnic group or some aspect of their l ives. Others
Ot hers deny the existence
e xistence
of the building by depicting streets of little shops, landscapes and
b each scenes
beach
scenes,, the extension of parking lots or the street itself into
a vanishing point,
paine, or the architectural feetures
re2tures of enother
another era.
era . MUT2ls
Murels
,.,re now call "street art"; they are reflectio ns of a society trying to
open-up the environment of the city through illusion.
lhthout
loiithout making a detailed comparison bett.,reen
between the third edition of
Creati\le and Hental Growth, and the recently published seventh edition,
Creative
one observation
obser~ation should be made .
Hith
With the
t he fourth edition the sections
on growth
g rowth areas (social,
(social , physical ., intellectual, emotional, pe rceptual,
aesthetic and creative) wer2
wer::: dropped from the discussions on each stage
of development , and collapsed into
int o a single chapter on "The Beaning of
Art in the Classroom."
Classroom ." In the seventh edition, the sections on social
growth, which LoW'enfeld treated separately at each stage of development,
are collapsed into four paragraphs in a chapter
chapte~ on "Understanding Gro""'tn
Growth
and Development . " In t he chapters dealing '..;itn
<N'ith special stages of development, Brittain refers to aspects of social
s ocial growth re lated to each
stage , but in broad terms. They reflect Lowenfeld's ideas but the tex
textt
has been changed.

The revision of a textbook might be compared to the remaking of a
movie . Each remake
ra~ake takes on t he styles, emphasis,
emphasis , design, and social
milieu of the time in which it occurs . The revision , or updating, of
a tex
textbook
tbook often
ofeen incor?orates net
net.,r.. resear:ch,
resea:r:ch , reflects recent trends, and
responds to social and cultural change. On
Onee problem arising from this
is how to make the necessary revisions without losing the unique features,
qualities and other
o t her aspects which gave the original its significance,
significance ,
iimpo
mp o rtanc e and popularity
popularity.. Consequently, Brittain may deal with si.rnilar
sL"Tlilar
issues but in more contemporary
contempo~ary terms and references.
For instance,
the follo·..n.ng
follo<..n.ng passage
p2ssage under the heading, " The Beaning
Meaning of Art for Society"
in ehe
the seventh edition has relaeively
relatively the same location and purpose as
the introcuctory passage
p2ssage by Lowenfeld, quoted above from the third edition :
Art is often considered
conside~ed the highest form of human expression.
expression .
It is ce rtainl
r tainly
y true that art is something that is cherished,
sometimes valuable for the collector , and can even be stolen
for ransom
ransom.. Art is also a reflection of the society that
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creates it.
The art of ancient Greece or Egypt tells us a great
deal about
abnut the society in ~vhich
~.. hic.h it '",as
'....as produced.
I t is a little
difficult to evaluate the present forms of art within our own
society;
societ
y ; although art critics enjoy tackling this task, the
artists themselves seem to be less interested in the meaning of
of
the art they produce .•. lt could be interesting to look at our
society from the point of view of an archeologist a fe,.
few thousand
years
y ears from not..1
no'..J and guess at the kind of society he might !liece
piece
together from the variety of arC forms found in the dr~g store,
automobile showroom, or
o r airport novelty shop ...
Art can play a meaningful role

I
I
J
)

in the development of children.
children .

Focus of teaching is the developing, changing, dynamic child '''''ho
...ho
becomes increasingly a~are of himself and his environment. Art
education can p~ovide the opportunity
oppor tunity for
fo r increasing the capacapa city for action, experience,
experience , redefinition,
redefinition , and stability needed
in a society filled with
~ith changes, tensions, and unce::'tainties.
unce!:'tainties.
(C£MG-7 ,pp . 22 - 23)
(C&MG-7,pp.
To summarize, there is a strong element of social relevance per?ervading Low-enfeld'
Lowenfeld ' s Creative and Hental Growth in both the original
editions and the revisions by W. Lambert Brittain. As noted, there are
three varieties of social relevance in Creative and Mental Growth : tne
the
role of art in society, art far
for social
so cial grOwth, and art for social consciousness. Lowenfeld demonstrated how to stimulate students to include
aspects of social growth in their
t heir art and how to evaluate student drairings
in
L~ order to identify manifestations of social g ::,o~~h
ro~~h in the relationships
cetween
between human figures, the child ' s social and phYSical
physical environment,
environment , and
spatial representations. The Brittain revisions treat these aspects
more generally.
References
LOi.;enfe ld,, V. Creative and mental growth, 3rd Edition.
Lo,.;enfeld
Edition .
HacMillan Co.,
Co ., 1957

New York: The

Lor..'enf
Lor.•.'enf eld, V. & Brittain. H
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Creative and mental growth.
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Co .• 1982 .
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A
...'i .=\!'r.mTATED
BI3LIOGRAPHY
.~~
ru\~OTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
C.ol..UCUS
THEOR':."
FROH }lEMBERS
}lE~ERS OF THE C
..... UCUS ON SOCIAL THEOR':.'

Susan L. Dorsey
Park School District.
District, Boulder, Colorado

I wish to tthank
hank all of those members
me~ers who helped
help ed in the compiling
of this
th is b ibliography.
ibl iography. The idea for
fo r this project originated with the
thought of exchanging some of our in~erests with one another t hrough
an exchange of our favorite , or mo
most
st inspiring, books that influenced us
in one way or another .
r e listed
r:J.ore than one individual; all comments
A fe·
fe'.... books a re
l isted by more
here
tha t another person ' 5 vie''';
vie',,;
have been included he
re for the
t he simple reason that

of the same book varies,
varies , and can make fo r enli ghtening readin
readingg .
Since many of us come ttogether
ogether only once a year at the NAEA
Conventicn
Convention , this might be a way of learning more about each o ther,
individually and as a gro up. I hope this bibliography can become a
useful resource for
rOT you in tea
teaching
ching , as ~el! as in your otm
own interests.
inte rest s .

From aYR.!.'{A
A!·IDURSKY:
from
~·1i:fu~A T. AHDURSKY:

Jus te r, Nor
Nort~ on,
lille..
Juster,
on , The dot and the liue
"Freedom is not a license for chaos!"
Killing us softly,
so ftly, a ffil~
ilm . ~vailable
Available through Cambridge Documentary
Doc~menta r y
Films , ~ssachusetts.
Films,
~ssachusetts .
"Deals
t h '· h.o~
ho~ people --especially
" Deals wi
..... ith
- -especial ly INomen-~omen-- are exploited visually
through advertising."
adver ti sing."

From ROBERT BERSSON:
Chapman, Laura. Approaches t o art in education . ~iew York:
Yo rk: Harcourt.
Harco urt,
Brace. Jovanovich , 1978.
i n detail
r oom teacher (preschool through
throug h
"Describes in
deta il for the c lass
lassroom
junior high school)
schoo l ) and college me
metthods
hods students a demanding but
practical art program and philosophy.
phi los ophy . Nonsexist
Nonsexist,, none1itist.
noneli tist, and
~~d
in harmony with the yet
ye t -t
- too- be- accomplished ideals of our
o ur democrat ic
society . Chapman's approach achieves a rare balance
bal ance between
individual fulfillment and social
s oci al relevance in the art program.
For all reading levels. undergraduate through prof
p r o fessi
es sional
onal ."
."
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Berger , Jonn. Ways of Seeing
seeing . Penguin cooks,
nooks, 1977.
"A lively introduction
introducti~n to the way in ,..hieh
hien the dominant social
classes in any given society define and shape art and visual
culture to their own cultural,
c.ultural. political, and socia-economic
ends.. Focuses in particular on the way in which capitalism
euds
and its ruling classes have shaped western art and culture
culture..
Provocative reading for advanced high school art classes, college
art appreciation and art history courses , and professional art
educators . Challenging text made clear
cleaT and comprehensible by
many
man}' visual aids ana
and reproductions."
reproductions . "

Wolfe,, Tom.
Wolfe
Tom . Thp painted wo r d . Bantam Books , 1975 .
satire.. The whole art world hated it ,
"\.,Ticked fun and insightful satire
but the book ;sold
"wId like hotcakes
hotcakes.. t.;rolfe
t.;ro l fe explores, in pop
pcp journalistic £ashion
fashion,, the influence of "theory-loving"
"theory- loving" art critics and
wealthy , culturally pop patrons on the development and history of
lllodern art . Laugh and learn in two hours time
time.. Reading for all
levels, high school th:rough
th::rough professional."
Hobbs, Jack . Est.ablished ways of thinking
thir:.king . In .~.
.~.tlanta
tlanta P"'oers,
PaDers, Caucus
en
on Socia'
Social Theorr
Theor-{ end
and Art Educ:3.tion
Educ.3.tion Du11etin,
Dulletin. 1981. (monograph
(monograph))
"Excelle!'.t
"Exc.elle!'.t critique of the education of art eaucators
eciucators by art
departments. Art ~..orld values are taught and aosorbed which
prevent a::rt
2'!"t education from being socially relevant. Very readreadable
a~le .
For college level art education stucents through profes sionals . "

Bersson, Robert . Why
~ny art education lacks social relevance:
a contextual
analysis. In the Bulletin of :he
the Caucus on Social Theory and
Art Education. Number 2, 1982 . (monograph)
"Seeks to explain hew our democratic,
democratic , capitalist, technocratic
society has influenced art and art education in a direction which
is so individual- or discipline- centered as to be socially irrelevant . An overview.
relevant.
overview . For
Fo'!" college level art education students
tnrough professionals."
through
Gifforn , Hans .
Gi£forn

I:II'I"

"

I,I,"
"
'j

"

P

[,

r-

I'

i'

I

[![!

!l
'1

II

Ideologies
Ideo
logies of art education. Studies in Art Education,
Fduca tion,

1978, 19(2).
19(2) .

"Giffhorn , an important '.-iest
~iest Ger.!lan
Ge!'!!lan ::!.rt
f.!.rt educator
educator,, examines
eX3!D.ines the
likely socia- political implications ~~d effects of different
philosophies (i . e . ,• ideologies) of art education,
educat~on, in particular
particular,,
thOSe which focus on the child , the discipline , and aesthetic.
education. A critique of logic and insight which makes for
challenging reading. For art education professionals."
Nadaner, Dan . The politics of art teaching. In the Bulletin of the
Caucus on Social Theorv and
a~d Art Educat
Education,
ion, Number 2,
2. 1982 .
"Highly readable primer on and argument for nonsexist, multicult~~al
cult~
'!"al,, socially relevant art education practice .
Like his
other fine article
article. , "Art
HArt and Cultural Understanding : The Role
of Film in Art Education," (Art Education , July, 1981).
1981), it
makes a strong
streng case for the inclusion of popular art forms in
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the art

c~rriculum.

For college art education

stude~ts
studE~ts

thr o ug~
ug~

professionals."
Also recommended are b o th Bulletins of the Caucus on Social Theory ana
Art Education, ( Atlanta Papers and Number ?).
2).

From

Lfu~DON
L~~DON

E. BEYER:
DEYER :

Willia:=ls, Raymond.

!'larxism
Narxism and literature . Oxford:
Oxford :

Oxford University

Press, 1977 .
"i.,rhile this book may be difficult reading for ur.c.ergraduates,
undergraduates,
"i"hile
comprehensively integrates culture, literature , and
ideo
i deo l ogy. The author does a particularly nice job of arguing
against the usual intepretation of Harxian analysis which reduces
imporant
"superstructural" activities to economic conditions ._ An imf)orant

Will~ams

book for all tthose
hose concerned with t'he
the sociolo gy of
o f culture . "
Be~ger,

John . Ways of seeing.
seeing . Penguin Books, 1977.
11,\
",.\. very readable, insightful analysis of how v isual perception
has changed historically, given changes in the larger social
structure (e.g.,
(e.g. , the ability to reproduce ~aintings and the affect
of that ability on their ceanings).
ceanings) . The book is filled with
numerous examples which Berger uses to illustrate his points.
points .
One of the few attempts I know of to make concrete the connections
betr..oeen the visual arts and the rise of capitalism ."
between
. 11

Beyer,
Bey er, Landon E., Aesthetic curriculum and cultural reproduction . In
Apple, M. ~.j
~.,..
and Heis , L . (Eds.)
(;:::ds.) Ideology and uractise
practise in scho o lin~ .
Philadelphia:: Temple University Press.
Philadelphia
Press, (in press)
"This chapter analyzes the Aesthetic Education
Educat i on Program produced
by
b y CE~ffiEL,
CE~ffi£L, Inc.,
Inc ., and its philosophical underpinnings.
Beyer
argues that the curricular form and aesthetic content of this
program reinforce each other in the construction of
o f ideologically
embedded tendencies."

From GRA,E}1E
GR..J..E}!E CHAL'1ERS :

Che.lmers, G.

Ar t education as ethnology .
Art

1981,
1981 , II
23 (3) ,

pp

Studies in Art Education,

6-114.
64.

Chalmers. G.
Chalmers,
Teaching and studying art history:
history : SOilie
some anthropological
"Sct"u~d""i"eOs,-,lo'n"-oAorct,-E=douoc
and soc i 0
0 10
0 gi cal cons i de rat ions .
"Sct"u~d""i"e"s,-,l"'
n"-"A"r"t,-E=d"u"c",,aot=ioo",n
a"t=i~o",n ,
1978, 20 (I),
(1), pp 18- 25 .
Chal~ers,

G. Art in society : implications for curriculum .
In Curriculum
Policies aad
and the Expressive Arts . Vancouver . B. C.:
Cent2r for
f or
the Study of Curriculum and Instruction, 1979 , pp 1- 8. (monograph
series)
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I
fyom LAURA

Chapman,
Ch apman,

CH.<U'~lA.J.'{:

J

~aura
~
aura

R. Curyiculum
Cur~iculum planning in art education. Ohio Art
Education Newsletter, ~(l) (lEnter.
Educ2.tion
(iEnter . 1970).
Reprinted in

Texas Trends in Art Education, 1978, 2(3).
"For teachers involved in curriculum planning.

Outlines what

a curriculum can and cannot do, shows how to plan for integration of studio work with history-criticism and/or with work
to enhance awareness of the social-cultural
social- cultural dimensions of art.

II

CtapI:lan, Laura H.
Ctapt:1an,
The future and museum education. Museum Ne'.ols,
July/August
J uly/August 1982.
"Calls for 'quality control' in museum education at a level
comparable to that which is exercised in other aspects of museum

work, with particular attention to the public responsibilities of
the ~useum to it's audience, the traditions of scholarship and
practice which are insensitive to cultural diversity."
Chapman, Laura H.
n. Research means 'searching again'. Art Education,
1979, 32(4), pp 6-10.
"Examines the anti-intellectualism in art education and hot.'
ho.... it has
affected research in our field, expeciall:;,
expeciall:;- the preoccupation ~.Tith
cnild
cni1d art that seeIllS
seelllS to be 'untutored and the neglect of
o f research
int
intoo the social dimensions of expression and response'."
Chapman, Laura H. Coming to our senses: beyond the rhetoric . Art
Education, 31(1), 1978, pp 5-9.
5-9 .
"A criticis-;;-of
criticis~of the well-publicized report,
re:port, Coming to Our Senses
which was asse~bled
asse~b1ed under the leadership of
o f David Rockefeller, Jr.,
Jr . ,
8.:."1.d
a:...d argues (in effect) that arts education should be de- schooled
schooled. . "

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

R.
Chapman, Laura H.

Instant art. instant culture: the unspoken Dolicy
policy for
Tea chers College Press, 1982 .
schools. New York: Teachers
"Fer
"For school administrators
a dministrators,, ?arents, advocacy groups, teachers
at all levels. Tells the 'other side' of the art education
eciucatioa st
story
or y ;
it's neglect in schools, why it's treated as a frill, t.That
t.Tha t to do
about it."

~~e rican
A~erican

Chapman, La:Jra H. Approaches to art in education. NeT'"
Ne·... York : Hzrcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, 1978.
"For elementary and junior high teachers, a number of practical
suggestions for activities that will
~ill heighten awareness of the
role of art in contemporary life , keyed ·to
"to theory and to specific
art forms--painting.
forms -- painting . sculpt:Jre, architecture, graphic and product
design, etc. Deals with problem of judging "kitch" art:"

,

1

.i

From ELSBETH COlfRT:
COURT:
Ar:icles by Jahoda
J an oda and Fortes. In Lloyd, B. and Gay, J. Universals
of
o f human thought: sane
some African evidence. Cambridge: Cambridge

IIruJ
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un~versity
u
n~versity

Press , 1981.
Press,

"Cross- cultural child development point of view, effect of "culture"
on drawing and seeing, not specifically art."
Griaule, M.

Conversations with the Ogotemmeli . OUP reprint, 1980 .

"A poetic introduction to Dogon beliefs --how a whole society
is organized around art .
Shows the highly interrelated quality
of traditional life;
anthropological approach."
~aquet,

Introduction to aesthetic anthropology (2nd Ed. , revised) ,
~~libu . CA:
~~libu.
lindena Publications , 1979. (1st Ed . by Addison-

J,

\.Jesley, 1971).
"An introd
introduct
uction
i on to non- l.Jestern Aesthetics, a little heavy, but
logical and clear."
clear ."

Jopling, C. (Ed.) Art and aesthetics in primitive societies. Dutton
Dutton,, 1971.
1971 .
"A classic collection of articles wnicn includes philosophical
statements and methodological approaches . "
Series of Working Papers in the Traditional Arts from the Institute for
the Study of Human Issues, P.O. Box 2367 ., Philadelphia , PA 19103.
"Ongoing
" Ongoing series which includes "theoretical and methodological
discussion,, research reports
discussion
reports,, bibliographies)
bibliographies, and special issues.
University level studies of cross-cultural
cross -cultural work in art (anthropology of art) ."

From

MARTlL~
MARTa~

DAUGHERTY :

Davis, Beverly Jeanne . Fragments. Column,
Col~~, NAEA Newsle
Newsletter.
tte~.
"I fi -ind
-inrl them nearly always socially relevant , and appealing to
teachers and prospective teachers."

From

SliS~~

L. DORSEY :

Bowers , Chet . Cultural literacy for freedom:
freedom : an existential
ex istential perspective
on teaching,
An Elan book .
teachin~, curriculum and school policy .
"I especially recommend
recoi!Il'!lend the chapters 2,4, and 5 . The book dis cusses the need of reevaluation of many of the ideologies that
are taught and passed on as 'taken for granted knowledge ' today.
Although not an art- based book , I think the book deals in such a
way as to expand one's view of teaching as a whole and gives
rise to some inter
interesting
esting questions and possibilities ..""
Lanier, Vi!'
Vincent
. cent.. Essavs in art education: the development of one point
of view. New York : HSS Information
Informa tion Corp.
Corp . ,• 1976 .
<;<lith his point of view ,
"Although I find that I do not always agree ,"ith
I have always found h im to be interesting and controversial in
his ,...~ritings.
~ritings .
If I could pinpoint one person who I felt had
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r,, it '',.,culd
.wuld
the gre2.tes
gre2. testc impact on my work as an .::.rt edu::::ato
edu:::a~or
I highly recommend his ,vricings,
writings, including his
April. 1980, speech in Atlanta (NAEA). "Sb: Items on the Agenda
Eighties."
for the Eighties
. " I find his t,,-ritings
writings to be for ur.derg-::-aduate
underg~aduate

be Vincent.

professional. 11
level as well as for the professional."
Purse~, Stuart.
Stuart .
Purser,

ThQ
aooroaches
d ra~in
g.
Davis
Th~ drawing handbook:
aoproaches to dra
..... ing.
Publications, 1976 .
"The book covers such ideas as drawing concepts, aesthetic
philosophies, and student responsibilities. The e~phasis
e~pha sis is
on the interrelationship of fundamentals
fundamentals,, creat iv~ aspects, the
~aterials and techniques
of drawing for students
studen ts at various
materials
levels
levels.. High school and college levels.
levels.""

I
I

at

Daniel.. The cultural contradictions of caoitalism.
canitalism.
:3ell,
Bell, Daniel
between illodernization
"His analysis of the =elation bet:T,.,.een
moderni zation and
a11d wilar. he
sees as the adversary culture of the artist
a=tist is provocative. I
t.hink it is an important
think
important: book
book.. Graduate level
le ... el reading.
reading."II
Frie re, Paulo. The pedagog;;
peaago,","" of the oppressed
oppress ed . Ne',.,.
New York:
York; Seabury Press,
P!"ess,
1970.
"His work on criticel
cri tical consciousness
conscio usne ss via a dialogical situa
situation
tion
wherein
wherei~ he discusses the decoding proc~ss
process is most
most. enlighteni~g.
enligi1!:eni:1g.
I found his writing to be very enriching
9:lriching tm
tm.,rard
... ard the
t.he conception
of education for critical consciousness
consciousness.. I highly recommend all
his books.
books J especially Education fo r Critical
Cri ti cal Consciousness
Conscio'.lsness (Ne1';
(Ne1«
York: Seabury Press,
Press , 1973)."

From ELIOT EISNER :
Illicn, Ivan.
Ivan . Tools for convivialitv.
conviviality . Harper
111ich,
Ha rper and Row.
th2.t has nothing directly to do with art
ar !: cut wn~cn
"itA
A book th2t
deals
de3ls with the impact
impect of technology in society that I believe
memberss of the Caucus . The book describes
would be relevant to member
which technological devices such as the telep
telephone.
the t..rays
ways in vhich
hone.
the automobile,
au toaooile. affect social relationships
relationships,, ~hich in turn
affec t the quali ties of experience that people undergo.
undergo . It is
extremely relevant to anyone attempting to understand the factors
fact ors
affecting contempo rary society.
society . even if one does not accept the
proposes . "
solutions that Illich proposes."

I
I
I
I
I

J
,JI

EDHL~1) B
B.. FELDHAl'l
From EDHL"}j1)
FELDHAN::

experience.. New
Feldman
Feldman,. ::.
S. 3B.. Varieties of visua l experience
New York
York:: Harry N. Abrams,
Abr ...ms ,
Inc
b.c.. and PrendcePrentice- Hall , Inc ., 1981.
1981 . (Second edition)
" College.
Co llege text. "
Feld~an,
Felci~an.

~ .B.
Becoming human
hu~n through
thr ou~h art. Englewood Cliffs,
Cl iffs,
Hall, Inc .• 19iO
1970 .
"College
"Co ll ege text
te:.r::t . It"
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Feldman,, E. B. A socialis t critique of art history in the U. S.A .
Feldman
Leonara,
Leona ra, Interna tional Journal of Contemporarv
Contemporary Visual Artists
Art ists,.
11(1 ) ., pp 23 - 28. Pergamon Pre ss
1978, ll(l)
Univer;ity
" Universi
t y level."
Feld~an .

E. 3 .

Anthropol
histor
i ons of art cu rri cula .
An
t hropol ogical and his
torii cal concept
conceptions

Art Education ., 1980
1980., 33(6) .
"College level."
le vel ."

-

Feldman,, E. B. The artist.
Feldman
artist . Eng
Engle~ood
le~o od Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice- Hall,
Ha ll, Inc .•
.•
1982.
1982 .
"A social his
t ory of the artist , from shana
history
sh~lan
n to gallery idol;
idel;
heavily illustrated. Secondary and college level. "
Hauser, Arnold .

The social history of art.

Read, Herbert .

Berger, John .

The grass root s of ar t.
t.

Ney York
York::

Ne<,.;
Ne'''' York:

Knopf.
Knopf .

Hittenborn,
~.]itt enborn. 1947 .

The success and failure of Picasso. Penguin Books
Books,, 1965 .

Rudofsky, Bernard.
Be rnard. Architecture
Archi te cture ',oii
~ithout
chou!:. architects . Ne''';
New York :
Art , 1964 .
of :'1odern
;'1odern Art,
Jacobs, Jane. The deat
lifee of American ci ties.
t ies .
deathh and lif
House , !961.
1961.

Ne~,..
Ne~"

York :

MUSeum
Huse.um
Randoa
Randor:'!

KA.REN A
A.. HA!1BlEN
HAl1BLEN :
From KAREN

Chalmers
Chalme~s,, F.G. Toward
To~ard a ttheory
heory of art ~.d culture as a foundation for
art education (Doctoral
(Do ctoral dissertati
disser tati on, University of Oregon,
ion Abstracts Interna
International,
1971) . Dissertat
Diss ertation
t ional . 1971,
1971 , dl,
32 , 3000A.
Univers it.y :'Iicraforms
~'Iicrofo rms No. 72- 00 , 912).
Efland. A. D. Conceptions
Concepcions of
Efland,
April 1979 .

tea
chin~
teachin~

in art
arc education.
education . Arc
Ar t Education,

KavoliS.
soci ological analysis
Kavolis, V. Artistic exo re.ssion-ression-- a sociological
analysi s .
Press, 1968 .
Cornell University Press.

I t haca,
hac a, N.Y.:

s tudents in art
"These sources are most approp riate for graduate students
education and especially for those with
~ith an anthrop
anthropol
ol ogical andlor
andl or
sociological
socio logical interest."
inter est. "

From JACK HOBBS:
Hause r , Ar
Hauser
Arnold
nold . The social hist ory of
or art (4 volumes) . New York :
Vintage Books.
Books .
"The basic text on the whole subject
subject. has to be . ..
. . Difficul
vifficul t
reading ."
."
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I
Fischer, Ernst . The necessity of art . Penguin Books .
".;
Narxist perspective . Difficult reading . "
"A Harxist

Solomon , Maynard .
"A

~larxist

Harcuse, Herbert .

~'!arxism

and art .

perspective .
perspective.

~';ayne

State University Press.
Press .

Difficult reading ..~""

The aesthetic dimension
dimension.. Becan
Becon Press .

"A Harxist perspective.
perspective."II Difficult reading ."
,"
Berger, John .

Ways
t;.J'avs of seeing.
"Easy reading . It

Berger, John. About looking ,
"Easy reading,"
reading."

Viking Press.

Panther .
Panther.

Art the aesthetic . Cornell UniverSity
University Press .
"A good book on aesthetics that proposes an institutional

Dickie , George.
George .

of art , (really a social theory) .

Difficult reading . "

Loeb, Judy
Judy.. (Ed.) Feminist collage . Teachers College Press .
"An anthology of very current
curr ent interest.
inte~est .
reacing."
Difficult re.s.cing."

Battcock,, Gregory . New ideas in ert education.
Battcock
education . Dutton .
"For provocative ideas about art education . Difficult
Diffic'.J.lt reading ., "

Hobbs, Jack . Art in context
context.. Harcourt, Brace , Jovanovich .
"Especially chapters 1,
l, 5- 8. and pages 4-514- 51- 103."
103 . "
Feldman. Edmund.
Edmund . Varieties of visual experience. New
~ew York : Harry N.
Abrams, Inc . and
~~d Prentice Hall, Inc., 1981 .
"Especially chapter 2 and his many other
othe r WTit.ings."
Hob-bs, Jack .

!s
Is aesthetic education possible.

Art Education,
Education , 30 (1) ,.

"I also recommend Vincenc
Vincent: Lanier ' s writings."
wr i tings."

From
F~om NAl'ICY
NAl'TCY JOHNSON :

Berger, Peter L . • and Luck~nn, Thomas.
Thomas . The social constructio~ of
reali ty. New York:
York : Doubleday. 1966 .
"An excellent theoretical ttreatment
reatment of the development of social
knowledge. The authors do not focus speCifically on art; however,
there are many implications
t.here
imp ~ ~cations for art
art. education
educat.ion . Appropriat.e
Appropriate for
graduate
gr aduete level reading . "

3axandall , :hchael.
~.fichael.
Painting
Paint.ing and e:'q)erience
e:<perience in fifteenth
fi fteenth century Italy .
Oxford
O~ford :
Oxford University Press , 1972 .
"'!'his book illuminates some of the social beliefs and life in
~enaissance Italy and relates them to the style of paintings made
at t.hat
th2t time. A short and concise social hhii story.
sto r y. Appropriate
Ap?ropriate
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ior
for undergraduates and graduates."
Egberr., Donald D.
Egbert,
Social radicalism and the arts. Net.;
Ne'" York: Alfred
Alf red
A. Kr.opf
Kr..opf . 1970
1970..
"A
fl.:!.. cultural histo::-y
history of moder:!.
moci.er:J. radicalism as reflected in t heories

of art , works of art.
ar t , ano
and the social activities
activi ties and beliefs of
their creators.
creato r s. Appropriate for college- level reading ."
."

From ELLEDA KATAN :
Baynes,, Ken.
Baynes
Ken . Art in society.
society . The Ov erlook
erlo ok Press
Press,, 1975
1975..
"Very
"Ve r y expensive
ex?ens1ve . That ' s its only faulc.
faule. Beautiful, lushly
illustrated
industrial , domestic folk, pcp~lar.
popular, youth
illustrat
ed with industrial,
you th
ne) culture
ima ges from Weste rrnn and nonnon-Western
(and fi
fine)
cul ture images
Western societies .
provide s a
The text is succinct and clear . The introduction provides
rock- solid redefinition
rock-solid
r edefiniti on of art
ar t,, away
a~ay from the Capital- A Art of
the NAE.~
NA~\ and towards what I believe must be foucdational
foundational to
the redesign of our profession towards relevance.
r elevance .
then-- the part that blew my mind-- 3aynes treats the social
And thenrole of art with respect to four fundamental human functi
funct ions:
ons:
l,.,jork,
Wo rk, War,
war, Worship, and Sex . Worship and Sex are
a re presented as
stabili
stabilizing
zing fo r ces ; Work as adversary
a dversary ; War , symbolic and
restrictive. within the modern era .
restrictive,
Suggests to me a whole new
ne';" way or organi zing both
bo th histori
hi s torical
cal and
studio content."

Huaford
Huc£o rci,, Louis
Louis.. The condi
condition
tion of wan (1944) and The city in historv
his torv (1968)
H.arcourt Brace.
Brace .
Harcourt
whethe:: these t<
~[umford.
"I have no idea whethe:('<....""0o represent the best of :lumford.
He ' s prolific and I've rread
ead only a small part
He's
part.. These are simply
the two I live with.
w~th .
In the intra
intra.. to Condition (pp 3- 15).
15) , he defines can,
soc iety .
~an, society,
art , work, knovledge
art,
knowledge in ways essential to reinLegration
rein~egrati on of art
into
i nto ever
everyday
yday life . It is the cul tural
t ural paradigm for which all
of his work is an illustration. Condition
Condi t ion deals
dea ls pr
principally
incipally with
systems of thought , City vith
netwo rks of pover
communic ation
with networks
power and communication
histo~y..
However ttrue
rue to his
h is model
model
across the breadth of Wes tern history
culture,, ideas and symbols are understood only in thei r diadia of culture
lectical
~ith econopolitical
forces..
lec t ical negotiation vith
econop o l itical forces
Not onl
onlyy richly informed and complexly inter""oven,
inter~oven , his style is
lusty and vigorous.
vigorous . ~
Very entertaining
entertaining.. Accessibility beli~s
belies
depth of implica
implication
t ion . (If in college we could have studied Mumford
Mumfo rd
instead of Art History, we'd have had the necessary foundation
fo undation for
the history
histo ry needed in public school art
a rt..
The end result of reading :Iulilford
~IUlilford is not simply increased underunderstanding
s tanding of who and hew wer are today but an inspired vision of
e could be.
be .""
...\o.,no
·no ....
";.,Ie
art.. Princeton eniversity
Unive r sity Press ,
Barzun , Jacques
Jecques . The uses and abuses of art
1974,
1974.
" In this book, Barzun !!lOves
moves into :Iumford
"In
~Iumford I s league in choice of
illustrative
incident s , color and ene
energy
langua ge , breadth
illus
trative incidents,
r gy of language,
63

of cultural and social reference ... ~~d the repeated insistance
upon the social function of art .
His concerns are the modern movements within the fine arts.
He
traces the Romantic rejection of the elevation of reason;
the
1
itpact
~~pact of sciences I high status upon art; and the distructive
impact of anti- and non- art
a rt..
His basic thesis is chat
that art is power and pOwer can be ~.;elded

for
fo r good ar bad
bad.. To mysticize art into uninflicted goodness
is to mark both what i t is doing to us at the moment and what
it can do in the future.
future .
Lastly, he speculates chat
that the fo~ of artart-to
to - come might well
be collective and anonymous."

From

DL~~A

KORZENIK::
KORZENIK

Hunro
Hunro,, Thomas.

Art education:

its ohilosoDhy
ohilosoohy and psv
psvchology.
chology.

New York:

The Liberal Arts Press, 1956.
1956 .
"Hunro looks at
at. how society, culture
cult.ure controls our use of art,
art.,
especially wit.h
with adolescents
adolescents.. He ss"hm.;s
hQT.';s how taboos about
2.bout nud.ity
alienate kids from art at t!1e
t~e very age they'd be most drawn to it
it."
."
naIl , Inc.,
Inc .• .1982.
. 1982.
Fe l dman, Edmund B. The artist. New Jersey: Prentice- Hall
"E:{cellent book for
"E:{ce11ent
fo r teachers to offer examples to students of
different roles society has offered artists.
art.ists. TI\is book could
be a basis for teaching art histoLY and studio-- particularly
useful for adolescents since it is organized around identitv-social roles, etc."
Ko rzenik, Diana. Back to basics and t.he
the prepar
preparation
ation of art.
ar t t.eachers.
teachers.
In Art education and back to basics . NAEA Publications , 19
1979.
79.
"Describes the varieties of social purposes art education has
served as a function of the need of a particular historical
moment. Art
ALt education is man:-',
many . many types of eciucation
ed.ucation and
teachers are compelled (by dint of their limited time with
kids, etc.)
etc . ) to CHOOSE . Here's wher
wheree the teachers beliefs
beliefs,,
biases are critical
critical."
."

BARTHA T.
T . U.LKA.
U •.LKA :
From c'lARTHA

Blankeslee, Thomas.
1980 .

The right crain .

Garden City,
City , N. Y. :

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Anchor Press,

Brandwein, P. and Ornstein, R. The duality of the mind- - a symFosium
symposium in
in
print with Paul Brandwein and Robert Ornstein . Instructor,
19
1977
77 January, pp 54-58 .

I

r1gnt side of
o f the
t he brain
b rain . Los Angeles:
Angeles :
Ed·,.;ards, Betty. Drawing on the right
J.P
J .P.. Tarcher, Inc., 1979.
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Ornst
Ornstein,
ein, Robert .

The
Tha nature
na ture af human consciousness
consc iousness .
Vikin
Pre ss , 1973.
Vikingg Press,
1973 .

Pizzat, Joseph.
Joseph . I ' m a rignt
right brained
b ra ined person .
:·larch 1979, E
32,. pp 10-11.
10-11 .
Restak, R . The brain:
bxain:
1979.

the last frontier
fronti e r.,

\~lly
\~-:'ly

~ew Y
~e~
~o
o rrk:
k:

me , God?
me,

New York:

The

Art Education,
Education ,

tJarner
t~arne r Books , Inc
Ir1.c .

Spe!:
Sper- ry, R
R.. Lateral specialization
spec ializat ion of cerebral
ce rebral function
func t ion in c.he
t.he su
surr gically
separated hemispheres
he ~ispheres.. In The pSY~~Qohys~ology
pSy~~QOhy 5~Ql ogv ~f
uf thi~king .
New York : Academic Press
Press,, 1~73,
1 ~73, pp 209 - 229.
229 .
Vannztta
Vannatta,, B. The o1'a1n--is
brain--is half an education be
better
t ter than none?
none ?
Education , :-!arch
Educat.ion
Harch 1979, ~,
]!, pp 12-13 .
Virshup,, E . Ar
hemisphe:re .
Virshup
Artt and the right hemisphere.
29 ., pp 14l4- 15.
15 .

Art

Ar
Educ atio n, November 1976 ,
Artt Education,

From Vlt\CE::-iT
LA-'HER :
Frol!l
VI NCE::-iT LA-'HEx
?r~e
!' r=-ere
re.,

Paulo
Pa ulo . Pedagogy
Peciagogy of the oppressed.
op press ed . New lork:
lork : Herder and Herder
Herder,,
1970.
"Education
"Educa tion as unde
understanding
o f the forces of oppression and how to
r standing of
combat them . Coll
College
age and above . "

Lanier, vii . The teaching
t eaching or
of art as sodal
social revolution. Phi Delta
De lta Kaupan,19
Kanp an ,l969
69 ,
50(6), pp 314- 139.
139 .
"Just
" J ust what the title suggests. Col
Co llege
lege and above."
above ."
Shann
Shahn , Ben . The shape of
o f content.
can tent .
"How social forces are reflected in the visual arts
a r ts . Co llege and
2Dove ., "
Lanier
Lanie!: , V,
V.
The arts
a rts we see-- a simplified introduction tto
o the vis
visual
ual arts.
arts .
New York,
York. London
Lon don : Teachers Co llege Press
Press,, 1982.

From iiELEN
HELEN MU'I'H
~H::
BOIo.· e rs, C.
C , A. Cultural literacy for
fo r freedom
f ree dom ., Eugene, Oregon : Elan
El an
BOI.:ers,
Publishers, Inc ., 1974 .
"Thi
'..1ritten from
frOiD an
a n existential
existen tial perspe
perspective
teaching,,
"Thiss book is 'Jritten
c tive on teaching
curriculum and school policy
curricul\!lll
policy.. It ',..... as my first
fir s t encouncer
encoun!:e!' with a
philosophy of education, which
whi ch addressed
add ressed some
s ome of my own
o~n basic
notions of the power of the
t.he learner.
le arner. It is the
tr.e individual's
choices
ch oices that expand or restri
r estrict
ct his or
o r her own conscio
co n scious
usness
ness . rI
believe that education is che
the process by which learners
learne rs take
posseSSion of the direction and intent
possession
i ntent of their knowledge and
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teaching is tthe
he medium by which the learner is asked to evaluate
his or he:her o't."!l
ot."!'\. view of rea
reality
lity as it is for:ned
rOr:<lea from
tram life experiences . Learning
Learnirrg becomes an ongoing process ."
."
Cooper,
Coop
er, C. DDes
esignin
ignin ~ fo r human behavior
behav;or:: a~chitect~re and the behavioral
sciences . In
I n Long , J . , Burnet
Burnetttee , C., :foleski
~'fole s ki,, W
v.T ..•, and Vachon, D.,
(Eds .)
Pennsy lvani a: Dowden, Hutchinson and
. ) [titl
[titlee not given] . Pennsylvania:
Ross,
Ross , Inc . •, 1974
1974..
""The
The house as a symbol of tthe
he self
s elf.. Cooper •wr
.... r ote this
t his paper as a
think piece , bas
based
ed on her ow~ interest in people's rresponses,t
esponses,t o the
beginning architecture student
studen t s who showed an unse
unselfconscious
l fconsci ous use
of design
des ign elements
e l ements from their
the i r own homes in their studio projects .
The idea that one's
one ' s house is invested with meaning symbolic
symbo li c of
meaning
how one relates to the rest of societ y and that
tha t this
t his m
eaning 1s
fun
f undanental
damental ttoo the image one holds of tthe
he wor
world
l d is relevant to
social content in art education ."
."
Nuth. H . J . Children's
Nuth,
Ch il dren's preference for familiar
famil iar large scale envi
environment
r onmentss :
its
imn li
licati
dissertation.
i ts imp
ca ti ons for art education. Doctoral dissertation,
University
Un iversity of
o f Cincinnati
Cincinna t i , 1981.
19 81 .
"Content
a rt education
educat i on is of tten
en so narrowly limit
ed to traditional
"Con tent in art
limited
concepts
co ncep ts of what is art that many children have no experience
experien ce frem
frcm
which to build m
meaning
eaning into
in to school art
a r t acitivities.
aci t ivit ies . According ttoo
this
th is study the children involved had developed
d~veloped affective attachments
to familiar
faoiliar forms of housing
hous ing by tthe
he age of eigh
eightt and nine year
yea r s .
The resul
resultt was consistent even though there ·,:ere
•...·ere difference
differencess in
socia- economic levels represent
socia-economic
represented.
ed.
To make art classes more socially relevant to child
children's
r en 's lives.
lives,
II believe art
a rt teachers should be aware of the impressive amount
amoun t
of learning chi
children
ldren have acqui
acquired
r ed although nuch
wuch of it remains
at
a t a pre
preconscious
conScious level.
l evel. II believe that art
ar t tea
teacher
cherss should be
aware thst
tha t chi
child
ldren
ren'' s cognitive,
cognitive. pe
perceptual
rceptual ., and aesthetic
aesthe tic
development are closely interrelated in the formative years and
that children
child ren ' s early predisposi tions
t ions are inextri
inextricably
cably bo~~d
bound to
values not yet articulated
a r ticulated . 1 believe that art
a rt teache
teachers
rs need to
be a~are
a~a re that these early values a re not easily
eas ily superseded
supe r seded and
may not be alterabl
alterablee in any significant manne rr..
bri dges
I believe that art t eachers
eache r s should construct conceptual bridges
be~Meen
t. Aesthetic
be~~een meaning in everyday lif
lifee and meaning in a rrt.
Aes t hetic
kind..""
meaning is different
dif fe rent only
on l y in
i n degree
de gree not kind

From ROBERT

SAu~DERS:
5Au~DERS :

Hall
Ha ll.. Edward T . The hidd
hidden
en dimension
dimen sion and The silent language.
lan gua ge . Garden
City.
City , N. Y. : Doubleday and Co.,
Co ., 1966 and 1959 res
re spectively
pec t ively .
" Both books merge for
f o r me
me,, but they opened up a whole new dimension
i n communication
communication,, and in his concept of monoch
Clonochronic-polychronic
in
r onic- polychronic
personalities
pe
r sonalitie s . Although not direct ed towards educati
education
on and
schoo ling,, they revolutio
nizedd my ttechniques
echniques in classroom communischooling
revolutionize
communica ti
t ion
c l assroom dynami
cs . "
on , use of furniture and classroom
dynamics."
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Ealprin, Lawrence
Lawrence.. The R.S.V.P. cvcles:
cycles: creative proce
procedures
d ures in the
human environment. Ne~ .. lork:
George Braziller, Inc.
I nc.,, 1969 .
York:

"Halprin's theory on energizing (open- ended) and controlled
(close-ended)
( close-ended) scoring.
scoring, and his Resources, ~core.
Score, ~aluation.

cycling of human behavior, movement (as
( as in
dance with his wife Ann Halprin), and community planning,
so blew my mind back in 1969 that I read it in one sitting.
It has exciting and viable applications to curriculum design
and scoring classroom interaction, although there is nothing
&~d ~er
~erformance
f ormance

about curriculum in the book.
It deals with the architecturalarchitecturalvisual environment. It also gave me the techniques to make
student performance objectives creative . "

Lowenfeld, Viktor . Creative and mental growth. New York: The Macmillan
Co.,
Co .• 1949, 1952,
1952 , 1959 (Eds. 1.
I, 2,
2. and 3).
3) .
"These three original Lowenfeld editions still have the sections
on evaluating aesthetic,
aesthetic., phy
physical
sic.al , emotional, social and
anc. intellectual growth in child art, and his theories on art hhistory
istory in a
visual-haptic
visual- haptic context . The
Th e social orientation lowenfeld has given
to creative growth are prominent through his text, and still
st i ll
remain in essence in the subsequent posthumous editions by W.
Lambert Brittain . "
Saunder. Robert . Relatin~ art and humanities in the classroom.
Saunder,
classroom . Dubuque,
Iowa:
!\lm.. C. Brown Publishing Co., 1977 .
Iowa : !.rm
"The Ch,i:pters
cha'{Jters on human needs and social needs, on core monuments
using humanistic themes related to social values has a particular
significance for
f o r developing moral,
mo ral. ethical, and aesthetic values
through the arts. The section on the Structure of Aesthetic
Education provides a context for the relation of each sensory mode
to aesthetic perception, and interaction with ether disciplines."
Thoms on,
will
nvi n . oAet~t,h""ec-'e"
a,,'g~e=--7ocf,--,h""i=sot"ocrv'-'-"'_cS~Oee?c"ue
1"a"t,,1,'"o"n"s,-,oen,,--,t"h~e,
on , t.;
i 11 i am I TWin
~t,h""ec-'e"a,,·
g~e=--7o~f,--,h""i=sot"ocrY'-..1.."'_cs~Pee?c"u"l"a"t"'=·
transfer of culture . New York: Harper and ~ow, Publishers,
1971.
"Thomson's tracing of tribal, agricultural, industrial cultural
orientations,
orien tations, and our current direction into a scientific- planetary culture provided a new
ne~ working basis for my own philosophy
on the history of art
2rt education.
education . It also opened me up to a context in which the future and the past became one reality
reality.. Out
Ou t
cf
of it came a recognition of the need for a=t education to take
an active role in bringing about a Ne~ Age in which the arts,
aesthetics, and things of the spirit are central to human
existance."
exis tance. "

l'!cLuhan> Harshall.
l:!cLuhan,
Lessing, Doris.

Unders tandin:;;; media.
Understandin:i2;

Canopus in argos .
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From HURIEL
MURIE!.. SILBERSTEIN- STORFER :

Storier, :L
Storfer,
:-L S.
S . Doing art together.
together . The Herropolitan
Hecropolitan Huseu<Ii
Museu<Ii of Art,
Art ,
Huseur:J. Special Services Office. P . O. Box 700,
Huseum
700 , :!iddle
:-!iddle Village,
N.Y. 11379 .
"A book for parents who want to develop and sh;:;.re the creative
instincts of their children . This is a book about creating art .
Based on the past eighteen years of research by the author in toe
the
areas
iireas of parent - child art workshops that have been enormously
successful both at the Metropolitan and the ~useum of Hodern .Art
.i.rt .
An imaginative and practical introduction to the ~,'orld of art
for beginners of all ages . "

t,TALTER ST. DENIS
DENIS::
From WALTER
Johnson,
Johnson , Nancy R.
Social goals in the visual arts
a rts . Art Education,
Education.
January 1982 .
"I can't
can ' t thir:.k
think of a specific article or book which has influenced
my belief that thus teaching art involves social theory.
lOU
are aware of the impact you are making in each student's
student ' s social
a·..,areness
a....,areness and
a..,d behavior in daily contact with each student ."
."

From CHARL:t:S
CHA_H.Li:::S G. t.jIEDER:
t.jIEDER :
Read, Herbert.
Herbert . Education throu,
through
g h art.
art . New York
York:: Pantheon, 1953 .
"Wri ting from a classical liberal (Libertarian) point of vie'
vieTH,
... ,
the author argues for the importance of art and
2nd i::::ldividuality
in education, especially
especia l ly as these affect life
l i fe in free, open
societies . "

Rothbard, :·lurray.
~·lurray.
Individualism
Individual
ism and
2nd the phi1osoohy
philosophy of the social
soci21 science .
California : The CATO Institute, 1979.
California:
"This softbound
softboll..'1.d volumn contains t •.;o essays on social science re search methodology. The author,
author , an Austrian economist , is
incisively critical
c r itical of the trends toward quantitative(empirical,
statistical)
stat
i stical) research
res e arch models where
~,'he r e human action and motivation
are involved.
involved .
Recommended is an approach termed methodological
individualism which is outlined in terms of basic principles
and underlying assumptions."
~·1aslow,
~'laslow,

Abraham . To·..,ard
Abraham.
TO'..;ard a psychology of beng . (2nd ed.)
ed . ) New York :
Van rlostrana
Nostrand Reinhold.
Reinhold , 1968 .
"This '..,ork
work combines hu.-nanism
hu...uanism ·..;ith
·..·ith ideas on self development.
development .
A forerunner of the humanistic psychology movement and all
of the spinoff selfself - help and marriage counseling guides that
have taken Maslow
Maslcw's
' s lead.
II
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From

.">..:.'W~TII0US ,

}1cFee , June K.

'UNIVERSITY OF !·l\RYL;l2{D
l-l<\RYLl2'm :

Children and cities:
cities :

iill
ail.

exploratory
e x ploratory study of urb::.n

middle
~~ddle and low income neighborhood children's
children ' s responses in
studying the city .
Gould,
Gould , Peter R.

Studies in Art Educatio
Education,
n, Fall 1971.

Our mental maps .

In Downs, R
R..

Image and environment . Chicago:
Ch ica go :
pp

~I,
~!,

and Stea, D .

Aldine Publishing , 1973.
AIrline

182- 22
2200..

Howell, Joseph T . Hard livin~ on clay street: portraits of blue
collar
co llar families . (monograph , Center for Urban and Regional
Studies
St udies , University
Unive r s ity of North Carolina) New York : Anchor
Books , 1973 .
Jones, Jean Ellen . A descriotive study of elderly art students and
imp li cations for art education . Unpublished doctoral disserimplications
tation,, Universi
tation
University
t y of Oregon , 1975.
1975 .
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